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O. Introduction 
Most of the results presented here are motivated by the following question of 
Ken Kunen's: 
Question. Why are there so many statements which can be shown to be consistent 
with ZFC by forcing, and which are also true if V = L? More precisely, is there a 
theorem which says that if a statement can be shown to be consistent by forcing 
with a partial order with certain properties, then the statement must be true in L? 
A rather vague answer to this question is that many proofs using V = L involve 
carrying out complicated constructions which cannot be carried out in ZFC alone, 
and often it is possible to show that these constructions can al:~o be cmxied out in 
certain generic extensions of models of ZFC. Usually the appropriate forcing 
conditions are partially completed constructions, and the relevant dense sets 
correspond to stages which must eventually be reached in any complete construc- 
tion. The generic object added tc, the universe is a complete construc~fion. 
In these forciug arguments we can think of the partial order P and family of 
dense sets ~ as a description of a construction to be carried out. The object to be 
constructed is a set G which is P-generic over 9. We can add such an object to a 
model of set theory by forcing with P,  but in some cases we can actually construct 
the set G, assuming V = L. To get a precise answer to Kunen's question, we must 
determine which partial orders ~ and families of dense sets ~ describe construc- 
tions which can be carried out in L. 
Since many constructions carried out in L involve the use of combinatorial 
principles like ©, ~,  and the existence of morasses, a reasonable way to approach 
this problem would be to see if these combinatorial principles can be used to 
construct generic sets for certain kinds of partial orders. It turns out that some of 
these combinatorial principles not only imply, but are actually equivalent o 
statements aying that generic sets for certain kinds of partial orders exist. In 
particular, I will show that O, the existence of gap-1 morasses, and the existence 
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of more complicated morasses with built-in C, sequences all have equivalent 
formulations in terms of the existence of generic sets for partial orders. 
In addition to helping us answer Kunen's question, these theorems are useful 
for several reasons. First of all, they simplify many of the applications of the 
combinatorial principles involved. To apply one of these theorems we simply have 
to describe a construction using a partial order, and usually this is easier than 
actually carrying out the construction. Secondly, this kind of application actually 
gives us two theorems from just one argument. If we define a partial order and 
family of dense sets and show that they have certain properties, we can conclude 
that a sufficiently generic set e:dsts in L, and also that such a generic set can be 
added to a model of ZFC by forcing. Finally, in some cases we can avoid an 
iterated forcing argument by assuming V = L and applying one of these theorems 
to several different partial orders. Since we never leave our ground model L, we 
can prove the existence of generic sets for several partial order,~: without having to 
worry about the complications involved in iterated forcing. 
1. Morasses 
[ . l .  
Morasses are complicated objects whose existence is consistent with ZFC; they 
can be added to models of ZFC by forcing, and they exist in the constructible 
universe L (see [3]). Like some other objects which exist in L, such as © and [] 
sequences, they can be used to carry out constructions which could not be carried 
out in ZFC alone. 
We will eventually prove a theorem characterizing those constructions which 
can be carried out using a morass. However, the reader unfamiliar with the 
applications of morasses will probably find the definition of morass and the proof 
of the thecrem unmotivated and confusing. We will therefore put off the 
definition and proof until later, and in this section we will simply state the 
theorem anvd give several applications. These applications hould give the reader 
some idea of what kinds of constructions a morass can be used for, and prepare 
hhn for tlae technical details to come later. 
Morasses actually come in several dilterent sizes and shapes. The ones we will 
be concerned with are called gap-t morasses, and a gap-1 morass of size K, for 
any regular uncountable cardinal K, is called a (K, D-morass. We will show that a 
(K, l)-morass can be used to construct generic sets for certain kinds of partial 
orders and families of dense ,,;ets. In order to specify the properties the p,,rtial 
order and dense sets must have, we will need some notation. 
Let K be a fixed regular uncountable cardinal. 
DelhtRion I .L1.  Let P = (P, ~<) be a partial order. A set X _c_ p is called directed if 
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V p, q ~. X 3 r ,~ X (r ~< p and r ~ q). [P is K-directed closed ~f V X ~ P, if IX[ < ~: and 
X is directed then 3 pePVq~X (p<q).  
Suppose P = <p, ~<> is a partial order, and N = {D,~ I a < K +} is an indexed family 
of K + dense open sets. For p e P let the realm of p = rim(p) = {a < ~+ ~t P -c D,}, 
and for a<~ + let P,~ =={p~PIr lm(p)ca}.  
We will be concerned with modifying the realms of elements of P, but only 
those elements whose realms are bounded below K. We thereiore also define 
P*= U~.-.~ P~. 
De~t ion  1.1.2. The family of dense open sets ~ is K-indiscernible if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(L1) P*~0,  and Ve~<~,  D~NP*  is dense and open in P*. 
(I.2) V a < ~, D~ = (1~, ~)  is ~ .directed closed, 
Also, for each (strkdy) order preserving function f:c~--~ % with ce <~ and 
3' <K +, there is a funclion oif : P~-+ P.~ such that: 
(I.3) %. is order pre,~,erving; i.e., 
V p, q c P~ (p ,--;- q - ,  err(p) <~ ~ (q)). 
(i.4) V p e P (rlm(cr.~(p)) = f" rlm(p)). 
(1.5) If {3<a,  f l{3=id ,  f(/3)>ce, 3'<K, and peps,, then p and %(p) are 
compa',ible in P*. 
Nnally, the family of functions {c~f!f:c¢-+ 3" order preserving, ~ <K, and 
~r" < K'} must be commutative; i,e., 
(i.6) If f~ : c~ t -+ cx 2 and /'2 : a2  --~ 3' are order preserving, a~, c~ 2 <. K, and 3" < K ', 
then cxL.q, = o'tocrt. 
Our nlaJn theorem on morasses is: 
Theorem 1.1.3. The following are equivalent,: 
(1) There exists a (K, D-morass. 
(2) Whenever P is a partial order and ~ a ~:-it~_discemible family of" dense open 
sels, there is a set G which is P-generic over @. Furthermore, G can be chosen to be 
-complete. 
Throughout his paper, when we apply Theorem I, 1.3 it will be understood that 
K is a regular uncountable cardinal. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1.3 is somewhat complicated, and of course the details 
c:mnot be presented until we give the definition (~f morass in Section 3. However, 
a brief sketch of the proof of (1)--~(2) may help the reader understand the 
definition of K-indiscernible. 
Tne basic idea of the proof is to construct he set G by initially working with 
oaly the first K dense sets in @, and then using the functions trf to take care of the 
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rest. More precisely, by (I.1) and (I.2) in the definition of K-indiscernible (P*, ~<) 
must be K-closed and the sets Do fq P*,  for c~ < K, are dense in P*. Therefore we 
can choose a set G* _ P* which is P*-geaeric over {D~ N P* I c~ < K}. The realms 
of the elements of G* will be bounded subsets of K whose union is K. By (I.4) we 
can shift these realms around within K + by applying functions o~ to *he elements 
of G*. The fin; t generic set G will contain elements of the form of(R) for suitable 
order preserving f and p ~ G*. 
By applying functions ~rf for enough different f 's  to the elements of G* we can 
easily make sure that the realms of the elements of G will cover all of K +. This 
will guarantee that '¢ a < K + (G N D,, ~ 0). The hard part of the proof is 'o make 
sure that every pair of elements of G is compatible and has a common extension 
in G. For example, suppose pt, p2E G* and we want to have crh(p~), crr_~(p2).c G. 
We will have to make sure that for some q e G* and order preserving , %(q)6  G 
and %(q)~%(p~),  i=1 ,2 .  Our strategy for doing this will be to let q be a 
common extension of 'scaled down' versions of or,(pO and crl,(pz). In other words, 
we will find functions f{ and [~ with ranges contained in some ~x < K and a 
function g : a --~ K ~ such that g of~ = f~ and g of',. = f> and we will let q ,'4 o-f:(p~ ),
i = ~, 2. Then, applying first (I.3) and then (1.6), we can conclude that 
% (q) <<- % (%(P,)) = %o~,.(p~ ) = err '(p~), 
as required. Of course, this must be done for every pair of eiements 
(r¢,(p~), 6rh(p2) ~ G. 
Two problems remain to be solved. First o~ all, we need to know that (rf;(p~) 
and ~%(P2) are compatible !n fact, they must be compatible in P*, since we want 
q ~ G*c  P*  If we are careful about how we construct G*, (1.5) will suffice for 
this. The second problem is that we need to be able to predict all the pairs %,(P0, 
c%(p2)~ G which wilt arise:, and choose a q for each. This is where the morass 
comes in. The morass will be a strticture which guides us through the construction, 
predicting all such pairs and telling us how and when to choose a q for each. 
There  is actually one slight inaccuracy in the proof sketch above: the set G* 
will not really be generic. For the precise description of G* the reader will have to 
wail until Section 3. 
ltL~torica| note. Definition 1.1.2 and Theorem 1.1.3 went through many changes 
before reaching their current form. Some of these changes were motivated by the 
work of Shelah and Stanley, who independently proved a theorem similar to 1.1.3 
(see [8]). in particular, condition (1.5) in the definition of indiscernible was 
originally more complicated and unnecessarily strong. The current version is 
similar to Shelah and Stanley's 'amalgamation property'. Also, Theorem 1,1.3 was 
originally proved for ~<=w~, and clause (I.2) of Definition 1.1.2 originally 
involved ~%-closure instead of ~,h-directed closure. The generalization to arbitrary 
regular uncountable K appeared to require something stronger, such as K-closure 
with greatest lower bound.,;. (Every descending sequence of conditions of length 
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less than K has a greatest lower bound.) Stanley pointed out that K-directed 
closure would work, and could be used withcz~t any loss of generality because of 
the following proposition: 
Proposition 1.1.4. For any partial order P 
(l) If P is 6o~-ctosed, then P is tot-directed closed. 
(2) VK, if P is K-closed with greatest lower bounds, then P is K-directed closed. 
1.2. 
An easy example of a partial order with a K-indiscernible family of dense open 
sets is the usual r -Kurepa tree order. 
Recall that a K-Kurepa tree i~ a tree of height K which has K* branches through 
it, but in which every level has size less than K. (No:e that if K is strongly 
inaccessible this is trivial.) Lel P --= {(T, ~<, g} [ T c ~:, [7"I < K, (T, ~<} is a tree with a 
highest level, and g is a bijection from a subset of K + to the highest level of 
(T, ~<}}. If p~_P, we will say p=(T  p, <P, gP). Define p~q iff {Tr', ~ <p} is an end 
extension of (T  ~, ~<q), dom(g") ~_ dom(gP), and V a ~ dom(g~), g~'(a) -<-P g"(c~). 
Clearly P = {P, -<-) is a partial order. For a < ~+, let D~ = {p ~ P [ a ~=_ dom(gP)}, 
and let ~={D~ I a <~+}. Then V p ~ P (rlm(p) = dom(gP)), P..~ :~ 
{p E P I dom(g ~') ~- a}, and P* = P,, by regularity of ~. 
Theorem 1.2.1. ~ is a ~r-indiscernib~ family of dense opet~ sets 
Proof. It is clear that the D,~'s are open. To see they are dense, suppose p E P and 
c~ <K +, a~ rlm(p). Let x E T p be any point in the highest level of ('N', ~P). Define 
q E P as follows: Let (T  q, -~)  be an end extension of {7 "p, ~<P} with exactly one 
new level, which contains one point above each point ,,n the highest level of 
{T r', <~P) except x, and two poh'lts, y and z, above x. Let do~n(g ~) = dom(g ~) U {a}. 
and define gq so that w ~ E dom(gP), gp(~)~<~g¢'(/3), if gP(/3)= x then gq(/3)= y, 
and gq(c~) = z. Then q<~p anti qtD,~, as required. Note that if p~P* and c~<K, 
then q E P* tr, o, and clearly P*~ 0, so we have also verified (I. t) in the definition 
of indiscernil;le. 
To check (/2),  suppose a<K,  X~_P,, X is directed, and tXt<K. Let T= 
1.J {T p l POX}, and for x, y ~ T let x ~<TY iff 3 pEX (x ~<P y). It is easy to verify 
that since X is directed, (T, ~<T) is a tree which end extends (T p, ~<P) for all p~ X. 
Also, since IXI<K and V pEX (tT"I<K), we have ITI<K. But unless X has a 
minimal element (in which case the conclusion would be trivial), (T, ~T) will not 
have a highest level, so we wilt have to extend it to get a condition. 
Define q ~ P a,, follows: Let A = U {d~ ~m(g p) I P 6 X} and let g~ : A --~ B be a 
bijection, with B ~_ K, B N T = 0. Let T q :- TU  B, and for x, y E T q define x "-~" y 
iff either x ~<rY or 
p ~ X 3 ~ E rim(p) (x ~<P g°(a) and y = gq (a)). 
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In other words, (T", -<-") is an end extension of (T, ~r )  with highest level B, and 
for each a e A, ga(a) is the point in the highest level which extends the branch 
picked out by the gP(a)'s, for psX.  Then V p~X (q<~p). Also, since Xc_P,~ we 
have 
V p e X (rim(p) = dom(g ~) _c a), 
so rim(q) = A c a and therefore q ~ P,,, as required. 
If a < ~¢, 3' < K +, and f :  a -+ % define o-f : P, --+ P~ by ~rr(p) = (T p, ~<P, gO of-~). 
The verification of (I.3), (I.4), and (I.6) is trivial. The only thing left to check is 
(I.5). 
The proof of (I.5) is similar to the proof of (L1). Suppose f: ~ --> 3' < K is order 
preserving, f I/3 = id, f(/3) >~ a, and p e P~. Let A = g~" (rlm(p) £//~:) and B = g:'" 
(rh>(0)\/3). Let (T  ~, -<-~) be an end extension of (T  ~, ~<P) with exactly one new 
level, which contains one point above each point in A, and two points, say y~ and 
z~, above each x ~ B. Define g'~ :rlm(p) U f"rlm(p) --+ T" so that if a 6 rim(p) ~/3, 
then g~(a) ~ gqia), and if a er lm(p) \ /3  and x = g°(a), then g" ia)  = y~ and 
gq(f(a))=z~. Then it is easy to check q-<p, q<~cr¢(p), and rlmiq)c_y<K, so 
q e P*. Therefor.e p and ~rf(p) are compatible in P*. 
Corollary 1.2.2. If the~'e is a (K, D-morass, then there is a K-Kurepa tree. 
Proof, Apply Theorem 1.1.3 to get a K-complete G, P-generic over 9. As in 1he 
proof of (1.2) in the last theorem, we can let T = U {T p I P e G}, for x, :, ~5 T let 
x ~r  Y iff 3 p e G (x ~<~' y), and since G is generic, {T, ~<r) will be a tree end 
extending (T p, ~<~) for each p e G. Since each level of iT, ~r )  is a level of (T  p, ~<") 
for some p e G, all ievels have size less than K. 
For each a<K ÷, let B~={gP(a)lp~G and aErlm(p)}. Since Gi-ID=~O, 
3 p ~ G (a ~ rhn(p)), so B~ g: 0. Also, if q ~ G, then 3 r ~ G such that r ~< q, r ~ p, 
and therefore a e rim(r), g ' (a)  is higher in the tree iT.. ~r )  than any element of 
T q, and g ' (a )e  B~, so B,  contains points arbitrarily high in (T, ~T). It is not hard 
to verify now, using the genericity of G, that B~ is a branch through the tree. 
If a~/3<K ~, pick peGf'lD,,, q~Gf3D~, and reG, r<-p and r<~q. Then 
a,/3 ~rhn(r), and since g' is 1- l ,  g ' (a)  ¢ g~(/3). Therefore B,~ and B~ contain 
different elements at one level of the tree, so they are different branches. This 
proves that the tree has K + branches. 
The only thing left to check is that (T, ~<'r} has height ~. It is clear that the 
height is at most K, so we only have to make sure it is not less than t<. Let a be the 
height of (T, <~T), and suppose a < K. If a were a successor, then (T, <~T) would 
have a highest level. But then since this highest level must have size less than K, 
the h-e.e couldn't have ~+ branches, a contradiction. So ~ must be a limit ordinal. 
Choose X_  G so that 
V/3 < ~ El p c X (iT r', ~o) has height at least /3). 
Since c~ <K we can choose X with IX I< K. But then by K-completeness of G, 
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3 q c G V p ~ X (q ~ p). (T  ~ ~") must be at least as tall as (T p, ~r,) for all p ~ X, 
but no taller than (T, ~T), SO it must have height a. But a is a limit ordinal, and 
since q eP,  (T ~, <~) mus~: have a highest level, so this is a contradiction. This 
completes the proof. 
In Section 2 we will prove a strengthened version of Theorem 1.1.3 which will 
make it easier to show that (T ,~T)  has height K. But when we get to the 
definition of morass in Section 3 it will become clear that it is~ even easier to prove 
Corollary 1.2.2 directly, without using Theorem 1.1.3, since a (K, 1)-morass is 
almost a K-Kurepa tree already, and there is a straightforward way to turn it into 
one° Corollary 1.2.2 is not really a very deep result, and there is no need to use 
Theorem 1.1.3 to prove it. The reason for presenting it the way we have in this 
section is to give ]he re~der an easy to understand example of a partial order with 
an indiscernible famil) of dense open sets, and to illustrate the application of 
Theorem 1.1.3 to suct~ a partial order. The rest of oar examples wilt be more 
complicated, but 'will also yield more interesting results. 
1.3. 
In this section we show that the existence of a (•, 1)-morass implies a weak 
form of []~. Recall that ff]K says that there is a sequence (C~ I ~ < ~ ~, c~ a Iimh 
ordinal) such that Vow: 
(1) C~ is a cub (closed unbounded) subset of ~. 
(2) If/3 is a limit point of C~ then C~ --- Ca (3/3. 
(3) If c f (~)<~, then Ic~i<~. 
We will consider a partial order whose elements are pieces of []~ sequences of 
size less than K. More precisely, we will say that p is a condition if p is a function, 
dom(p) ~ {~ < K + I c~ is a limit ordinal}, Idom(p)l < K, and v /a  ~ dora(p): 
(1) p(a) is a closed aubset of c~, and Ip(a)l < K. 
(2) If B is a limit point of p(a), then /3 ~ dora(p) and p(/3)= p(~)fl/3. 
(3) If zf(~)<K, then 3/3~_dom(p) (cf(/3)=K and a is a limit point of p(/3)). 
(Note that therefore by (2), p(c~) is cub in a.) 
(4) If c f (a)= K, then max(p(c0)~>sup(dom(p)Vice). (Note that max(p(~)) exists 
by (1).) 
Now let P be the set of condition.s, and for p, q ~ P define p ~ q iff dora(q) 
dora(p) and V a e dora(q) (q(~) is an initial segment of p(a)). P -- (P, ~)  is clearly 
a partial order. 
If K = ~o~, we can define at: ~01-ind~scernible family fi'. of dense open sets in P, 
and show that the existence of a P-generic set over ~ guarantees the truth of Do,. 
Unfortun~ tely, the generalization to arbitrary regular uncountable K does not 
allow us to prove U]~, bu~ Stanley pointed out that we can get the following weak 
version of ~ : 
Weak D~ : There is a set of l:mit ordinals S ~ K ÷ which contains all a < K* with 
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cf(a) = ~, and a sequence {C~ i a ~ S) such that "~' c~ ~ S: 
(1) C~ is a cub subset: of a. 
(2) If 1~ is a limit point of C~, then /3 e S and Ce = C~ n ¢}. 
(3) if c f (a )<~,  then lCol<~. 
Proposition 1.3.1. Weak F'I.,, ---> E~]~. 
Prool. Let {C,~ iee ~ S) be a weak ~,,, aequence. If o~ < (o2, ~ a limit ordinal, but 
a:¢ S, then cf(c~)= ~o. In this case let C,~ be any w-sequence cofinal in c~. Then 
<C., I ~<~2,  a a limit ordinal) is a U_]~, sequence. 
For K >(o,, weak U.I~ and [2]~ may not be equivalent. To see this, suppose t< is 
supercompact. Laver has shown @ee [5]) that the supercompactness of K can be 
made 'indestructible' under f<-directed closed forcing. But from the results of this 
section it will be easy to see that [P is u-directed closed, and forcing with IP adds a 
weak El, sequence. Therefore forcing with P will give us a model in which weak 
~,, is true but ~< is still st~percompact, and therefore D~ is false (see [9]). In fact, 
Stanley has pointed out that by a similar argument it can be shown that if 
Con(Zt=C + 3 K (K is supercompacl)), then 
Con(ZFC+=IK (K is supercompact and there is a (K, 1)-morass)). 
For the partial order involved, see Section 3.3. By collapsing ~< to (o2 we can get a 
model in which weak ~,,, is true (or there is an (e'2, 1)-morass) but ~,~ is false. It 
is not clear if the full strength of a supercompact ardinal is needed for this result. 
To define our family ~q~ of dense sets, first of all let (A,~ I c~ < ~< ~) enumerate, in 
order, the ordinals less than K ~ of cofinality K. Now let D,, = {p ~ P [ A,~ ~ dom(p)}, 
and ~ = {Do ! (~ < K ~}. We will prove below: 
Theorem 1.3.2..~ is ~<-indiscert~ible. 
An almost hmnediate consequence of this is: 
CoroRary 1.3.3. (f there is a (K, ))-morass, then weak ~., is true. 
Hence, by Proposition 1.3.1, if dlere is an (co 1, 1)-mo;ass, then ~,  is true. 
We will prove the corollary first and then the theorem, but before we can do 
either we will need the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.3.4. Suppose X _c_ p is directed. Let R =: U tdom(p) ]p c X} and for ~ ~ R 
let B~ = U {p(a) ] p~_X, e adom(g,)}. 77~.en (f p ~X and a ~dom(p), p(a) is an 
i;'dtial segment o1 B,~. If in addition cf(a ) < x, then p(a) = B,. Finally V a ~ R, B,, is 
closed in sup(B~). 
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Proof. Let p~X and a~_dom(p). Cleaily p(a) gB~. Suppose CeB, ,  /3< 
sup(p(a)).  Then R q e 32, a ~ dora(q) and /3 ~ q(a). Since X is directed, we can 
pick re~ r<~p and r<-q. Then t3 ~ r(e)  since q(a)~ r(,',), and therefore/3 ~p(ce) 
since p(a) must be an initial segment of r(a). This proves the first statement. 
If cf(a) < ~:, then by (2) and (3) in the definition of condition, p(c~) is unbounded 
in a, so it must be all of B,,. Finally, for the last statement, suppose ¢ <sup(B~) 
and /3 is a limit point of B~. Let 1' ~ B~, 3' >/3, and let p ~_ X with ct ~_ dora(p), 
3`ep(a) .  Then since p(a) is an initial segment of B~, /3 is a limit point of p(ce). 
p(a) is closed in tz, so /3 ~ p(a)~ B~, as required. 
Proof  of Corollary 1.3.3. By Theorems 1.3.2 and 1.1.3 there is a G D-generic 
over gO. As in the lemma let R=U~dom(p)  lpeG}0 and for ae~R, B~= 
U {p(a) ] p ~ G, a e dom(p)}. Since V a < I< -~ G n D~ / 0, R contains all ordinals 
of cofinality K less than K +. However, the B~,. sequence may not be a weak [Z, 
sequence, since for some ce B~ may not be cofinal in a. We can fix this by defining 
a new sequence (C~ [ a e S) as follows. 
Suppose c f (a)=K.  If RAn is cofinal in a call a g~od and let C,=B,~. 
Otherwise ~ is bad and we let C~ be any cub subset of c~ with order type K, all of 
whose elements a~o bigger than sup(RAn) .  Note thai this last requirement 
guarantees that the Q,  for bad a, are pairwise disjoim. 
If cf(a) < n and a ~ F let C~ = B~,. Finally, let S = R U{~ I 3 bad/3 (~ is a limi~ 
point of C~)}, and for a-: S \R  let C~ = C o (-?a for the bad/3 with a a limit point 
of C~. Note that there ca1 only be one snch/3, since the C~ for bad/3 are disjoint. 
To show that this is a weak ~,  sequence, we must verify the three properties in 
the definition of w,.ak U__],~. 
(1) V a c S, C~ is cub in re. 
Proof. There are several cases. First, suppose cf(a) = K and {~ is good, so (_'~ =/3,~. 
If /3<a,  then since RAn is cofinal in a, 3T~Rna (-/>/3). Pick peG with 
a, yedom(p) .  Then by (4) in the definition of condition, max(p(c0)>y>/3 .  We 
also have max(p(a) )~ B~, so B,~ is unbounded below a. By the lemma, B~ is 
closed in sup(B~)= m so B~ is cub+ 
If a is bad, C,~ was chosen to be cub. Now suppose c f (a)<K.  If c~R,  then 
choose p ~_ G with a c dom(p). By the lemma, C~ = B~ = p(a), which is cub in 
by (2) and (3) in the definition of condition. Finatly, if a ~ S \ R, then for some bad 
/3~ a is a limit point of C~, and C~ = C~ N a, which is clearly cub in a. 
(2) If/3 is a limit point of C(~, then /3 e S and Ct~ = C,~ N/3. 
Proof. Again there are several cases, depending on a. If either a is good or 
cf(a) < K and a ~ R, then C,~ = B~, so we can find p c G, a c dom(p) and/3 ~ p(a). 
p(a)  is an initial segment of ~ ,  so /3 is a limit point of p(a) too, and hence 
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/3 ~ dora(p) and p(/3) = p(a) "~/3. Therefore 13 e R, and since cf(/3) < K, C a = B~ = 
p(/3) = p(a) N/3 = C, N/3, as required. 
If c~ is bad, then /3 ~ S\R,  so C~ = C= ~/3 by definition. Finally, suppose 
~ S \ R. Then there is a bad 3, with a a limit point of C~ and C~ = C~ f'l a, so/3 is 
also a limit point of 2y, and as above Co = C~ C//3 = C~ Cl/3. 
(3) If cf(a)<K, the-a IC~[<~. 
Prowl There are just two cases this time. If ac~R, then for some p~_G, 
a edom(p) and C~ =B~=p(a) .  By (1) in the definition of condition, tC~[= 
Ip(a)l<~c If c~ e S\R,  then for some bad/3, C~ = C~ f3a. C~ was chosen to nave 
order type K, so ]C~I = IC~ N eel < K. 
This completes the proof of the corollary. 
We still owe the reader one proof: 
Proof of Theorem 1.3.2. We haven't even shown that the sets D= are dense and 
open yet, so let us start with that. Open is clear. For dense, suppose p ~ P and 
c~¢rlm(p). Let /3 be the smallest element of dom(p)\h,~, if one exists. Since 
]dom(p)[ < K and cf(h~) = •, we can pick 3' < A~ with y > sup(dora(p) C'/A,). Now 
we define q as follows: dora(q)=dom(p)O{h,~}, q(A~)={y}, and q Idom(p)= p. 
The only problem we could have verifyir g that q E D~ and q ~ p :is that if cf(~) = K 
and ;L~ > max(p({3)), then we will have 
max(q (/3)) = max(p(/3)) < h~ = sup(dora(q) C'~/3), 
contradicting (4) in the definition of condition. In thio case we s:raply cl'!ange q(/3) 
to 1~(/3) O {A.~}, and then the proof will go through. Note that rlm{q) = rhn(p) tO {a}, 
so this also proves (I. t) in the definition of indiscernible. 
For (I.2), suppose a <t~, Xc  p,, [XI< J<, and X is directed. As i;: the lemma let 
R = U {dom(p) l P ~ X}, and for /3 ~ R let ~3 = U {p(/3) [ p c x ,  18 :-: dom(p)}. Let 
S--RU{sup(B~)t/3~R and sup(B~)gB~}, and define q with dom(q) -S  as 
foEows: If/3 ~ R let q(/3) = i~, where the closure is taken in /3. Note that by the 
lemma, the only point which may have to be added to B~ to make it closed is 
sup(B~3). If ~3aS\R, then for some ~'~ R, /3 =sup(B~). 
Claim. y is ,mique. 
Proof. Suppose y, y' c R, y < y', and sup(B~) :: sup(B~,) =/3 ~ S \ R. Pick p c: X 
with y, y' ~: dom(p). Then 
(3 = sup(B~,) >- max(p(y')) > sup(clom(p) N y') >~ y ~> sup~B~ ) = ~l, 
so ~/=/3. But ~,~ R and /3 ~ S\R,  so this is a contradiction. 
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Let q(I8)= B v, a closed subset of/3 by the lemma. 
The verification that q ~ P .~s lengthy b~t not difficult. Clearly q ~< p for all p ~ X, 
and since all elements of S \R  have cofinality less than K, r lm(q)= 
U {rim(p) I P s X}_c c~. 
Now suppose c~ < K, 3' < K ÷, and f :  e --~ -y is order preserving. We must define 
~r~ and verify (I.3)-(I.6) in the definition of indiscernible. First we define a 
function gf : ,k~ --, ,L, as follows: 
gf ] • =id, 
ge(A.z+rl)=N.~-~-rt. Vr~.---K, ~<a:, 
g/(sup{A~ ! [ < 8} + ~) = sup{Afro ]~ < 8} + "q, V 'rt, < ~, limit 5 ~ ~. 
Note the following facts about gt: 
( i) gf is order presewing. 
(2) V8<,~,  gf(X~)=Xf~. 
(3) gf is continuous at all points except those with cofinafity K. 
It follows from (3) that: 
(4) gt pres,'rves ups of size less than ~:, i.e., if X cA~ and IXI<~, then 
gf(sup(X)) = sup(gTX). 
(5) g~ preserves cofinalities, i.e., V limit 6 < A~, cf(gf(8))= cf(6). 
Now, define ~r : P~ --+ Pv as follows: Suppose p ~ P~. If 3/3 ~ dora(p) (/3 ~ A,, ), 
then either/3 = .k~ for some 6 ~ a, contradicting p ~_ P~, or by (3) in the definition 
of condition, =I/~(;t~  dom(p) and 2t8 ~ ~ ~ A,~), again a contradiction. So dora(p)_q 
,k~. Let crf(p) = q, where dom(q) = gf" dora(p) and V t3 ~ dora(p), q(gf(tg)) = gfpt[3,." " 
It is clear that q is a co~dition; fact (4) about gf guarantees that q(gf(/3)) is closed, 
and fact (5) guararttees lhat (3) and (4) in the definition of condition are true. It is 
also clear that (l.3) and (I.4) in the definition of indiscernible are satisfied, and 
(I.6) follows from the fact that ghof, = gf:ogf. 
For (I.5), suppose [3<a, f tC l= id ,  f(¢l)~>~, and ~<~.  Then gf lA#=id,  
gf(,k~) = ,~,f~>>-a.~,, and ran(ge)~ ?tv <A~. Let p ~ P~ and let q = o-f(p). Let ~3 be the 
least ordinal such that 8 ~ dom(p), 8/> X#. (If no such 8 exists, then clearly q -- p. 
so the conclusion is trivial.) Let dom(r )=dom(p)Udom(q) ,  r tdom(p)=p and 
r l (dom(q)\2~,) =q I (dom(q)\,k~). Then r satisfies the definition of condition, 
except hat if cf(8) = ~ and max(p(8))<?t e, then clause (4) will fail for gf(,3), since 
then 
max(r(gf(8))) = gf(max(p(8))) =max(p(8)) < ~ <~ sup(dora(p)) 
= sup(dom(r)n gf(~)). 
In this case change r(gr(~)) to q(gr(8))t0 {sup(dora(p))}. Now r ~ P, r ~< p, and r ~< q. 
Furthermore dom(r) c_ a v < ~.~, so r ~ P*, as required. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
1.4. 
Our last application of Theorem 1.1.3 in this chapter will be the gap-2 two 
cardinals theorem. Jensen originally used morasses to prove the gap-2 theorem in 
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L. More recently, Burgess used a simpler forcing argume~?t to prove the consis- 
tency of the gap-2 principle. We will apply Theorem 1..1.3 to a slightly modified 
version of Burgess' partial order to get a new proof of most of the gap-2 theorem 
in L. 
First of all, let trs review the statement of the problem. Suppose ~ is a 
countable language containing a unary predicate symbol U. We will use the usual 
notation that Gothk: letters stm:J for structures, with the corresponding Roman 
letter standing for the universe of the structure. An &C-structure 21 is said to have 
type (v,, h) if IAI = ~: and [U~[ = h. The two cardinal transfer principle (K, A)--, 
(~:', h') is the statement that every theory with a model of type (K, A) also has a 
model of type (K', h'). The gap-2 principle says that VA VK ((h ++, A) --> (,~++, ~)). 
Throughout his section we will assume GCH, and i~ will be a fixed regular 
uncountable cardinal. We will show that the existence of a (K +, 1)-morass implies 
that V?t((h ++, A) ---, (~++, K)). A slight modification of the argument will work in 
the case K = ~o, but for K singular more than a morass is required; Jensen used D~ 
in his proof. We will not discuss the case in which K is singular in this section. 
Suppose T is an ~-theory with a (h ++, A) model, for some h. We want to apply 
Theorem 1.1.3 to show that if there is a (K +, D-morass, then T has a model of 
type (~F ~*, K). We must therefore define a partial order which describes the 
construction of a (K ++, K) model for T. ]Basically, the elements of the partial order 
will be elementary submodels of cardinality K of the desired (K ~~, K) model, but 
before we can be more specific we will need to know more about T. The facts we 
will need are proved in [1] and [3]. We will just state them without proof here. 
Let ~ '=~U{E,  <}, where E and < are both new binary predicates. In [1], 
Burge~:~ defines an ~'-theory T', a new countable language ~*~.~'  cor.taining, 
among other things, a new constant symbol c, and an ~*-theory T* ~ T' with the 
following properties: 
(1) TU T* is consistent. 
(2) T'~-"< is a linear order, with U an initial s.egment". 
(3) if X is a dii~..cted set of .~'-structures (i.e~, Vg . I ,~X3 ~X (21<~ av.d 
~3-< (~)), IX[ <~ K, M1 elements of X are saturated models of T'  of cardinality K, and 
all have the same interpretation for U (i.e., Vg . I ,~X (L¢ a= U~)), then U X is 
U-saturated. Therefore there is a saturated ~ with IB[ = K and V N e X (2I< ~ and 
U'~_- U~). 
(4) Suppose 21 is a saturated 5f'-s~ructure, ]AI=K, eeA,  and Th(~,l,e) is 
consistent with T*, where (21, e) is the expansion of 21 to an ~ 'U  {c}-structure in
which the interpretation of c is e. (Burgess calls such an e praiseworthy.) Then 
there is a saturated }~ ;~21 with ]B t = ~ and U ~= U ~, and an elementary embed- 
ding h:21--*~ such that VaeA (',a <~'~e-->h(a)=a) nd a <~ h(e)). 
Fact (1) is similar to Burgess' theorem 0.1, and follows from work of Jensen's 
whfich can be found in [3]. The proof of fact (~) uses a trick of Chang's (see [2]) 
whi,zh involves using the predicate E to code up subsets of U. Chang originally 
used this trick for unions of elementary chains, but it work~ equally well for 
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unions of directed sets. Facts (2) and (4) follow directly from the definitions of T'  
and T*. 
We are now ready to define our partial orc!er. Let ~[o be the .~'-reduct of a 
fixed saturated model of TU  T* of cardinality K. Note that such a model erists~ by 
GCH and the regularity of K, and 91oh T'. We will '~ume the universe of ~2i~. is 
{0~xK. An ~'-structure ~2l wilt be a condition if for some X~_K +÷ with IXI~;K, 
and some sequence of ordinals (% I a ~_ X) with V a c X (% < K+): 
(1) A = U~,~× {~}x v,,. 
(2) 9io< 91, U %' = U ~, and g is saturated. 
(3) If t~,a 'eX,  a<a' ,  /3<%,  and ~ '<3" ' ,  then (~, B) <'~ (a', ~'}. 
(4) If o~ eX  and t~ is a successor ordinal, then (a, 0) is praiseworthy, and if 
0 < ~ < 3',, then (~, 0} <'~ (a, IB}. 
(5) If ctc=X and a is a limit ordinal, then a =sup(X~a) .  
We can think of a condition as being made up of °slices' {a} × %, where the 
order of the slices agrees with <~, and the first element of every successor slice is 
praiseworthy. 
Let P={9II92 is a condition}, a~d for 91 ,~P let 91~<~ iff ~<92. Let 
P = {P, ~}. For ct < ~*+ let D~ = {91 e P I (a + 1, 0) e A}, and let ~ = {D~ ] a < ~ '- ~}. 
Note that P has maximal element 91o. 
Theorem 1.4.1. ~ is ~+-indiscernible. 
An immediate consequence is: 
eoro l l~  1,4.2. I f  there is a (K ÷, 1)-morass, then T has a (~:+~, K) model. 
Proof. As usual, apply Theorem 1.1.3 to get a G P-generic over ®. Let ~ = ~ G. 
Clearly ~T  and  Um=U ~,,, so IUmt=K. Also Vc~<n +÷, GND~#O,  so 
(c~ + 1, 0}eB. Therefore }BI = K +÷, so ~ has type (K +*, K), as required. 
Several times in the proof of Theorem 1A.1 we will construct a saturated 
structure ~>-920, and we will want to turn it into a condition by cha~gir, g its 
universe to a union of slices in K*+×K ÷. We will do this by defining a 1-1 
function g :B- -~ K++x ~+ so that g(~)~ P. Usually we will be able to define g on 
a subset of B, but we will need to know that our definition can be extended to all 
of B. In these situations, the following lemma will be :;eful: 
Lemma 1.4.3. Suppose 91o<~, ~ is saturated, [B] = K, and U m= U %. Suppose in 
addition we have a set B'  c_ B and a 1-1 function g = (gl, g2) : B'  --* ~++ x K ÷ (i.e., 
gl and g2 are the coordinate functions of' g: V x ~ B', g(x) = (g~(x), g2(-~))) such that 
for some X ~_ K ÷* and some sequence of ordinals (W l a ~ X):  
(1) g"B '= U~x {a}X~,=. 
(2) Ao ~- B'  and g ] Ao = id. 
(3) V x, y e B; (gl(x) < gl(Y) -*  x <m y). 
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(4) I f  x a B'  and g(x)= (a, 0) for some successor ordinal o~, then x is praise- 
worthy. Also, if yeB '  and g(y) =(a, /3)  for some/3>0,  then x <~ y. 
(5) I f  a eX  and a is a limtt ordinal, then a =sup(XNa) .  
Then g can be exsended to all of B so that g(~) is a condition. Furthermore, we 
wilt have g~B ~_f(, so rlm(g(~)) ={a ](a + 1, 0)eX}.  
Sketch of proof. First we extend g~ 
g~(x) = sup{g~(y) I Y e B'  and y <mx}. 
wilt be 1-1 and g(~) will satisfy (1) in 
not hard to show that now g(~)~ P. 
to all of B as follows: For x~B\B ' ,  let 
Now it is easy to extend g2 to B so that g 
the definition of condition. It is tedious but 
Proof of Theorem 1.4.1. The D,,'s are clearly open. "Fo see they are dense:, 
suppose 91 ~ P, a ¢ rhn(91). Let rl be the least element of rlm(gd)\ a, if one exists, so 
( r l+ l ,0 )~A.  Let e=(r l+ i ,0 )  if "q is defined, and otherwise let e be any 
praiseworthy elemem of 91. Note 91 must have a praiseworthy element, since 
91o< 91 and 91o is the ~' - reduct  of a model of TO T*, so 910 has a praiseworthy 
element. Now choose a saturated ~3:> 91 and an elementary embeading h :91-~ 
as in fact (4). We will use the lemma to turn ~ into a condition extending 91. 
if ,1 is defined, let B' = h"A tO {e} and define g :B ' - ,  K++ x K + so that g o h = id 
ap.d g(e) = (~ + 1, 0). Otherwise, tet B'  = A tO {h(e)} and define g by g i A = id and 
g(h(e)) = (a + 1, 0). In either case, the hypotheses of Lemma 1.4.3 are satisfied, so 
we can extend g to all of B and get g(93)~ P. Since both 91<~ and h(91)-<g3, in 
both cases we will have 9i < g(~.). Finally, (a + 1, 0) c g"B' c_ g"B, so g(~) ~ D~. In 
fact, rhn(g(~))= rim(91)U{a}, so we have also verified (I.1). 
For (I.2), suppose a <K ~ and X~ P~, X is directed, and IX!<~ K. Now we appl!¢ 
fact (3) above: U X i~ U-salurated, so there is a saturated ~>- l )X  with 
U m= U % and [Bi= K. Again, we have to apply the lemma to turn ~ into a 
condition. This time we let B '= U {A191cX}, and we let g be the identity 
function on B'. By the lemma we get g(~3)6P, and clearly V91EX (91< g(93)), 
Finahy, 
rhn(g(~)) = {ee !(a + 1,0)c B'} = U {rim(91) ]91 ~ J~ }c a, 
so g05) -c P.. 
Now suppose a <a¢", 3,< K" ~, and f :a - -~  y is order preserving. We must 
define (~f : P~ --~ P~,. First, we detine f ' :  a: +. 1 --~ y + 1 as follows: f'(0) = 0, V ~ < c¢ 
(f'(/3+ l )=j ' ( f i )+ ~), and Vlimi~ /8<~+ l (f '(/3)~sup{f(6)l 6</3}). Now define 
/a} :(a + 1) × K ~ --~ '(3' + 1 ) × K + by Fr((/3, a)) = (f'(¢l), a). If 91 e P,~, then by (5) in the 
definition of condition, A c (a + 1) x ~+. Let o-¢01~) =Ff(!!t). Using the fact that f '  is 
continuous, order preserving, and f'(0)-= 0, it is easy to verify that err(91)e Pv. (I.3) 
and (1.4) are also now clear, and (1.6) follows from the fact that Fhq ' = F~.~.F~. 
Finally, we must verify (1.5). Suppose T<~*,  f i<~,  ] ' l~=id ,  f(13)~>a, and 
~l ~ P~. Note that 
t~f i (~ + 1)×K ~ =id 
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and 
F}'((a 4-1) \ (/3 + 1)) x ~ * n ( (a  + 1) x K +) = 0. 
Let ~ be the least ordinal such that "O >/3 and {'q, 0) e A. if no such '~ exists, then 
crf(~!l) = N, so the conclusion is trivial. By (5) in the definition of condition, .q must 
be a successor, so ('q, 0) is praiseworthy. Let e = (.q, 0) and apply fact (4) again, 
getting a saturated ~>9.1 and elementary h :9 .1 -~.  We can ~ow use Lemma 
1.4.3 to turn ~ into a condition extending both 9.I and K,(N) by letting B'= 
A Uh"A  and detining g:B' - ->K++XK + so that g lA  =id  and goh=F r. Since 
g I<~ and h(~-l) <~,  when we extend g to all of B we will get g(~3)~ P, 9[< g(~3), 
and crf(~)= Ff(~) = goh(~l)-< g(~). Also, 
rlm(g(~)) : rlm(gl) U rhn(o-f (9~)) c_ 7 < ~-+, 
so g(~)~_ P*. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.41. 
Note that in everything we have done so far T ha., been an arbitrary countable 
theory with a (X ++, A) model, for some A. Therefore we have sl,own: 
CoroJlary 1,4.4. I f  there i: a (K*, 1)-morass, then VA((A *~, A) --, (u+~, K)). 
Furthermore, K was an arbitrary regular uncountable cardinal. The argumem 
will even work for ~ =to if we use recursivelv saturated structures instead of 
saturated structures. Since (K +, D-morasses exist for all ~ in L, we have also 
shown: 
Corollary 1.4.5, (V = L). VA V regular K ((A +~, A) -~ (K ~,  K)). 
It is interesting to note that the proofs of the last twe corollaries involve 
applying Theoren~ 1.1.3 to several dilferent partial orders. To get the correspond- 
ing cor~s;stency results Burgess used proper class iterated forcing. 
2, Mo~e on indiscernible dense sets 
2.1, 
Before we can present or last application of Theorem 1.1.3 or give its proof we 
will need to know more about partial orders with indiscernible families of dense 
sets. In this section we show that ~3artial orders and dense sets which come close 
to satisfying the definition of indiscernible can sometimes be modified so that they 
will satisfy the definition, and thus statement (2) in Theorem 1.1.3 can be applied 
to these orders. Furthermore, these modifications can sometimes be made in such 
a way that the generic set we get will m_eet • extra dense sets. 
As before, K will be fixed regular uncountable cardinal. Suppose IP' = (P', ~<') is 
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a partial order, and N' = {D,~ I a < i<+} a family of subsets of P', not necessarily 
dense or open. We w;ll assume N' is almost ~-indiscernible, in a sense to be 
defined below, and construct a partial order P = (P, ~)  and a ~-indiscernible 
family of dense open sets @=:{D~ I a < ~+} such that a ~-complete filter G which 
is P-generic over @ can be used to define a ~-complete filter G'  in P '  which 
intersects each D',. We will use primed letters for all objects associated with the 
original partial order, and unprimed for the new one. 
De~t ion  2.1,1. (1) An order preserving function f:c~--~2~ is successor, limit, 
and zero preserving (SLOP) if f(0) = 0, Vfi(13 + 1 < o~ -~ f(/3 + 1) = f(~3) + 1), and 
V /~<a (t? is a limit ordinal-~-f(¢t) is a limit ordinal). 
(2) N' is almost ¢-indiscernible if there are functions rr~ which satiisfy clauses 
(I.1)-(I.6) in the definition of indiscernible, but o-~ is only defined for SLOP 
functions ]: 
Note that the composition of two SLOP functions is again SLOP, so the 
requirement that the functions cry, commute makes sense. Also, although we have 
not assumed that the sets D~, are dense or open, (I.l) requires that at least for 
o~ < K, D'~ 7t P'* is dense and open in P'*. 
Before we define the partial order P, we will make :.ne more assumption. In 
some applications we will have ~ additional dense sets to handle, and we wish to 
show that in this case P can be chosen so that the filter G '  we get will also meet 
these additional sets. Therefore we will assume that for each ~ < K we have a set 
El: such that E~NP'*  is dense and open in P'*, and E~ is closed under the 
functions o~; i.e., if f : a -~ "y is a SLOP function and p' c P'~ ('1E~, then cr}(p') ~ E~,. 
Note that once again, we are assuming the sets E'~nP'* are dense and open in 
P'*, but not that E~ is dense in P'. 
We are now ready to define P. Let P={(p ' ,  g, 6) tp '~P' , r lm(p' )  is a limit 
ordinal less than K, g : r lm(p ' ) -~K ~ is SLOP, 6<K,  and V~<6 (p'~E~)}, and 
define (p'~, gj, 81) <<- (p'2, g2, 82) iff either p~ =p~, gl = g2, and 61 =62, or ran(g2)__ 
ran(gO, p~ ~'  cr~ ,.~fip~), and 6~ >8~, It is easy to ~,erify that P =(P, ~<) is a partial 
order. 
For ~<t~'  let D,~=l(p',g, 6 )eP[ to ' ( l+cO6ran(g)} .  and let @=- 
Lernnaa 2,1.2, (1) D~ = {(p', g, 8) ~ P I (o~ • ( 1 + a + 1)~ ~o • ( I + a)) _c_ ran(E)} 
(2) P(~ =: {(p', g, 6);a P I ran(g)~ w • (t +a)}. 
Proof, Use the fact that for (p', g, 8 )cP ,  r im(p) is a limit ordinal m~d g is SLOP. 
Lemma 2,1.3. (1) l f  p' eP '*  and a<~:, then 
3 q' ~ P'* (q' 4 '  p' and a g rlm(q')). 
(2) {p'c P'! rlm(p') is a limit ordinal less than K} i~ dense in P'*. 
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Proof. (1) Let p6=p' ,  and define a descending sequence of element~ of P'* 
(p~ [/3 ~< a) and an ascending sequence of ordinals less than ~ (3"~ ]18 ~< a) so that 
V 13 ~< a (p~ ~ P',,0 and 13 ~_ rlm(p~,)). 
At successors, use the fact that the sets D~ VI P'* are de~sc ai'.,d open in P'*, and 
at limits let 3'0 = sup{% I 8 < 13} an0 use ~-closure of P~,. Let q' = p' .  
(2) Suppose p;~P'*, say p;eP'~o and oeo<~. Use (1) to define a descending 
sequence of elements of P'* (p[ [ i e ~o) and an ascending sequence of ordinals less 
than ~ (,:~i l i ~ ~o} such that 
V ie(o (p~.P'~, and a~ grlm(p~+O). 
iZet a =sup{cq I i ~ o9} and by n-closure of P,', choose p 'e  P~ such that V ie  o~ 
(p' ~<' p~). Then clearly rlm(p') = c~, which is a limit ordinal tess than ~, as required. 
Lemma 2.1.4, @ is a ~-indiscernible family of' dense open sets in P 
Preof. Suppose rx <K +. Clearly D,~ is open. To see that it is dense, suppose 
p=(p', g, 6)6P, ~r!m(p) .  Let A =ran(g)U(~o. ( l+c~+ 1)\oJ .  ( l+c0) ,  and let 
h :/3 -+ A enumerate A (i.e., t3 = order type of A, and h is the order preserving 
bijection from/3 onto A). Clearly 13 < ~, and since g is SLOP, we must have 0 ~ A 
and A is closed under successors and predecessors, o it is not hard to see that h 
and h--tog are also SLOP. 
t t t Let q' = ¢Yh '~g(P ) ~ P~- Choose r' c P'* A Es, r' -<-' q', and by Lemma 2. i.3(2) 
choose s'~P'* such that s '~' r '  and rlm(s')=3', where 3' is a limit ordinal, 
t3 <~ 3' < K. Note that q'~. E~ for all ~ <~, since E~ is closed under cry, ,~, and 
therefore s '~ E~ for all ~ ~< 8, since E~ is open in P'*. 
Let j:3"--+K * be any SLOP function extending h, and let s=(s',i, 8+l). 
Clearly s~_P, and ran(i).~_ran(h)=A, so w- ( t+ce)~ran( ] )  and s~D~. Also, 
ran(g) c_ A ~ ran(i), 
s' ~<' q' = o-~, o~(p') = ~r~ ,o~(p'), 
and 6 + 1 > 6, so s ~ p. This proves that D~ is dense. Note th ~t if p ~ P* and c~ < K, 
then A ~ K, so i could have been chosen with ran(/) _ K. With such a choice of j 
we would have s c P*, and it follows easily from Lemma 2.1.3 that P*¢  0, so we 
have verified (I.1) in the definition of ~ndiscernible. 
For (1.2), suppose Xc_ P,~, X is directed, and IX] < K. We will assume X has no 
minimal element. Say X={(p~,g~,&~}IT <A} for some A<~.  Let A= 
U.¢<a ran(g~) and let h:13--+ A enumerate A. As before, 0~A and A is closed 
under successors and predecessors, o h is SLOP and/3 is a limit ordinal, t3 < K. 
For 3' < A le~ q~ = cr~,-%,(p~), and let Y - {q~, I 3' < '~}. Clearly Y __ P ;  and I YI < m 
Cl~dm. Y is directed. 
Proof. This will follow from the fact that 
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To see this, suppose (p~, gv, 8~}~{p;, g, ,6,) .  If they are equal, then clearly 
q~, = q',r If not, then 
p~ . . . . .  
Applying 0,h~,og, to both sides, and using the fact that the functions o-} m'e 
commutative and order preserving, we get 
/ - -  ! t <~t  / ! { ¢ i . • qv -- O'h %.,(Pv) ~ O'1,-'o~(tr,4 '"a,~P,,)) =0,1~ ,,~,(P~,) "° q.n. 
Now, we know P;  is ~-directed closed, so we can choose q 'a  P~, such that 
V 3  `< X (q' ~'  q~). Note that 
V 3  `< t (rlm(q;) =ran(h -~ ogv)) 
and 
U ra~ffh-l°g,)=h-~(vt~J < ran(g~))=h-Z(A)=¢l ,  
y <X X 
so rlm(q') = fJ. 
Let 8 = sup{8~ I 3' < a}. Since X has no minimal element, there is no largest 8~, 
so V 3,<), (8>8v). Let q =(q', h, t3}. It is easy now to verify that q~P and 
V p ~ X (q ~< p). Also, ran(h) = A = U v<, ran(g~), so rlm(q) = U r,~x rlm(p) ~_ a 
and q ~ P~. 
Suppose f :a~,3"  is order preserving, a<~,  and 3`<K ÷. Before defining 
c~f: P~---~ Pv we first define a SLOP function gf:~a. ( l+a) - -~o~.  (1+3,) as fol- 
lows: 
a ]to=id~ 
g f (~o. ( l+8)+n)=o~. ( l+f (8 ) )+n Vc3<a, ns~.  
If p=(p' ,g ,  8)~,P~, then by Lemma 2.1.2(2), ran(g)_coa- ( l+ct) .  Define crf by 
err(p) =(p', grog, ~). As usual, (1.3) and (I.4) are easy to verify, and (I.6) works 
because gr~.,J, = gfa ° gf~. 
For (1.5), suppose f :~- -~ 3  `is order preserving, a, 3, < K, f ib  = id, and f(B)~> a. 
Then gflto • (I+/3) =f~d and gf(to. ( l+tS) )=w.  ( l+ / (B) )~to  • ( l+a) .  Let p = 
{p', g, 8)~ P,~, and let q '=  t~(p')~ P' .( l+~r since ran(g) ~ o), (1 + a). By (I.5) for 
P', q' and cr~(q') are compatible in P'*, so :hoose r'~ P'*, r' ~ '  q' and r' ~ '  cy~(q'). 
As above we can choose s' <~' r' with s' ~/~ ~ and rlm(s') = -q < K, -q a limit ordinal, 
n~0 '  (1 +V). 
Let s = (s', id,~, a + 1)c P*. Then s ~ p since s' ~'  q '=  cr~(p'), and s ~ o-f (p) since 
of(p) = {p', grog, a} and s' ~' c~(q' )= (~;<,(p'). Therefore p and c~f(p) are compati- 
ble in P*, as required. 
Lemnta 2.1.5. Suppose G is F'-g '~neric over 9. Then there is a filter G' in P' such 
that Ve~<K* (G 'ND~0) .  I f  G is K-complete, then G' is too, and V~< 
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ProoL L~t G'  = {q' ~ P'  [ For some (p', g, ~) ~ G, tr~(p') 4 '  q'}. It is easy to show 
that G '  is a filter in P',  and that if G is ~c-complete, then G'  is too, using the fact 
that if (p~, g~, 6t)~(p~, g2, 62), then tr~,(pl)~'o,~(p~), as in the verification o~ 
(I.2) above. Now suppose a<~¢ +. If a~co,  then a :=~o- ( l+/3)+n,  for some 
¢1 < K +, n e w, and clearly if (p', g, 6) ~ G Cl D~, then ,~'~(p') e G' Vt D ' .  If a < t0, 
then for any (p', g, 6) e G, tr~(p') ~ G'  Ct D ' .  l:inally, note that if (p', g, ~) q G, then 
V ~ < 6 (cr~(p') 6 G'  N E~), so to complete the proof it will suffice to show that if G 
is ~¢-complete, then sup{6 1 (P', g, 6)6 G}= ~¢. 
Let re = sup{,3 [(p', g, ~)~ G}, and suppose ,r~ < ~¢. Then we can find X~ G such 
that IX I<~ and sup{61 ip', g, ~)~X}-- '0.  By ~-completeness of G, choose p= 
(p', g, 8}e G with V q e ). (p ~q~. By the definition of "0 and tLe choice of X it is 
clear that 8 = "0. P cannot be a minhnal element of G, since lrlm(p)[ < ~, so we can 
find q = (q', h, 3')a G such that q <p. But then 3' > 8 = ~, contradicting the defini- 
tion of "0. 
An im,,._'diate consequence of Lemmas 2.1.4 and 2.1.5 is' 
Theorem 2.1.6. Statement (2) of Theorem 1.1.3 is equivalent ro ~h,e following 
apparently stronger statement: If P', D'~, and E~ are as above, then there is a 
~¢-complete filter G' in P' such that Vct<~¢ .... (G'ND'~¢O) and V~r<K 
(G VI 1=~ r 1)). 
We could have used this theorem in Section 1.2 to give an easier proof that if 
there is a (K, !)-morass, then there is a K-Kurepa tree. Using the notation from 
that section, the relevant extra dense sets would be E~ = {(T, ~<, g} ~ P t(T, ~} has 
height at least (}, for ~<~¢. We will see other applications of Theorem 2.l.6 in 
Section 2.2, and in the proof of Theorem 1.1.3 in Section 3. 
Before closing this section, we note several additional nice properties of the 
partial order P: 
Lemma 2.1.7. P, c~, and of, as d@ned above, have the lblIo'wing properties in 
addition to (I.1)-(I.6): 
(1.7) (Strong K-directed closure). I f  X c_ p, I:~,-I < K, and X is directed, then 
3 p e (v q x (p ql and rlm(p  = U rlm(q ) 
\ qe-.X / 
(I.8) V p c P (Mm(p)l < ~), and- therefore P* = P~. 
(1.9) (Converse of (I.3).) /¢" f :a- -~ ~, is order preserving, and p, q e P~, th.en 
crf(p)~o'r(q)--* p~ q, so ry r is 1-1. 
(I.10) Every p E P can be written uniquely as p = err(q) for some q adth rlm(q) an 
ordinal and/~: rim(q) --~ K + order preserving. 
( I . t l )  Va<K (ala, =idpo). 
(I.12) I f  f :  ct ~ K is order preserving and [3 <a, zhen crfl~= cr~ I P~. 
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Pt~oL (!.7) The proof of this is almost exactly the same as the verification of (I.2) 
in Lemma 2.1.4. 
(!.8) Clear. 
(I.9) Suppose p=(p ' ,  g, 6), q =(q' ,  h, ~), and p~q.  Then o-f(p)=(p', grog, 6) 
and ~,(q)=(q', gfoh,-0) ~crf(p), so if crf(p)<o?(q), then ran(gfoh)___ ran(grog), 
p' ~, cr~,o~-,o~,o~o(q') , 
and a > ~. But gf is l -1 ,  so we must have ran(h)~ ran(g), and 
(gfog)-~o(gfoh) = g-~og~~o gtoh --= g-~ o h, 
~t  t t so p ~ o'~,oh(q ). Therefore p < q. 
(I.10) Say p=(p ' ,g ,  8). It is not hard to see that g=g~ for some order 
preserving f. If we let q = (p', id~m(~,~, 5), then clearly p = ~rf(q), and rlm(q) is an 
ordinal. For uniqueness, suppose for some f '  and q', p = c@(q'). Then since 
dom(f') = rlm(q'), ran(/') = tim(p) = ran(/), so f '  = f. But then c?(q) --- p = ~rf(q') so 
by (I.9) q = q'. 
(I. 1 1) This follows from the fact that g~ao = id,o.~,~). 
(t.12) This follows from the fact that gfl¢~--gfi °~ " (1 + 19). 
2,2~ 
Using the results of Section 2.1 we can give one more application of Theorem 
1.!.3. In this section we will show that for any infinite K, if 2" = i< + and there is a 
0<", 1)-morass, then there is a K++-Souslin tree. This was proved recently by 
She!ah and Stanley using a theorem similar to Theorem 1.1.3 (see ,I-8]). The proof 
we will present is basically the same as Shelah and Stanley's; the only new step 
will be the observation that the partial order and dense sets which Shelah and 
Stanley consider satisfy the definition of ahnost K+-indisccrrible, and therefore 
Theorem 1.1.3 can be applied. 
Let K be any infinite cardinal. The crucial idea in Shelah and Stanley's proof is 
the notion of a K "'-super-Souslin tree. In order to define this we will need some 
terminology. Suppose T = (T, :~--) is a tree with height a limit ordinal ht(T). For 
/3 <:ht(T) let 3r; be the 19th level of T, and for x¢  T let ht(x) be the height of x in 
71, so x ~ 'I~,~. A level sequence Qf length ~¢ is a 1-1 sequence ~ = (xr, I .(< K) such 
that 3/3 < ht(T)V ~ < K (x~ ~ ~1~). If £ and f are level sequences of length ~c we 
aill say 2~--3f if V/~<K (x~ <:y~). Let 
[Lev~(T)] 2= {(,~, f) tS/and 37 are level sequences of lenfth K and 9~I--3, 7}. 
Definition 2.2.1. (l) T is normal if: 
(a) V~<~3<ht(T )Vxe31~3ycTf  s (x~y) .  
(b) V xc- T3  y, z¢  Tht~+l (x~y,x~z ,  and y~z) .  
(c) Vl imh[~<ht(T)V x, ye  Tt~ (x~y- -~{z¢  Ttz<x}:~{zez  T [z  <y}). 
(2) T is a K+%Souslin tree if ht(T)= K~+, T is normal, ard T contains no 
antichains of cardinality K .... 
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(3) T is a ~++-super-Sm:sgin tree if ht(T)= K *~, T is normal, and there is a 
function H : [Lev ,  (T)]~---> K* such that if H(~, f) ---H(~, ~), then .~ g < ~ (y¢ and z¢ 
are comparable). 
The name 'n++-super-Souslin tree' is somewhat inappropriate, since a a+' -  
super-Souslin tree may fail to be Souslin. However, the next proposition shows 
timt the existence of a ~d~-saper-Souslin tree is sufficient to guarantee the 
existence of a K++-Souslin tree. 
ProposRio~ 2.2.2. t f  T is K~-super-Sousl in,  then some subtree of T is K ~-',- 
Souslin. 
ProoL (Stanley). Ey normality of T, for some/9 < ~:~~, 1T~I :> K. Fix such a ~, and 
for each x ~ T~ le. T *= {y e T Ix '~  y} and 7/'~ =(T  ~, ~<). We will show that for 
some x E T~, T ~ is K++-Souslin. 
Suppose not. Then for each x ~ T~ we can chcSose an antichain A,  g T ~ with 
[A~i :--*< +% Let ~ = {x¢ I_~ < K) be a sequence of K distinct elements of T~, and for 
each Z'<K let {a~'13"<K ~+} enumerate A w For each 3'<~:++ let gf~ be the 
sequence (a~ I g" < K). If for each ~ ++ &* 3" -.K , is a level sequer~ce, then 2~--4~{ "~,so 
H(~, ( i ')  is defined. Since ran(H)gK  +, we can find 3"#:Y' such that H(Y, d : )= 
H(.~', a / ) .  But then by the definition of H, ::t sr<K (a~ and aT' are comparable), 
cont~'adicting the fact that A,~ is an antichain. 
Of course, the ~ 's  may not all be level sequences, but it is not hard to make 
them all level. For each 3' < K ++, le t /3~-  sup{ht(a~)i ~< K}. By normality of T we 
can choose a~V~ T}<, a~'<. a~ v. Let // . . . .  (a~V [~" < K) and let A'~ = {ap' v, < ~*'}. 
Then AS~, is an antichain in ~'~ and ~'Y is a level sequence, so we ea~ now use the 
argument above to get a contradiction. 
Theorem 2.2.3. / f  2 ~ = K ' and there is a (K*, 1 )-morass, then there is a K ~ '-super- 
Souslin tree. 
Proof. We define a partial order for constructing a n++-super-Souslin tree and 
apply Theorem 1.lo3. Basically, the eleInents of the partial order will be pieces of 
a K++-super-Souslin tree of size K, except that we will have to strengthen the 
requirement on the function H slightly. 
Let {~r *~ I ~ <./3 < K ~) enumerate all 1-1 K-sequences of ordinals less than K ~, in 
such a way that if t~<./3<K *, then V(<K (-r~<./3). (This is possible since 
2"=K ~.) For a<-K ~ and K</3<~+ we wilt write a×~ for the K-sequence 
whose ~th term is (¢x, r~). A condition will be a quadruple (X, ~, 8, It) such that: 
(1) Xc n *+, IX] ~ ~¢, Oc X, and X is closed under successors and predecessors. 
(2) K<~8<K +. 
.(3) {X x 8, <.) is a normal tree whose levels, in order, are {~} × 6 for oe ~X. In 
other words, if c~ is the /3th element of X, then {a} x 6 is level /3 of the tree. 
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(4) h is a function, 
dora(h) ={(a  x :r °, a 'x  ~ ' )  ] K ~;  /3 '<6;  a, a '~X;  
and a x '~"~a 'x '~ °' in (Xx& ~<)}, 
ran(h)_c K +, and if h(£  "~)=h(£  ~.), then 
[{~ t Y~ and z~ are ccmparable}] = K. 
(Note that we require K comparable points, not just one.) 
The restriction on X guarantees that for limit ordinals a ~_ X, {o:} × (3 is a limit 
level in the tree. 
Let P be the set of conditions. For p e P we will say p = (X  p, ~<", 6°, hP). Define 
p ~ q iff X q _ X °, 6 q <~ 6 °, ~<q = ~<" ](X q x 8"), and h" _c h p, and let P = <P, ~>. For 
~<K ++ let D~={psP Ia~XP},  so r lm(p)=X p and I~={peP[XPc_ .a} .  For 
~<K + let Ec={peP I6~>.~) .  If a<K +, ~<K ++, f :a -~3`  is. a SLOP function, 
and p ~ P,, define q = err(p) as follows: Let X q =f"X  r and ~" = 6v. For "q~, "q2e X p 
and ~1,/32 "~3p let <f('ol), 13,> ~<" (f(~2), ~2) if[ ('r/l, /31> <p <~q2, t12}, and if/31,/32~> 
~< and f(~)x-~¢~q--~f('qz)X~ t~ in (X  q xS",  ~<'~) let 
h"(f(n~) x -7~,, f(rt2) x ~)  = hP('ql x ~o,, n2 x ~) .  
Note that since f is SLOP, X ~ still satisfies (t)  above. 
It is easy to check that fo ra  <K*,  both D,~ f3P* and E~ f !P*  are dense and 
open m P*, and h:~ is closed under the functions o~f. The verification of most of 
the definition of almost ~+-indiscernible is also easy, and is left to the reader. 
(Most of this can be found in [18].) The only difficult part is the verification of (I.5). 
Suppose pePs ,  f :o~--~3`<:~' is SLOP, f l /3=id ,  and f ( f i )~a .  We wisi~ to 
show that p and err(p) are cornpatible in P*. Let T r' = X t' x 6 ~ and T ~' = (T  ~', ~<~'). 
We can assume w.l.o.g, that every point in T p is contained in ~ different branches 
through the tree T ~, since p can easily be extended to a condition with this 
property. Let q = o?(p), 6 = 3 ~ = 6 q, T"  = X q x 6, and T q - (7 ~, ~q} 
If X'~_/3, then q =p and the conclusion is trivial, so assume X" ~/3, Let 0 be 
the ~east element of XP\/3, arid let O'=f(O).  Since f is SLOP, /3 must be a limit 
ordinal. But then by (1) in the definition of condition, 0 must also be a limit 
ordinal, and therefore 0' is also a limit ordi~.al. Clearly T o n T" _ /3  × 6, T o \ T q c: 
(c~ \ 0) x ,3, and T '~ \ T ° ~_, (3' \ 0') x 8. For x = ('0, r )  s T ~ O T q we will say ~ = l(x) = 
the level of x Note that the level of x is dif[er,mt from its height in T ~ or T q, since 
X ~ and X ~ may not be ordinals. If 2 is a level sequence of length ~ in T:' or T *~ 
we will write I(Y) for the tmique "q such that V ~<n (l(x~)= ~.,). 
Suppose x =G], ~')~ Tq \  T °, Then clearly l (x)=~l >~" 0', and by the definition of 
~rf there is some ~r~'< a such that ~'~> 0 and f(~q')=-q. We will ~.ay x is the twin of 
x '=  (~1', 7} e T~'\ 2r"~. If 2 is a level sequence of length K in T q and l ( i )~  0', then 
we will say Y is the twin of i ' ,  where V ~ < ~ (x¢ is the twin of x~). 
We wish to construct a condition r~.P* such that r~p,  q. We wilt let 
X ¢= X ~ O X q, and we wilt have ~> 6. Our strategy for defining ~ wilt be to 
choose, for each w ~_ {0'} × (3, a branch B,~ through T °, and define ~<~ extending ~<~ 
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and ~<~ so that V x ~ Bw (x <~ w). If ~<~ is to be a tree order we must make sure 
that for each w, {u ~ 77 ~ f3 T ~ I u <~ w}~Bw.  Let us say that points y .. F' \T  and 
z ~ T ~ \ T p are compatible if 
[ueT  ° f3T  ~ [u <~v y}={u~ TPDT ~ [u ~"  z}. 
Then we can choose B,~ to be any branch containing a point in T° \  T ~ compat,- 
ble with w. Not t  that if w is the twin of w 'e{0}xS,  then w and w' are 
compatible. We m ~y have to choose ~" > 8 to make the tree (X  ~ × ~', ~<') normal. 
It is not hard to define; ~<' in this way so that (X '  ;,: 6', ~)  is a normal tree 
satisfying (1)--(3) in the definition of condition. The hard part of tb :  construction 
is making sure that there will be a function h ~ extending bott, h ~ and h q which 
will satisfy (4). 
The difficulty is that we may have level sequences 2 in both T ~ and T ", 27 in T ~ 
but not T ~, and f" in T q but not T ~ such that 2q--327 in T ~, 2~-~ in T '~, and 
h~(2, 27) = h"(2, ~). Ir; this case we will not be able to define h ' unless we make 
sure that when we define :~/, ~ terms ir~ the sequence f end up comparable to the 
corresponding terms in 27. 
Call such triples of level sequences (2, 27, J) bad triples. If (.~, 27, ~) is bad, then 
clearly 1(~)<~3~0,~1(27)<a<~0'-~.1(~), so we will have to make y¢ ~<'zc for 
ordinals ff < ¢. But we can't  have yc ~<" zc unless y¢ and z c are compatible, so as a 
first step toward defining <~: we cheek: 
Clahn, I f  (£, 27, ~) is a bad triple, then [{~ [ y~ and zc are cornpatible}l = ,~. 
Proof. l_.et 2 be the twi~. of 2', where 0~l (~' )<c~.  Then by the definition of cr,~, 
h"(~, ~) = hr'(2, z~'), and since (.~, }", 2) is bad, h"(2, ~)= h"(~, 9). Thereforc 
hP(:~, 27)= h°(~, ~'), so [{ffi 7~ and z~ are comparable}l = ~. But if Yr~ and z" are 
comparable, then 
{u E T" f3 iF" [ u ~ y;} = {~ ~- T '  D T q ] u ~o z'} 
-{u  s T p fq T" [ u ~<~' zc}, 
so Yc and zr~ are compatible. This proves the claim. 
Partition K into 2 sets C and D so that tCI=IDI=~. Since idom(h")t = 
Idom(h" ) l~; ,  !:here are at most ~ bad triples. Let ( (~,  f'~, i~)l n ~- C) enumerate 
them, with each one appearing K times in the list. For each ~/~ C let ~n be the 
unique ~¢-sequence such that V K < ~c (v~ ~ {0'} x ~ and v~ ~<q z~). Then V ~ < K 
(x~ <n v~), so since 2" is 1-1, ~5" must also be 1- t .  Let (u~ [r~ ~ D)  enumerate 
{0'} x a. 
We now define for each "O < K a point w,~ ~ {0'} x 8 and a branch B~ through T ~', 
by induction on ~1. Suppose wn, and B~, have been chosen for ~l'<r~. If r /eC ,  
then by the claim above we can find ~ < ~ such that y~ and z~ m-e compatible, and 
'~ ~'  < -1/ (w~, ¢- v~ and y~ ¢ B,,,). Let w,~ = v~ and let B.~ be any branch through T ~ 
containing y~L 
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If -q eD mad ' t /~ '<~ (w~,¢ u,~), let ~;, = un. Otherwise let w~ be any element 
of {0'}x8 different from w~, for all v / '<~,  w~ is the twin of some w 's{0}x& 
Since we have assumed that there are K different branches through T p containing 
any given point, we can choose Bn with w 'e  B~ and V r l '< 'q  (B~,-~B~). 
Clearly every element of {0'} x 8 will appear exactly once in the list (w~ t "q < K}, 
all the branches B~ are distinct, and V rl < K, B~ contains a point compatible with 
w~. For x, y e T p t0 T q define x ~<" y iff x <~P y, x -<-" y, or ::l~(x e B~ and w,~ ~" y), 
It is not hard now to choose 8 '>8 and extend ~ '  so that X',  8' and ~" satisfy 
(1)-(3) in the definition of condition. 
Fm-thermore, x~e have taken care of all the bad triples. If 7/e C, then w~ and B~ 
-<~ ~ Since were chosen so that for some ~ < K, w,, = v~ ~q z~' and y~'e B~, so y~ ~ z . 
every bad triple appears K times in the list {(2~, 9~, ~n) I rl ~ C), if (2, f, E} is a bad 
triple, then i{~ I Y~ ~<~ z~}l = K. Therefore we can find h'  ~ h v tO h a so that (4) will 
be true. 
Let r={X~,a~,<~,h')eP, r lm(r )=X'=XPUXqc_y<~ +, so r~P*. Clearly 
r<~p and r<<q, so p and q are compatible in P*. This proves (I.5). 
By Theorems 2.1,6 and 1.1.3, there is a filter G such that Va<~ ++ 
(GC'ID,~¢0) and V~<K + (Gf'IE~7~O). Clearly U{X~IpEG}=~ +~- and 
sup{8 p IpeG}=K +. Let T=K ++xK + and for x, yeT  define x~Ty  iff ~peG 
(x, y~X v ×8 p and x ~v y). By (1) and (3) in *he definition of condition, T= 
(T, <~'r} is a normal tree of height K ++, and for ct < K ++ 7~ -- {t~} × K +. To see that 
T is super-Souslin, let H = U {h ~' ! p e G}. Clearly every level sequence of length 
K in T is of the form txx-~ t~ for some a<K ++, K~</3<~ +, so dom(H)= 
[Lev~ (T)] ~. By (4) in the definition of condition, if H(Y, ~) = H(Y, g), then 1{( I Y~ 
and z~ are comparable}t = ~, so T is super-Sousl:n. 
2.3. 
In Section 2.1 we showed that we could turn partial orders with ahnost 
~--indiscernible s ts into partial orders with K.-indiscernible dense open sets, and 
the resulting partial orders turned out to have seve;al other nice properties. In 
this section we show that if we assume 2 <~= K, we can further modify these 
partial orders to make them have additional properties useful for forcing. 
Definition 2.3.1. A partial order P = (P, ~)  is (K, a)-centered if there are sets P~, 
for ~<K, such that P -U~<,P  ~ and V~<KVX~_P ~ ( [X I<h-+3p~PVq~X 
(p~q)). (K, 3)--centered partial orders are also called K-linked, and (K, to)- 
centered partial orders arc called K-centered. 
Suppose P, 9, and crf are as; in the definition of K-indiscernible, for some 
regular uncountable K. By the results of Section 2.1 we may as well assume the 
extra properties (I.7)-(I.12) also hold. 
Theerem 2.3.2. Assume 2 <~= ~<. Then there is a suborder Q of P such that 
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= {D~ C't Q [ a < ~+} is a K-indiscemiNe family of dense ope~ sea in Q (in fact, 
(I.7)-(I.12) still hold), and in addition (,~ is (K, ah)-centered and iQi = ~+. 
Preof.  First we choose a set A :2-P* such that IA[ = K and: 
(1) Va<K (D~NA is dense in A). 
(2) V a < r (P~ fq A is K-directed closed). 
(3) If Ce<K, f :a--+ ~ is order preserving, and peps ,  then peA iff t%(p)eA. 
(4) V p, q a A (if p and q are compatible in P*, then they are compatible in A). 
It is easy to build up such a set in ~ steps, using 2 <~ = r to make sure IAI = K. 
Now let 
Q = {of(p) t P ~ A, f: a -~ y orde" preserving for some ct < ~, 3* < K+}, 
and let (} = (Q, ~<). The verification that the sets D~ N Q are dense and open in 
and that (I.1)-(1.12) still hold for ~ is left to the reader. We use the same 
functions of, restricted to Q. Note that by (3) above Q* =A,  and therefore 
Vct <K (Q~ = P~ C'IA). It is also clear that [QI = ~:+, since IAI= ~ and there are 
~ order preserving ft nctions f :  a --+ 3' with a < ~, 3' < ~.  
The proof that o~ i.; (K, o)0-centered is more difficult. We wilI need several 
lemmas. The first is well known: 
Lemma 2.3.3. f f  2 <* = K, then the partial order of partial flmctions from K ÷ m K of 
cardineJir, less than K is (1<, K)-centered; i.e., there are sets F ¢, for £ <K, such that 
U¢<, F~ '~:{f I f is a function, dom(f)~ K +, ]dom(f)t < K, and f :dom( f )~,  K}, and 
V/2<r- ~X~F ¢ ([XI<K -+ U X is a function). 
ProoL We will prove a slightly stronger result, with 2* in place of K ~. Let 
F = ~" [ f is a function, dora(f) _% ~ 2, [dom(f) t< •, and f : dom(f) -+ K}, where ~ 2 is 
the set of functions from K to 2. For each set A c K and function g :a2-+ K with 
IA I<K and I{h~A2]g(h)~0} l<K let fa'~:"2--->K be defined by fa '~(h)= 
g(h I A). Let F a'z' = {f~ F l f  c_ fa,,}. If 2 <~ = K, then there are only K such pairs 
(A, g), and clearly if Xc__Fa'% then U X-- - f*% so it is a function. The only thing 
left to check is that F= Ua .gF  A'g. 
Suppose f~ F. Since Idom(f) i < K, we can choose a set A c K such that V h~, he 
dom(f) (h~ # h2--> h~ ] A ~ ha 1A), and !A! < K. Define g : A2--+ K SO that V h ~ A2, 
if h=h' tA  for some h '~dom(f ) ,  then g(h)=f(h') ,  and otherwise g(h)=0.  
Clearly f~  fa.% so f~  FA'% as required. 
It will be convenient for us to work with conditions in the form or(p) for f a 
continuous function with dortO~,in a successor ordinal. First we note that all 
conditions can be written in this, form. 
Lemma 2.3.4. V q ~ Q 3 a < ~, p ~ Qc, J l, and continuous f: a + 1 --~ ~¢+ such that 
q = re(p). 
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Preol.  Let q =o'g(r) by any element of O. Let B=ran(g)  and let f :a+l - - -~F J  
enumerate lq. Let p = %-,og(r). Clearly f is continuous, and 
~:(p) = ~rror-,o~(r) = o-~(r) = q. 
For continuous f :  a + 1----> 2/ and /3 ~a < r we will wrke f/f3 for the function 
with domain a + 1 defined as follows: (///3) [ (/3 + 1) = f l (~I + 1), and if t3 + 8 ~ a, 
then ( / / /3)( /3+8)=f(/3)+~ Let C(/)={n+~l~ran(f),8<~}. Note that 
C(f//3) ~_ C(f) and f/a = f. 
Lemma 2.3.5. Suppose ~<~,  peO, ,+l ,  and f l , f~ :a+l - - *~ + are continuous, 
order preserving functions such that V/3: 
(1) /3 ~ ran(/0 r'l ran(/~) --* ran(f0 C)/3 = ran(fz) fh/3. 
(2) /3 ~ ran(f0 \ran(f~) -+ V 8 < ~ (/3 + ~ ~ ran(f~)). 
(3) /3 ~ ran(/~) \ ran(f0 ---> V 8 < ~ (/3 + 6~ ran(f0). 
Then ::t !f < ~, q ~ Q~+ I, and continuous order preserving functions hl~ h~ :a + 1 --~ 
+ t and g : 3' + 1 --~ ~+ such that ran(g) _ C(/~) U C(fa) and for i = 1, 2, g o hi = f~ 
and V ~--~a (q<.o-h,:~(p)). Now that therefore q~crh,/,~(p)=o'~(p) , so %(q)<~ 
O',o~dp) =~r:, (p). 
Proof. If fl =f2, this is trivial: Let 3 '=a ,  q =p, hi = i~2 =id, and g=A =fz. If not, 
let /3a be the least ordinal such that f~(/30¢f2(/30; say f l (B0<f2(/30.  By (1) 
above cleariy ran(fl) N ran(/2) _ fi(B1). 
Let/32 =/31. Let [33 be the least ordinal such that f~(/33) > f2(/32), if one exists. In 
general, given Bi, if i is ewen let/3~+~ be the least ordinal such that f~(/3~,_~)>fz(/3~), 
and if i is odd let/3~+~ be the least ordinal such that f2(/3~+d >fj(/3~), if one exists. 
By continuity of fl and f~, /3~ is always a successor ordinai; say .~ =/3~ + 1. Then 
f~(/30<f2(/32)<f1(/33)<" " •, for i even fl(/3~+O<fz(/3~)<f~(/3~+~), and for i odd 
fi2(/3~+l)<2fl(/31)<f2(J3i+j). We never have equality because ran(f0C~ran(/2)~ 
f,(PO. 
Suppose /3~ is defined for all i (s ~. Let 
/3 = sup{fi(/~3 [ i odd} = sup{fd/33 J i even}. 
By continuity, /3 ~ ran(f0 C)ran([2), contradicting (1). So for some n ~ ~o, we have 
/3,. . . . .  /3, defined, but/3,+1 not defined. In other words, (ran(A) U ran!/a)) \f~(/30 
consists of n alternating 'chunks', the first from ran(f0, the next from rml(f2), the 
ticxt from ran(f0, and so on. The proof now proceeds by induction ou n. 
Clearly the small~.:st possible value for n is 2, so we take this as the base of our 
induclion. If n = 2. then we have/3l =/32, fl I/31 =f~l/31, and ran(f0 c_.f2(/30. Let 
B =ran(f~)Uran(/:),  a closed set, an~i let h :~+ 1 ~ B enumerate B. I_/et hi = 
h-~oft ard h2=h-~of2. Note that h, h~, and ha are all continuous, and in fact 
since ran(f0 is an initial segment of B, h l = id. Similarly, ha]/3i = id, but h2(/31) 
a + 1, since ran(f~);--]~(/3~). Therefore we can apply (I.5) to p and h2, getting a 
q ~_ Q* such that q ~; p and q ~ o-t,~(p). Say q ~ O,+~ for some 3~ < ~, 3' ~ ~q. Extend 
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h to a cont inuous order  preserving g : 3' .4- I --~ ~ + by letting g(~} + '3) = h(~)+ 6 for 
r /+  8 ~ 3'. Clearly 
ran(g) ~ B u{h(~)+'31 '3<~}~ C(f l)UC(f2),  
and for i = 1, 2, go hi = g ° h - I°f i  = fi. hi = id and ha I/3, = id, so g i9 <~ a (hl/[3 = id) 
and V/3 </31 (h2/[3 = id). For  [31 ~/3  ~< a it is not hard to see that h2/[3 = h2. But q 
was chosen so that q-<-p = m.a(p) and q ~<~a~(P), so in all cases we have q-~ 
crx:,i~(p), as required. 
If n > 2, we assume the conclusion holds for n -  1, and prove it for n. Let  us 
assume n is even;  the case in which n is odd is similar. Then /~(¢~)<]2(~. )< 
f~([3~.q) < f2([3,), so bi~' (3) above V '3 < K ff2(/3") + 6 </1(/3,_~)). Let f~ = f2/[3'~, ar,:d 
note that 
ran(f~) _.c (ran(h) ,"3 ~.~([3")) U "~t~(/3 ~) + '3 I '3 < K } _c fl ([3~-1)- 
In fact, C(f{)c-_-C(f2)l'lf,([3,_,). Similarly, using (2) we can show that C(f~)c2 
h([3~). Basically we are combining 'chunks'  n -2  and n, so that 
(ran(f,) kJ ran(f~)) \ f~(¢~) consists of only n -- 1 'chunks' instead of n. It is easy to 
verify that f, and f~ satisfy (1)-(3) above, so we can apply the inductive hypothesis 
to them. 
By inductive hypothesis pick y'---K, q 'e  O:,+,,  and continuous order preserving 
h}, h~:a+l - ->3` '+t  and g ' :3` '+ l - - - ,~+ such that 
ran(g') ~ C(f l)  U C(f~) c (Cff~) U C(f2) ) f"!. h([3n), 
g'o h't = f> g'o h~ = f~, and for i = 1, 2, g t3 ~<,~ (q' ~ O'h:/e(p)). Note that if [3;~ + ,3 
a, then 
g'o h~(/3;, + '3) = f~(,3 a + ,3) = (f2//3~,)([3a +a) = h([3") + a = g'o h~([3") + 8, 
But  since g' is order preserving, this is only possible if h~([3~,+ 8)= h~(/3~,)+ 6. Let 
= h~(t3"), and define ]: 3`' + 1 --> ~: as follows: j l (r~ + 1) = id, and if r~ + 1 + 8 ~< 3/ 
then j(n +~ -6)= 3`'4-I +'3. By (I.5), pick q e O* such that q ~<q' and q ~< o'i(q'), 
and pick 3`<~¢ such ~hat q~Q~+, and ran(j)c_:3`+l. Def ine g :y+l - ->~ as 
follows: g 1 (3`' + 1) = g', if ~3~, + '3 ~< a then g(3`'+ 1 + '3) = h(N + '3), and if/3, + '3 = 
c~ and 3` '+1÷8+'3 '~<3` then g(y '+ l+8+8' )=]2(a)+8 ' .  Let h ,= h'~ and h2= 
joh' .  
Note that since ran(t/)c_; h([3~), 
g(3'') = g ' (3 ' ' )<h( [3° )= g(v '+ 1), 
so g is order preserving and continuous, it is easy to see that j, h> and h2 are also 
order  preserving and continuous. It is also clear that 
ran(g) __q ran(g') U C(fz) c_- C(ft) U C(f2), 
g°hl = g'°h'i =f l ,  
and 
V [3 <~ ee, ~r,,/~(p) = ~r,,;/~(p) ~ q' >- q. 
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To see that  g°h2 =f> first note  that  h~(/3;,)=-q and i I(*r + 1) = id ,  so h2[ /3,  = 
i°h~ l /3, = h$ l [~, and there fore  
goh2 l /3,, = g 'ohi  l /3,, = f~ l /3. = ~2t/3") [ /3,, = h l /3.. 
Now suppose /3 .  <~/3 ~< a, say /3  =/3 .  + (3. Then  
g o h2(/3) = g oj o h~(/3~ + 1 + (3) = g °l(n + 1 + (3) = g( r '+  1 + (3) =/2(/3, + (3) = f2(/3) 
Finally, we must  check that V/3 ~< a (q ~< c~t~/~ (p)). Since h21/3~, = h l  I/3,,, if 13 <~/3 ;,, 
then h2//3 = h~//3, so 
q ~< q' <~ o'h~/~ (p) = c%/~ (p). 
Suppose /3~ ~< 13 <~ (x. For  any 6, if /3,, ~- (3 ~< ,~, then 
ha(/3n + (3) = ] o hi( /3~+ 1 + (3) = j('0 + 1 + (3) = 3 / + 1 + (3 = hx(/3a) + ~J, 
so clearly h2//3-  h2. There fore  
q ~ o-~(q') ~ %44(P) = cr,,(p) = o-,~/t~(p) , 
as required.  This completes  the proof  of the lemma. 
We are now ready to finish the proof  of Theorem 2.3.2. To  show that  (~ is 
(K, eo~)-centered we will define, for each c¢ < K, p c O~+ ~, and .~ < K, a set O"' '~-~ 
Q, and show that Q=~{Q'p '~ I (~<K,  p~O~+l ,~<~c} and VXgO "'r''c~ 
([X[ <~o, -~ =1 q e Q V p e X (q ~ p)). First we will need some notat ion.  
Let F ~, ~<K,  be sets of funct ions as in Lemma 2.3.3. For  each "q<K + let 
{X~ ] ( < K} entmierate  ~Xc_ .q I IxI < ~}. (This is possible since 2 <" = ,<.) If ~ < K 
and f : c~+l~-K  ~ is cont inuous  and order  preserving,  let R( f )={n[36<,~ 
(~ + 6 e ran(f))}. It is no' bard to show that  iR0" ) l<  K. Def ine gf :R ( f ) - -~  ~ so that  
V ~ c- R(f), " . . . . .  ; + X .tin,- ran(~ )ffl (r ! + ~).. and note that gf is a partial function from K 
to ,~ of size Jess than ~, so ~ ~'<~ (g),eFC). 
Now, if ~t < ~c, p e O,~+,, and if<: ~, let O,,.,,c = {err(p) I f :  (~ + 1 -~ ~+ is cont inu-  
ous and order  preserving,  and gf e FC}. By Lemma 2.3.4 it is c lear that 
O=U{O"'" '~-!o~<~<,peO,,+,,g~ < }, 
Fix a part icular cq p, and (, and suppose X~Q °''~'~ and IX t<oq;  say X= 
{of.(p) I i ~ co}, where each / i :a+ 1 ~ ~+ is cont inuous  and order  presmwing and 
V i e ~ (gf, ~ FC). We will define, by reduct ion on i, y~ < ~, q~ ~ Q~,+~, and cont inu-  
ous order  preserving funct ions g~ : ~,~ + 1 --~ K + and, for each j ~ i, h}: a + t --~ 
-¢~ + 1 such that 
and 
ran(g l )g  U C(J}), 
Vi<- i  (aoh i=~ and V/3 ~-ct (q~o-</~(p))}. 
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We will also make sure that  o~(qo)>-o'g,(ql)>%~(q~);~ . , .  . This will sutfice to 
prove  the theorem,  since by K-closure we can choose q ~ cr~(q,~) V i e o~, and as in 
Lemma 2.3.5 
V j -<. i (% (q~) ~ c%.,.i(p) = or, (p)), 
so V rEX (q~r) .  
To start  the construct ion,  let 3,o = ~, qo = p, go =/}~, and h~=id .  Now suppose 
stages 0, 1 . . . . .  i - t of the construct ion have been completed.  If ;.~ = f,, for some 
m < i, then  stage i is trivial: Let  7~ = 3'~--~, q~ = q~-~,, g~ = g~-~, V j < / le t  h I = h~-' ,  
and  let hi=hi,~. If not,  choose m<i  so that  ]i and f,,~ agree as far as possible. In 
o ther  words, for some ~ ,  ~l~=f~j~,  ~(~)#/ , , (~) ,  and V j< i3~'~ 
( f~(~')¢~(~')) .  By cont inu i ty  of ]~ and f~,, ~ nmst  be a successor ordinal ;  say 
}=~'+1.  Let i~ =f~(~:) and Ix'=~(.~').  
I...et "r = hi,~-l(.~'), and def ine l :3~_,q-1- -~K + as follows: /1 (~-+1)= g i ,  ! ( r+ l ) ,  
if ~+~3~ then 1(~'+1+6)=f~(~+6), and if ~+~=~ and ~-+l -~-~+6'~-r ,~_,  
then l(~-+ 1 +6+8' )  =/ i (a )+~5' .  Note  that 
o i - !  t t( ' r )=g~_l(~')=g/_.t  h,,  (~)=f , , (~)  
= ]~(~') = V.'</.t = f~(~) = l('r + 1), 
so l is order  preserving,  and clearly t is cont inuous.  Since l ! (~+ 1) = & _~ ! (~+ l) 
and l(~') = g ' ,  ran(I)  fq ( ix '+ 1) = ran(g~ t) ~ (i~x'+ 1) and ran(1)\(t . t '  + 1)_c C(]i). It is 
also not hard to verify that  Io(h~,;:~/~ ') =~. 
To complete  stage i of the construct ion we will apply Lemma 2.3.5 to g~. ~ and 
I. First we must  check that they satisfy hypotheses  (1)-(3) of the lemma. The  
fol lowing . la im will be useful: 
C la im. Suppose ~,~ ran(.f,t, r /~  ran(~) for some j <i, and ~ and ~1' are within ~ o/" 
each other (i.e. either r /=~/ '+,5  or n '='r l+8 /'or some ~<~).  Then ~4-~= 
rl' + t< ~ Iz. 
Proof .  Suppose , '1 '=~+6,  8<~¢. Then r~R(f~)C3R(]}), gf,, gfeF  ~, so gf,(r/)= 
gf (~)  and therefore  
~4K ( ran(f/) ~ ( r /+ ~¢) = X~,,~,) = X~,,~+~) = ran~)  fq (~ + ~¢). 
But  we know by the choice of ~ and ~, that ran(f~)C/(Ix + 1)¢-ran(f~)r3 (/x + 1), so 
~o + K -<- ;t. Clearly "O' + ~ = "~ + ~; + ~ = 'q + ~. The  case ~ = rl' + ~ is similar, 
Now, to check hypothes is  (1), suppose /3 ~_ ran(g~ ~) fq ran(l) .  If {3 ~< p '  we 
already know ran(g~_ t) f~ fi = ran( l )  fq/3, so suppose {3 > Ix'. Then  since 
ran( l ) \  ( Ix '+ 1)___ C~) ,  we can pick .~ ~ ran(f~) and ~? < K such that /3  = ~ 4-6 Since 
ran(g~-0L  = L j i<~C(~ we can pick j< i ,  r l '~ran( f / ) ,  and ~ '<~ such that /3= 
r/'+~3'. But  then ,/ and rl* are within K of each other,  so by the claim above 
/3 = 77 -~ ~ < ~/+ ~ ~ It. This  is a contradict ion,  since there are no  e lements  of ran( l )  
between Ix' and tz. 
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For (2), suppose/3 ~ ran(gH)  \ ran( l )  and 13 + i5 e ran(1) for some 8 < K. Clearly 
/3>g ' ,  so as before we can pick ~_ran~) ,  r l 'eran(f~) for some ]<i, and 
6', 6"<K such that /3+6=r1+8'  and /3 = '0 '+~" .  Once again we can apply the 
claim, getting ix </3 -<-/3 + 8 < rl + ~ ~ t~, another contradict ion. The verif ication of 
(3) is similar. 
We cma now apply Lemma 2.3.5 to find y~ <~,  q, e O-,,+~, and cont inuous order  
preserving functions g~ : 3'~ + 1 ~ I< + and ha, h=: 3'~-1 + 1 --~ yi + 1 such that 
ran(g,)c_C(gl._i)UC(l), g ioh l=g~- l ,  Nohz=l, and for n=l ,  2, 7/3~<3,,_~ 
(q, ~ rh~,/~(q~-~)). For i < i let h} = hi ° hl -a and let hl = h~°(h~t~'), all cont inuous 
and order preserving. We must verify that these have all the required properties. 
First of all, note that 
SO 
Also, 
SO 
q~ ~o'h,s,  ,(q~-i) = m,,(q~- ) 
%, (qi) -<-< c%. o~,,(qi- 1) = %, ,(q*-l)- 
ran(gi _,) U ran(l) c U C(¢i), 
J an(gp.c_-- C(gi-OU C(l)~ U C~).  
If S < i, then 
gi°hi=g~°hl°h}-'=g,-,°hl -~ =4, 
and 
g~ ohl = g~ oh~.o(h~l/gf)= lo(h~(i/(') =f~. 
Now, suppose /3 ~c~ and j<  i. Let ~ = h I ~(/3). It is not hard to verify that 
hilt3 =: (h~ h}- bl[3 = (h flrl)o(h's-ll/3), 
SO 
o'<1 ~ (p) = o~,/, (o'<f ~ (p)) ~ c%i.,, (q~_ ~) ~ q~. 
Similarly, if we let n = (hi,-.,~/~.')([3), then 
hl//3 = (h2o(h~,71/~'))l/3 = (h21n)o((h~,((~l~')l/3). 
Now (h~-,~/~')l/3 = hl,71/min(~ ',/3), so if we let 8 = min({:', iS), then 
o> l~(p ) = o'<l,, ( m,', 'is(p)) >t o'</,~( q~- O >i q~. 
This completes our inductive construction, and as we noted before this suffices to 
prove the theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.2 shows that partial orders to which Theorem 1.1.3 can be applied 
are also useful for forcing: 
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Corollary 2.3.6, Suppose ~4~ is a countable transitive model of ZFC, and (K is a 
regular uncountable cardinal, 2 <~ =K, and P is a partial order with a K- 
indiscernible family o1: dense open sets ~)~. T1,en there is a generic extension ~[H]  
of ~ such that (::!G(G is a K-complete P-gener/c set over @))~,,~rH~ ts}~nhermore ' the 
extension preserves cardinatities, colinalities, and cardinal exponentiation. 
Proof, We start out working in .44. First of all, we: can assume [P satisfie:,~ 
(I.7)-(I.12), since if it does not we can modify ;t a:, in Section; 2.1. Note that the 
modification is absolute, so after forcing we can apply Lemma 2.1,5 in JR[H] to 
get a generic set for our original partial order. Let ,Q be as in Theorem 2.3.2. We 
wilt force with Q 
Let H be Q~generic over A¢.. In ./d, we have Q K-directed closed, (K, ~o~)- 
centered and therefore clearly K +-c.c., and 1OI = K ~, so by standard forcing lernm,~s 
~H[H] has the same cardinatities, cofinalities, and cardinal exponentiation as ,Jr{, 
and in A/[HI H is K-complete. It is now easy to extend H to a ~¢-complete C, 
P~generic over ~. 
3. Proof o[ the main theorem 
3./ .  
We are now finally ready to present he definition of 0¢, l)-morass and prove 
Theorem 1.1.3. Throughout this section K will be a fixed regular uncountable 
cardinal. 
By now the reader has probabIy noticed that a (K, I)-morass is usually used to 
allow us to carry out constructions in which an object of size :~~ is built up fiom 
pieces of size less than K. Such constructions are hard to carry out, because it 
appears that a completed construction will require t¢ + steps, but after only ~¢ steps 
we are liable to get stuck, since the pieces we are putting together may get too 
big. The motivation for the definition of (K, 1).-morass is that it will be a structure 
which will show us how to complete such a construction in only K steps. 
It will help if we consider a particular construction of this kind. Suppose we are 
trying to construct he ordinal K + from sets of ordinals of size less than to. Now K ' 
itself is too big to be constructed irt tly from such small pieces in onty K steps, 
but each initial segment of K + has size at most K, and therefore can be 
constructed in only i< steps. Our strategy for constructing K+ will be to construct 
a!l initial segmep.s of K + simultaneously in K steps, in such a way that the 
constructions 'fit together' in some nice way. 
To be more precise, we will have a sequence of ordinals (0= i ~ ~ K) such that 
'q ~ <K (0< 0,~ <K) ahd 0~ = K +, and we will construct each initial segmeet uf 0~ 
from initial segments of some of the other 0,/s. For each r<K + we will have an 
increasing sequence of ordinals (c~ 1 t8 < K) and a sequence (¢~ !/3 < ~¢) such the.: 
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Vt3<,  (a~<K and rt~<0~,,), and we will construct ~r from the T~'s using 
mappings ~e : r~ --~ • for each ¢ < ¢. such that T = [_J {~r~r~ [/3 < K} and k¢/3 < t3' < K 
(~r~.~-t~ ~ rt~.z~,). A (~, D-morass will be a structure which completely describes 
such a construction, 
In order to make it easier to describe how the constructions of d~ffe.rent r 's 'fit 
together', let us revise this notation slightly. Let 50 = {(a, r) e (~ + 1) x ~+ I z < 0,}. 
If x =(a,  ~-)e9, we will say a =l(x) =the  level of x and ~r =o(x) =the order of x. 
In order to specify which initial segments of which 0,~'s are used to cons.Wuct any 
initial segment of 0~, we wilt have a tree order w3 on 9' such that V x, y e g, 
(::~-3 Y--+ l(x)<l(y)). For any "r < K+, the branch of the tree below (~, r) will list 
the initial segments used to construct ~. In other words, if (~, v)~-3{~, ~:), then the 
initial sega, ent v of 0~ will be one of the segments used to construct $. Note that 
in constructing any partScular r<~ + we only use initial segments of some of the 
O~'s, so the branch of the tree below (~, ~) will only contain elements of some of 
the sets {a} × 0~ for a < ,~. Therefore, while it may be useful to think ot the sets 
{a} x 0,~ as the levels of the morass, it is important to realize that they are not the 
same as the levels of the tree (5 0, ~-3). 
Instead of the functions zr~ described above we will have, for each x~-~y, a 
ftmction "~r,:y  o(x) + 1 --~ o(y) + 1. These functions will be commutative; in other 
words, if x ~-3 Y I--3 z, then %~ o ~r~ ---- "n'~. 
Definifien 3.1.1. If 0~, 9,, ~--3, and zrx~ are as above, then the structure 
(9 °, ~---3, (~r~y)~,.4~) is a (K, D-morass if the following conditions are sa~i:,ged: 
(M.1) If xt---3y, then ~r~ is a SLOF function and 7r~v(o(x))=o(y). 
(M.2) Suppose x~--3y and v<o(x) .  Let w=( l (x ) ,v )  and z=(l(y),Tr~(u)).  
Then w~-3 z and ~ = w~y I (v+ 1). 
(M.3) V yEg,, {l(x) I x~--3y} is closed in l(y). 
(M.4) V y c2¢, ff o(y)+ 1 < 0~(y)~ then {l(x) i x~--~y} is unbounded (and therefore, 
by (M.3), cub) in l(y). 
(M.5) V y~9,,  if {l(x) lx~--3y} is unbounded in l(y), then o(y)= 
U ~r".,o(x) [ x~y}. 
(M.6) Suppose xw-3y and o(x) is a limit ordinal. Let v=sup(cc~o(x)) and let 
z =(l(y), u). Then x~-3z and w~ to(x)= w~ Io(x). 
(M.7) Suppose x~-?y, o(x) is a limit ordinal, and o(y)-sup(w~yo(x)). If l (x)< 
<l(y) and 
V v<o(x)3  z (z~-q(l(y), ~r,~(v)) and l(z)= a), 
then3z(z~4.y  and l (z)=~).  
A few remarks and diagrams may help clarify some of the ctavses in the 
definition, In ~;he diagrams below, the levels of the morass {a}x 0~ are drawn as 
horizontal lines, and branches of the tree ~-3 are drawn as vertical ines. 
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(M.2): z y 
ffy~] ~ [~(y)I x O!(y) 
J(xi W x [s(x)f x 0~(x) 
1-  [l lxO 1 
o - tol x 0 o 
This clause is the principal one requiring the different constructions to 'fit 
together'. The fact that "~",~z ="rr~. I (v + 1) means that the construction along the 
w-z  br~ rich agrees with the construction along the x -y  branch. 
(M.3)-t/,L5): Nrst consider the case l(y)= K. Since 0~ = K +, (M.4) guarantees 
that (M.5) will apply. (M.5) says that the branch below y completely constructs 
o(y) as tilc 4 rect limit of the system {(o(x))~.,, (~r~)~.,_~.), sowe reai~y do haw 
simuttaneo,,s cc.~.tructions of all initial segments of K +, as promised. 
Even if l(y)<K, if y is a limit point in the tree order ~-3, then by (M.3) (M.5) 
applies, and o(y) must simply be the direct limit of ( (o (x ) )~,  (~r~),~mv). Thus, 
if we follow the construction along any ,'~ne branch we will find that nothing new is 
added at limit points. 
(M.4) forces tile construction to take place very slowly by making sure that all 
points at any level except perhaps the last are limit points in the tree, where, as 
~e have just observed, nothing new is constructed. (M.4) has the peculiar 
~onsequence that if a is a successor ordinal, then 0~ = 1. 
(M.6): 
I(y) 
t(x) 
z y 
5- -Z~ '\ 
\ / 
x 
Since 7rxz Io(x)= ~r  Io(x), the constructions along the x-z  and x-y branches 
must agree. 
(M.7): The exact reason for this clause will become clear when we prove 
Theorem 1.1.3. 
When we use a morass to carry out a construction i  the next section we will 
have to work our way up the morass not only vertically (along branches of the 
tree ~--3), but also diagonally. We will therefore need another elation on points in 
the morass. 
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Definit ion 3.1.2. (1) x ~-'~i Y iff y immediately succeeds x in e-3. 
(2) Suppose u, ye f f .  We will say u<dy ('U is diagonally below y') if 
3 w, x, z c f f  such that w ~-4~ u,~z ,  x ~-3i Y, l(w) = l(x), l(z) = l(y), and either o(w) < 
ofx)  and ~r~,(o(w))=o(z)  (as in (M.2)), or w=x,  o(x)  is a limit ordinal, and 
o(z)  = sup(~r~o(x)) (as in (M.6)). Note ~,hat by (M.2) and (M.6), in both cases we 
have ~r,,.z [o (w)= ~r.~. to(w). The two cases are illustrated below: 
z 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T . . . . . . . . . . .  ! 
J 
I 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ~L  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
w 
or  
z y 
, I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ u 
× 
Lemma 3.1.3. Suppose u <d Y cmd v <d Y. Then either u = v, u <~ v, or v <,~ u. 
Proof. By the ciefinition of <d, we can choose s, t, w, x, z ¢ ~ with the fol lowing 
properties: s ~ i  m--~t, w ~ u~-~z, x ~3i Y, l(s) = l(w) - l(x), l(t) = l ( z )= ~(y), either 
o (w)<o(x)  and r r~.(o(w))=o(z)  or w=x,  o(x)  is a limit ordinal, and o(z)=:= 
sup(~r"yo(x)), and either o(s )<o(x)  and :~. (o (s ) )=o( t )  or s = x, o(x) is a limit 
ordinal, and o(t) = sup('rr~so(x)), if s = w, then dearly t = z, so u = v. Now suppose 
S:~W.  
If o l s )<o(w) ,  then let r =( i (u) ,  ~r~,(o(s))). By (M.2), s~-~r. A~so, 
~r,~(o(;')l = Tr .~(~w~,(o (s ) ) )  - 7rw~(o(s))= ~r~. (o(s~)= o(t), 
so we can apply (M.2) again to conch:de r i l l  Now o( r )< o (u)< Om,;, uo by (M.4) 
r is a limit point in the tree ~--~. But s~:~,v~-3t, so we must have u~--~r. The 
situation is illustrated below: 
t 
.................. s:~ . . . . . . . .  4 u 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ v 
S w x 
Or 
! 
[ \ 
4v \ 
i ' i  
$ X=W 
Clearly we now have everything we need to conclude v <dU:  S~-3~V~-~r, 
w ~i  U, I(S)= t(W), t(r)= (u) ,  o (s )<o(w) ,  and 7r,~(o(s))= o(r). If o (w)<o(s ) ,  a 
similar argument shows u <d V. 
The definition of (a, 1)-morass we have given is slightly different from the usual 
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definit ioL For example, Devl in's morass (see [3]) is more spread out, with levels 
of the form {a} × S,, for only ~ome a < ~, and :for sets of ordinals S', which are not 
themselves ordinals. However,  it is not hard to turn Devl in's morass into our Idnd 
of morass by simply 'squashing' it. In other words, if {a}x S~ is the ~;th levet of 
Devl in's morass we would let 0~ be the orde * type of S,~, and if -r is the ~,th 
e lement of S~, then we would have a point (/~, v) in our morass corresponding to 
the point (a, z} in Devlin's. The details of this construction are left to the reader. 
The only reason this fact is important o us is that Devlin constructs a morass in L, 
and therefore by squashing Dev~in','~ morass we can prove: 
Theorem 3.1.4 (V= L). There is a (1<, 1)-morass. 
The rest of this section will be dew, ted to the proof of Theorem i. 1.3. F~r the 
conwmience of the reader we restate the theorem here. 
Theerel~ 1.1.3 (Restated). The following are equivalem: 
(1) There exists a (K, 1)-morass. 
(2) Whenever g' is a partial _~rder and o~ a K-indiscemible fa,nily of dense open 
sets, there is a set G which is D-generic over .~. Furthermore, G (:~u~ be chosen to be 
K-complete. 
We will prove (1)--* (2) in Section 3.2 and (2)--, (I) in Section 3.3. 
3.2. 
Proof oi (1)--+(2), Let (~7,~,:~r~./~:,,)  be a (~¢, t)-morass, and ~,~ = 
{rt(c< r )~} for a ~<K, aS in Section 3. t. Let ~ = (P, ~)  be a partial order a~d 
~=~D,~ la <K ~ } a K-indiscernible fami!y of dense open set~< and let P,~, P*, and 
(r~ be as in the definition e.f indiscernible. 
For a set G to be D-generic over ~ we must have [..j {rlm(p} I P c G} = K '. Our 
strategy for constructing such a G will be to choose conditions whose realms fit 
together to form all of K + in exactly the same way that brnaH sets of ordinals are 
put together to form K ~ i~i the morass. Since in lhe morass ~" is aclually 
construded from the image.-, of initial segments of .'?.idinals 0,, < ~¢ under n:appings 
"V~y, in order to imitate this construction we will try to choose conditions p whose 
reahns are ordinals and then apply ,,:appings c%, to them. 
More precisely, we would like to choose, for eacll a < ~¢, a conditioe p,, with 
r lm(p,) = 0,,, and then let G contain candit ions of the form cr (ps{~} for xt-qy. 
I(y) = ~(. In order to make sure the conditions fit together ight so that G will be a 
filter we would like to require that if x~--~y and l(y)<K, then pu,.,-<:- o:,. (p~,)). 
Unfortunately,  this does not quite make seqse. If x F4 y, then dom(rr~,) = o(x)-> I, 
so dora(o% ) = Po(~)+l. But rlm(p](:,)) = 0u~ ~, so if o (x)+ 1 < 01~), then c~..,,~(pl(~,l wi l 
not be defined. The problem ia that rlm(p~t~ )might contain some ordinals greater 
than o(x), and r&~, does not tell us what to do with these ordinals. 
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We wilt therefore have to revise our strategy slightly. We could try extending 
w~ to a function from 0~(~) to 0~(y) ha order to make sense of tr,,~,(p~>), but all the 
ordinals less than 0~(~ are already being used in the construction, so there is 
nowhere left to map the extra ordinals between o(x) and 0~(~> without interfering 
with the rest of the construction. In order to make room for the images of these 
extra ordinals we will spread out 0~(~ by introducing gaps of some size 3' < x 
between successive lements. In other words, we will replace 0~(v) with 3" • 0~(~). 
Of course, we will have to do this at every level, and as we work our way up the 
morass we will get more and more troublesome xtra ordinals in the realms of our 
conditions, so the gaps will have to get larger and larger to accommodate them. 
Therefore our new strategy will be to choose, by induction on ce < r, a gap size 
%. < r and a condition p~ such that 3'~ • 0~ ~ rlm(p~). (Unfortunately, we will not 
be able to get rim(p,,)=3', " 0,.) The sequence (3"~ l~x < ~) will be continuous and 
increasing, and in order to make the gaps large enough for our purposes we will 
make sure that Va<r  (rlm(p~)~_,/~+0. Note that therefore Va<~,  
T~ " 0~ ~<%+x - We will let % = sup{3~, I 0e<~}= ~. 
If x~--3y and l (y )<~ we will want p~(~)< ~rf~(p~(~)), where f~ : -/~(~>+~ ~ 3'~(~)" 0~> 
will be some order t)reserving function which maps 3%~)" o(x) to -/~(~) •o(y) the 
way 7r~ v maps o(x) to o(y), and maps the rest of 3h(~+a to some unused part of a 
gap at level l(y). Our generic set G will contain conditions of the form crf, flpu~) 
for x~--3y, l (y)= ~. 
Clearly the definition of [~ will have to depend on the choices o, ~ 3~(~), 3'~)+1, 
and ~,~tv), so formally the definition should be part of the induction. However, the 
proof will be much clearer if we reveal how we intend to define the functions [~y 
now, before we start the induction, and check that, if they are defined in this way, 
they will have certain properties. 
Let us suppo~¢, therefore, that we have a continuous increasing sequence 
(% ]c~<~) such that Vc~<~ (% - 0, ~<~+~<~),  as above. For each x~Se, let 
8 (x )=3q~"  (o(x)+ 1)~3'~i~>" 01~> - If x, y~.9 ° and x~--3y, we define f~v:'yu~)+~ -
6(y) as follows: 
Note that if vj<~>-o(x)+~<~q~)+~, then ~<~, l~T~c~) ,  so 
t~(~h~ •o(x)+ ~) = ~a~) "o(y)+ ~ < Vl~) " (o(y) + 1) --- 8(y). 
Therefore ran@.,,) .c 8(y), as required. 
Lemma 3.2.1. (t) I f  x~-~y~-3z, then f~zof~y =f~. In fact, since ran(f~,)_ca(y), 
(f~z 18(y))olL = f~ 
(2) Suppose x~-3y, v<o(x) ,  w=(l(x),v),  and z=( l (y) ,  w~(v)). Then 
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Proof.  (1) First suppose ~:<o(x)and  ~r<Vl(~ .Then 
since the ~r's commute. NOw suppose 3 '~"  o (x )+~ < 3'~(~>~. Then 
f,= °£ , (w~> "o(x)  + C) = f, d3"u,, " o(y) + ~) = v,(~, "o(z )  + 
= f= (v,~ "o(x) + O. 
(2) First note that this is the situation described in (M.2), so we know wt---3z 
and 7r~ = Wx~ I (v + 1). If ~ < v and ~ < Tu~,~ = 3"u,~, then 
G~(~,  ° ~+O = v,~.~"-zr,~.~(O + ~ 
:-- v . . , "  w~,,(O ÷ ~ -=. l>.~(v.~, • ~ + O. 
I f  
then clearly ~" < 3'u.. so 
f~(W(~ " v+~)= 3'uv, " ww(l')+'~ " =/~.,.(Yu~, " "+~')- 
We can think of the second clause it., the definition of f,.~ as saying that f,~v 
stores information in the yu~-gap beginning at Yu~.~ " o(y). in some situations we 
will need functions to unpack this stored information. Suppose u <a Y, and let w, 
x, and z be as in the definition of <d. Say x =(& ?), y =(a ,  r), w = (& ~), and 
z = {a, v). Then fw~ stores some i~fformation in the 3"~-gap starting at % - v. We 
will define an order preserving function g~v :8 (z ) -+ 8(y) to unpack this informa- 
tion as follows: 
g~s. [% ' v =id.  
g=y(% • v+% • f f+~)= 3',, " r r~,( i ;+~)+ .~ if f f+~ <'?. ~'<Ya. 
g.v (%'v+%-~+K)=y~.r+~ if f f+~=?,3 ' , , ' v+q,a '~+4"<g(z ) .  
Note that if %.v+%.~+~<8(z )=%.(v+l ) ,  then -~<T,~, so %. r+~< 
%-( r+ 1)= 8(y). \q~erefore ran(g~)cS(y ) ,  as required. Define h,v :Y~(,,+,-+ 
8(y) by h,y = g~,°f~z- 
Lemma 3.2.2. h~ of,~. = f~. 
ProoL There are three cases. We coasider separately elements of 3 '~ of the 
following forms: 
3"a "~+~" where ~<P,~<3'a ,  
3"a '~+~ where ff~<.~<~,~<3'a, 
The easy details are left to the reader. 
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Lemma 3.2~3. Suppose v <d u, u <a Y, and v "~d Y" Then h.~ o h~,,~ = h~. 
Proof. This is exactly the situation described in Lemma 3.1.3. Let r, s, :, w, x, and 
z be as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.3 (and look back at the diagrams in that proof 
before continuing!). 
Claim. t t~,, °gr~, = g,~ °(fr, t ~,(r~). 
Proof .  Le t  cq = l (s )  = l (w)  = l (x ) ,  o~2 = l (v ) ,  ~3 = l (r)  = l (u ) ,  and  ct~ := l ( t )  = l ( z )  = 
l (y ) .  We now consider elements of the domain 6(r) of the following four forms: 
%.  ~+~ where ~<o(r ) ,  (<  y,~,, 
7~ .o ( r )+% , ~-}-~ whereo(s )+~<o(w) , (<%, ,  
Y~ .o ( r )+%,  ~+(  where o(w)<~o(s)+~<o(x), ~<%, ,  
V,~" o(r) + %, • ~ + ~ where o(s) + ~ = o(x). 
The verification of the cla:m ia each of the four cases is not hard, and is left to the 
reader. 
The lemma follows immediately from the claim, since 
: g~ o(f. [ a(r))o£~ : g~y o£, :: h~. 
We are now ready to begin our inductive construction. We will caoose, for each 
<~ < K, an ordinal %, < K and a condition p,~ ~ P* with the following properties: 
(1) % • O,~c--rlm(p,~). 
(2) If c~ =/3 ~-l, then r lm(p~)c % and y~<%.  
(3) If ~ is a limit ordinal, then % =sup{3,~ ]/3 <c~}. 
(4) If x~---~y and l(y)=cL then p,~o} (pux~). 
(5) If u <d Y and I(y)=c~, then p,~oho~(pl~). 
Suppose ¢~ < ~¢, and y~, p¢, have been chosen for all/3 < a. It is easy to choose % 
as in (2) and (3) above. Since y~ is now fixed for/3 ~ a, the functions f~y, g~, and 
h,,,. are now defined and Lemmas 3.2.1-3.2.3 hold for all points in the morass up 
lo and including k ,el a. 
Let A = {y c: ~ [ l(y) = ~ and y is a limit point in the tree order >~}. By (M.4), A 
must include all points at level c~ except possibly **he last, if there is one. Suppose 
A = 0, Then 0~ = l, and the only point at level a is y = (c~ 0}, which is not a limit 
point in the tree. If y is an initial point in the tree, then the choice of p~ is easy: 
No cases of (4) or (5) wih occur, so we simply choose p~ 6 P* so that (1) will be 
true. This is not hard to do, using the facts that P* :/: 0, and for/3 < K, D~ A P* is 
dense in P* and P~ is ~-cIosed. The details are similar to the proof of Lemma 
2.1.3. 
Now suppose y immediately succeeds ome point in the tree; say xb~iy. In 
this case we choose p~, ~< of~(pu~) so that ( ' )  will be true. This takes care of (1) 
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m~d one case of (4), but there may be other cases o[ (4). Suppose w~y and we x 
Since x ~-~i Y we must have w~-?x, so by inductive hypothesis cre~(p~,,))>~pu~, But
now if we apply o,,;, to both sides of this inequality and use Lemma 3.2.1(!) we 
get 
as required. No cases of (5) will arise, so we are done. 
This takes care of the case A = 0. If A :)~ 0, then a must be a limit ordinal. Let 
6 = suN6(y)  I Y e A} < ~ and let X = {c% (Pm~) I x ~--~ y e A} g Pa- In order to make 
(4) true we will have to choose p,~ extending all eleme~ts of X. 
C la~.  X is directed. 
Proof. Let q~=cr1.,,, (pu~o) and q2:=of.~,(pu~o) by any two elements of X. tf 
Y, = Y2, then either x,~-~x2~-~y~, x2~qx~-.~y:, or x~-  x2. in the first case, 
q~ = cr~,,~, (Pu,,~) = %: , ,  (':rl',.,, (Pu,~,~)) >I o'~,~(pu,~,~) = q2, 
by Lemma 3.2.1(1) and inductive hypothesis (4). Similarly in the second case 
q2>q~, and if x~ =x2, then q~=q2. 
Now suppose y~ 7 ~ Y2; say o(y~)<o(y2~. By (M.5) we can choose u>-~y2 such 
that l(xl), l(x2) < l (u)  and o(yi) ~ rr'~',~@(u). Choose v <o(u)  such that %~(v)  =, 
o(y~), and let v = <l(u), v>. By (M.2), vl-~y> and clearly x~-gv, x2F~u. By Lemma 
"'1 Y2 
............... ! . . . . . .  T . . . . . . .  
I 
. . . . .  I -  - i 
Xl i 
. . . . . .  ........... 
x 2 
3.2.1(21, I~, 16(v) =f,y~ ]8(v) and therefore 
f~,,,, = (f~,, [ a (v ) )%,~,  - : / ; , , ,o f ,  .... 
Let r = %,, (p~,,)e X. By inductive hypothesis (4), Pm, t = P,~,t~%,,, (P~(,,t), so 
qi = %,,, (P~o) = a~;,,:, (~f,,, (P~0)) -> %,e (Pu,, ~) = r. 
Similarly 
q2 = O'L:,, (Pltx2}) = O't',,~ (O'(~2,, ([/ltx,))) ~>~ (rfl% (Pl(u}) = r. 
This proves the claim. 
Clearly IA] < K since 0~ < ~:, and for each y E A there ere at most Ic~t < • points 
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x ~-3 Y, so IX 1 < ~. Therefore by K-directed closure of P~ we can choose p ~ Pn such 
that V q ~ X (p ~ q). 
Claim. rlm(p) = ;3. 
Proof. We already know rim(p) ~_ 6, since p e~ P.~. Sup~ose ~ < 3. By the definition 
of 6, we can choose yeA with r /<6(y) - -3 , ,~ ' (o (y )+ l ) ,  and therefore ~= 
3'~ "~_+~ for some ~<o(y)  and .~<3'~. Since e is a limit ordinal, %= 
sup{3b I/3 <c~}, so for sufficiently large/3 <a,  ~<~¢~. By (M.5) choese x~-3y such 
tp f that ~ ¢r~,o(x) + 1), with l(x) large enough so that ~'< 3'1c~. Let ~=~ 7r2](~j) ~<o(x) 
and r ]=3' l (~'~q-~<' / l~) '01(~.  Then by (1), f i~r lm(pl~),  s,) f~y('/i)~. 
rhr.(o-f.~(R(~)). But f~(~)=~ and crt~,(Rc,.~)eX; so p~crf~,(Ro,~). Therefore rl~ 
tim(p). 
If A includes all points at level a, then we simply let p,~-=p. 0,~= 
sup{o(y)+ l ly ~ A}, so ~ =3'~, "0,~ and therefore the last claim takes care of (1). 
All cases of (4) have been handled by makino, sure V q ~ X (p ~q) ,  and no cases of 
(5) arise. 
Now suppose A does not include all points at lev,:l a. As we have at~eady 
observed, the only point at level ce which could fail t,~ be in A is the last one. 
~fherefore 0~, must be a successor ordinal. Say 0,~ = 7 ~-1, and let y =(a,  ~')a~, 
y¢A.  Clearly sup{o(z)+ 1 [ z c A} = I-, so 3 = %, - "r. Either y is a minimal point in 
the tree order or it immediately succeeds some other point. If it is minimal, 
choose p~ ~<p so that (1) will be satisfied. The choice oi p ~akes care of (4), and 
agai1~ no cases of (5) arise. 
Finally, sappose x =(& ?)~--3~ y. Since A¢0 ,  ~->0, and therefore ?>0,  since 
,-tr~ is SLOP and ~',y(~=)  ~'. It is not hard to see that there will be points u ~Se 
s, eh that u <d Y, SO for flae first time in the proof we will have t;) start worrying 
about inductive hypothesis (5). The rest of the construction breaks down into 
three cases. 
Case 1:4  is a successor ordinal. 
Suppose ;?~-~+ 1. Let w=(e~, il), v=w~(9) ,  and z = ',a, v), and note that by 
(M.2), w~-3z. Also, since 7r~,. is SLOP we must have 
: . lnd  
~(z) = ~/, • ( ,+  1) = ~t~. r :-: 6. 
Choose u ~5~ so that w ~-3~ ul.-qz. Then u <a Y, so g~.¢ and h~., are defined, it is not 
7_ 
. . . . . . . .  . , l u !  
i 
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hard  to veri fy f rom the def in i t ion of gzy that  
g~, l (W " v+%~) = id ,  
and 
g~y (~/,~ • v + 5'a) = %, ' .n'~ (~ 4- 1) = % • ~- = 8(z)  = dom(g~y). 
There fore  we can apply (I.5) to conclude that  p and (rg,,(p) are compat ib le  in P*. 
Choose  p(, ~p,  p,~ ~o-g , (p)  so that  (1) will be satisfied. 
S ince z ~ A, or," (p~(~,)) ~ X, so p -~ o-f~, (p~(,)). There fore  
p~ "~ %,  (p) ~ %,  (%,  (p,(,~)) : (rho, (p~(,)). 
This  takes care of one case of (5). It also takes care of one ease of (4), since by 
Lemma 3.2.2 f~y = ~y o f~,  so 
For  the rest of (4), suppose v.~. y, v~x.  Then  since x~,  y, w-3x,  so 
All o ther  cases of (4) are taken care of by the choice of p. 
For  the rest of (5), suppose v <a Y and v~ u. Then  by Lemma 3.1.3 v <~ u 
(clearly u ~a v), so by [ ,emma 3.2.3 h~,;,oh~ = h~;.. Therefore  
o%, (p~(J  = 05,°, (crh~ (p~(~)) tt> o '~ (p~(,,~) t> p~. 
Case 2: ? is a l imit ord inal  and sup(~r~y-7)<'r. 
This  case is qui te similar to case 1. Let t, = sup('rr~?),  z = (c~, u), and note that 
by (M.6), x v-4 z. Choose  u e ~ such that x e-3~ u v--3z. Then  u <o Y, so g~, and h~, 
z 
'\, i 
\ I  
;1 
are def ined. Once again we will apply (I.5) to p in order  to choose p,~, but  this 
t ime dom(g~)= 8(z )<% .i"---6, so we wql have to extend gzy first. Let g :6 - -> 
by any order  preserv ing funct ion extending gzv. Then  g t ('f~ " z,) = gzvl (~',, " u) = id 
and g(3'~ " u) = g~v(3',~ " u) = 3'(, " ~" = 6, so by (I.5) we can choose p~ ~p,  p, <~o-~(p) 
so that  (1) will be satisfied. The  verif ication of (4) and (5) is now almost exactly 
the same as in case 1. 
Case 3: "~ is a l imit ordinal  and sc,p(cr"~,q)= ~-. 
In this ease we will finally find out  the purpose of induct ive hypothesis  (5). We 
will forget about  p, and ,:onstruct p~, f rom scratch as a l imit of condifi~ms of the 
form c%, (pt~)  for u <a ~:. 
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For each ~,<::~:, let w~,=(8,-p), z,.=(c~,~r~,(v)), and w,,}-:~ix,A--qzv. Clearly 
x~ <.~ y. I.et ~,, ,,= Ifx~). By Lemma 3.1.3, if v <~ <~,  theri x~ <:a x,., so as in the 
proof of Lemma 3A.3 if ~e  let x,.,~ '-=(r~.., rr~,.(v)}, then x.~.-3x~,.~-gz,, and 
%,,: : (o(x, , . ) )  = o(z,,) .  Clearly the sequence ((~e,, i v  <~)  is increasing. 
Zl, Z~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -7  .................... 7 ................... 1 
Wl) Wp X 
Claim. sup{or,, I u < +} :: ~z. 
P rooL  Suppose not. Let c~' = sup{a,. I u < 7} < ce. If u < ? and {J < a '  we can pick 
b t<{ such that ~.,<p: and /~<%,,  and for such a > we will have x~u.t-~z ,, and 
l(x,,,.) = %,. >~.  Therefore V t ,<~ {l(u) I ut--~z,,} is cofinal in oe'. so by (M.3)  
Bul then by (M.7) 
u~ ) (u~--~y and l(ul-:.oF), 
contradicting x ~-~i Y. 
For u <~ let el,, :- ~r~,,,. (p<~,)¢ Ps~v, 
C iahm if  ~, .- t*. </~, ellen q .  ~ q,. 
Proof.  By Lemma 3.2.3 and induetiwz hypoihcsis (5), 
By i¢-directed closure of Pmv~ choose p,~ ~ P~;.t such that V v < ~ (p,~ ~ q,,). This 
clearly takes care cf all cases of (5). Since we ignored p and constructed p,~ from 
scratch we will have to siart all over again on (4). As a firsl step, we note thai the 
h's and the f's arc not rc:.'.lly very differe,li. 
Clahn, I f "  <~ <:~:, fllen f~ ....... [ 8(x, ,~)-  h~,,~, [ 8(x,,,D. 
Proof.  Use the fact that ,f~ ...... [ 6(x<,~) =.t~ .... l 8(x,,~) and gz,.~, ] 8(z,,) = kt. 
Now~ suppose sF-~t, ](t)=c~, and ~-~ y. Then since sup(cr~v?~=~- we can Ihld 
z,<:~ such lilal o ( t )<%v(~,)=o(z , , ) .  Using (M.5) and the fact that sup{a,, t l~<: 
I~ <-~¢} = a we can find r <:~ such that ~J <:t~, I (s)< c%, and o (Os  rr~ ....... o(x,,,,). Let 
u : (c%, Cr~l~,(o(t))) and liote that by (M.2), s~-~,u~Tt. 
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By the last claiTn, 
L, = (G l a ( . )>G -= (f~ ....... ] a(u)),,f, .  = h~,,,, oG.  
Therefore  
This takes care of all cases of (4) except those involving y. In other  words, we 
have shown that, even though we did not choose p~ ~a p, we still have V qe  X 
(p~ v; q). As before this implies that 8 = % • "r G rim(p,,). 
The remain ing instances of (4) are handled the same way as they were in cases 
t and 2. First we note that by Lemma 3.2.2, for any ~., < ~, f,;,. = h~,. o G ....... so 
Now if v~qy and vex ,  then t;F-3x, so 
Finally we must check (1). We already know % • r _c. rtm(p~), and 0,, = r + 1, so 
the only thing 'eft  to check is that if % • r~-~ <% - ( r+ 1), then ~ ~ rlm(p~). Any 
such -q can be written as r a = 7~ ' 7 + £ for some K < %. Pick u and Ix such that 
1 ~ ~, </x  < .-7 and ~ < -,,,,. Then o(x,~) = ~r . . . .  (t,) ~ u ->- 1, so 0,~ ~ 2, and therefore 
"ya+~+~<%~ .2<-%. "0~ ~y,. v. 
Now consider  ~ =3%'o(G~)+%'  ~.4-g where  ~ has been chosen so that 
v .+~=~. .~.<-~<0~,  so 
There fore  ~l<8(x~) ,  so "~ crlm(p~,~). It is not  hard to verify that h,,x,(/ j)= ~, so 
"q e rim(or%,, (p~))  c_- rlm(p~), as required.  
We have now completed  the induct.ire construct ion of % and p~. Recall that we 
are proving s tatement  (2) of Theorem 1.1.3, so we must define a generic set G. 
Let % = sup{% [ a < ~} = ~, and let 
G = {q ~ P [ ~ x, y ~ 5e (x~-~y, l(y) = ~, and %~(p~(~))~q)}. 
To see that G is a ~-complete  filter, suppose X_qG, IX[<~. We may as well 
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assume that X = {~rN,,, (P~t~,}) I/3 < A }, where A < K and for each/3 < A, xo ~-q Y0 and 
I (y~)  = K. 
For each /3 < a, let ~ = l(x o) < K and r~ = o(y 0) < K +. Since K and K ~ are both 
regular, if we let c~=sup{a~l/3<;~} and r=--sup{l"~l/3<,~}, then ~x<K and 
~-<~*. Let z=(K , - r+ l )~.  By (M.5) and the regularity of K we can choose 
wt-~3z such that {~r~ ] 13 <~.}~_ 7r"~o(w) and l (w)> ~. Let q = o~f~.~ (p~(~)) ~ G. We will 
show Vp~X (q<~p). 
Suppose /3<t .  Then by the choice of w we can choose v<o(w)  such that 
~w:(v)=~-~. Let u =(l(w), v)eSe, and note that by (M.2) and Lemma 3.2.1(2), 
u ~-q y¢ and ~,,~ I 3(u) := f~,. I 3(u). Also, t(x(~) =~tr~ -s; a < I(w) = I(u), so x~ t-q u. 
y~ z 
i 
Therefore 
L,~,.o = c.tG, I ~(u) )o  I~o,~ = L~ o L~ .... 
SO 
o.f.o.~ (p~o) = ~rf.o~ (%oo (N,,)) ~> ~...~ (p,w~) = q, 
as required. 
Finally, we must check that V 13 <K* (G N D0¢-0). Fix N <K +, and choose 
<~+ and ~<3, ,=K such that 13=K.~+~g. Let y=(K,~)~.9 ° and pick x= 
(e,~)~-~y with cz large enough so that ~<3"~. Let ~=3',~ '~÷~<3' , '  (E]+I)= 
8(x). Then gerhn(p,~) and L~(fi)=/3, so ~ erlm(~t~(p,~)). Therefore o'f~,(N)e 
G A D~, as required. 
It is interesting to note that with only minor modifications this proof can be 
used to show directly that the existence of a (K, 1)-morass implies the apparently 
stronger version of statement (2) given in Theorem 2.1.6. The only change 
required is the addition of the following two inductive hypotheses to the five given 
in the original inductive construction of the ordinals 3'~ and conditions p~,: 
i6) 7~ is a limit ordinal. 
(7) V~<~ (m ~E~). 
It is easy to choose 3',~ so that the first of these is true, and the second can be 
satisfied using the fact that V ~ < K (E~ f3 P* is dense and open in P*), and P* is 
-closed. Using (6), it is not hard to see that all the functions f~y, g~y, and h,y are 
SLOP, and therefore the functions cr~,, o'g,,, and o-h~,~ are defined, even if N is only 
ahnost K-indiscernible. (7) guarantees that the generic set G will satisfy V/J < e¢ 
(OnE~#O). 
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3.3, 
P¢ool o[ (2)--~ (1). We will define a partial order a~d family of dense sets 
which describe the construction of a (:~, 1)-morass and apply (2). Actually, the 
dense sets will only be almost K-indiscernible, but by the results of Section 2 this 
will be sufficient o allow us to apply (2). The partial order will be quite similar to 
the K-Kurepa tree order from Section t. A condition will be a structure which 
completely determines the morass up to some level A <~, and also includes 
information about fewer then ~ points at level K. 
Suppose A < ~. To determine the morass up to level ,k we will first of all need a 
sequence of ordinals (0~loe~X) such that V~X (0<0~<~) .  Suppose in 
additio~ we have a set S_~ n~, tS[<~, and let 
~=(,U.~, {a} x 0,'} u ({~} x S) 
For x ~ 5" we will let l(x) and o(x) be the first and second coordinates of x, as 
before. Suppose ~-~ is a tree order on ~ such that '¢ x, y ~ 9' (x~4y -.-> l(x)<l(y)), 
and {~r,~ I x~-~y} is a commutative family of functions "rr.~ :o(x)+ t--~ o(y)+ I. 
lDefinifion 3.3,1. The structure (SP,~-L (~r~;,)~) is a (~, D-morass condition if: 
(1) (M.I)-(M.7) in the definition of morass hold, except that (M.3)-(M.7) need 
o~fly hold for y s .f  with l(y) ~ )~, and (M.6) and (M.7) need only hold for x ~--~i y. 
(2) 0~ S, and S is closed under successors and predecessors. 
(3) The order type of S is 0x, and if f:O~ --~. S is the order preserving 
bijection, then V u < 0~ ((~, u)~-~(~¢, f(:,))). (Note that therefore 0~ and/t  are limit 
ordinals, and by (M.2L if x~-4y, l (x)= A, and l (y)= n, then ~r~ = fl(o(x)-',-1).) 
Let P be the set of (K, 1)-morass conditions. For pep we will say p= 
(SeP,~-~P (~r~y)~oy), and we will also use a superscript p for other objects 
associated with p (A, S, and 0¢,). For p,q~P,  define p~q iff 9°~5e~', ~--3 '~= 
~-3 p i Scq, V x, y ~ 9 ~q (x I--~ q y -~ ~r~ = ~. ) ,  and S °q C3 (A q x K) = 5 °p N (A '~ x K). Note 
that if p~q,  then V~<,k"  (0~=0~), but it is possible that 0~,.,>0qo. Let 
P = (P, ~), and for t~ < ~¢+ let D~ = {p E P t c¢ ~ SP}. Clearly P is a partial order and 
'g p ~ P (tim(p) = S~). 
Lemma .J.3.2. ~={D~I  o~ < t¢ +} is almost K-indiscernible. 
ProoL We must check (I.1)-(I.6), 
(i.1): Suppose a < ~ Clearly D~ N P* is open. We must check that it is dense in 
P'~, so suppose p ~_ P*, ct¢ r lm(p)= S p. Note that therefore a ~ ¢0, since 0~ S p and 
S v is closed under successors. We will construct q~P* such that q<p and 
c~ ~ tim(q). 
Clearly we will need SPc_ S q and .:~ ~ S q, but since S q must be closed under 
successors and predecessors we cannot simply let S ~ = S p U{a}. Choose a limit 
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ordinal  ~ and n ~ o such that ~ :-~/3 + n, and let S ~ = S ~ tO ((/3 + o ) \ /3 ) .  Let ~" be 
the ieast elemen~ o1' S ~ \/3, if there is one,  and choose ~ such that {A ~', "~} F-3 ~ (K, r). 
If no such ~" exists, let "~ = 0~,,,. Choose  ~ so that "~ + ~ = 0[,,. Clearly • and ~ are 
limit ordinals, and ei ther  E is also a l imit ordinal or ,~ = O. Also,  since S q is ~he 
same as S p except that it c.ontains a, extra e lements  aftcr the first ~, the order  type 
of S ~ is ?+o)+& 
Since S ~ ~ S °, q will have to have some extra branches which p does not  have. 
To construct such a q we will add more  levels to p above level A P. Unfor tunate ly ,  
this will be a rather  long process,  s ince as we observed in Section 3.1, (M.3)- (M.5)  
force the morass to grow very slowly. For  example,  by (M.4) we must  let 0Ao~,,, q --- I 
for all n ~ w. Level ~ t' ~-o) is a limit level, but  since the levels A r' + n are so small 
there can only be at mos~ one point at level A t' +00 which is a limit po int  in the 
tree, so again by (M 4) we must have 0~,, , : ,~2,  Similarly V n~oJ (0~,,+ . . . .  = t) 
and 0~ ~,~.~_<2. Our  first chance to have a l~vel with three points will be at level 
A p + ~o 2. Similarly we can have four points at level A t, + ~o3, five at A ~ + o) 4, an't so 
on. Since we must have O)~,,=o.t,(S'~)=;r+w+~, we will have to add o) (*''~'~' 
levels to p[ 
\Ve are now ready to .';ay exactly what  q will be. Let 8,=~0 ~*~*° ,  Let  
a~=Xr '+8,  for cv~t  ~' let ¢!~,=0~, for 0<ct<8 let 0~,+~={v jn l~(a=o~ " .  )}, 
and let 0~,, =-~ ~-o)+ {. As usual we must have 
9"q=(  U {~}x0~)U({~}xS~) .  
The definit ions of ~-4" and the functions w~ will involve several cases. Suppose 
x, y ~  and l (x)<l (y) .  
Case l :  l (y )~A ~'. 
Let x ~--~'~ y ill ° x t---3 ~' y, and if x F-~ p y, then let "rr~v := w.~. 
Case 2: A '< l (y )<~<.  
Whether  or not x ~-3 '~ y in this case will depend on o(y) aad l(x). 
Case 2a: l (x )>X ~, or  l (x)  =,~. p and o (y )~? .  
Let x ~--3 q y iff o(x) =o(y)  and let 7r~ = id. 
Case 2b: l(x) = a ~' and o(y) >'?. 
Let x ~-~:~ y if[ ~ v(o(x) = ~ + ~, and o(y) :: ? + ~o + ~,). If x ~3 '~ y we define 7r~ 
as follows: w~, [ ~ = id, and if ?+ ~x ~o(x) ,  then wi~v(? + g)  .= ,?+o~ + Ix. 
Case 2c: l (x )<aL  
Let x~--3" y iff :~z(l(z) = a ~' and x I--5' z ~-3" Y). For such a z let z~- -  7 r~,o~.  
Case 3: l(y) = ~¢. 
Let f : 02,,--~ S '~ enumerate  S". 
Case 3a: l(x)=, A q. 
Let x ~--3 ~ y iff f(o(x)) = o(y). and let ~'~v ,-: [ t  (o(x) + I). 
Case 3b: l (x )<A '~. 
Let z:~(A'~,]"~(o(y)))~-4qy, by Case 3a. Let x~3qy iff x~'~z ,  and let 
'~r~ v' --- w~,o w~.  
K m 
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This completes the definition of q. The verification that q c P* is very long but 
very easy, and is left to the reader. Clearly q < p and c~ E S ~ = rim(q), so we have 
shown that D,~ (~ P* is dense in P*. A construction similar to the construction of q 
can be used to show that P* ~-0, completing the verification of (I.1). 
(I.2): Suppose oe < K, X~_ P,~, IX[< ~,'. and X is directed. We will define q~_ P, 
so that VpeX (q~<p). 
Let A q = sup{A p t P ~ X} < K. As a first guess at Seq, let .9, = ~,_J {~P I p ~ X}. 
Case 1: 3p~X (x"=aq) .  
Let 9 °q =Se. For x, yeS  °q let x ~--~" y iff 3 p c X (x .~--3 v y), and for any such p let 
rr;', = ~r~,. 
Case 2: VpeX (XP<aq). 
In this case 5 ° will not include any points at level a q, so we will have to add 
these points to get S eq, Of course, by clause (3) of Definition 3.3.1 we know 
exactly ~vhat level /t q has to look like, so this will not be hard. Let S" = 
{u I (K, v) ~ g} = U {S" [ p e X} and let e2,~ = oA.(S"). Let .9'" = ~g U (12t a } x 02.,). 
Let {:Oqa,--~S q enumerate S q, and define ~-~q and rr~, as foIlows: Suppose 
x, yE.9, q and l(x)<l(y).  If l(x)#~, a and l(y)#2t ~, then let Xt~qy iff 3peX 
(x ~ y), and for any such p let ~r~, = ~r~y. If I(x)= a q, then clearly l (y)= K, Let 
x ~4"y iff f(o(x))= o(y), and let rr~ = f i(o(x)+ 1). Finally, suppose l(y)= a q, and 
let z =(K, f(o(y))). Let x ~--~q y iff x ~q z, and let rr~y= f-~ocr~,. 
Once again it is tedious but not difficult to verify that q e .P~ and V p e X 
(q ~< p), and we leave the details to the reader. 
Before we can check (1.3)-(I.6) we must define the functions crf, Suppose (x < ~, 
y < K +, f :a -~ ~, is a SLOP function, and p e P¢,, so S ~'C_ a. Let %.(p)= q, where q 
is defined as iol!ows: .k ~' =M', Vl3 ~<3. q (0a= 0g), and S q = f"S". For x, ye~a,  if 
[ (x )<l (y)<K let x~--3qy iff x~3°y ,  and let ~r~q --rr~,.~ If l (x}<l(y)=~, let z= 
(K,/-~(o(y)))e 5¢'~, let x~.3qy iff x ~-3 ~ z, and let ¢r~ =foTr~=. Note that since f is 
SLOP, 0~ S ~ and $q is closed under successors and predecessors. 
As usual, the verifications of (I.3), (I.4), a~d (!.6) are easy, but (I.5) will take 
some work. 
(I.5): Suppose ~<~,  f :a -~y<~ is SLOP, 13<c~, / ]~8=id,  and f(18)~c~. 
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Suppose p e P,~, and let q = o).(p) ~ Pv" We will construct re  P* such that r~p and 
r~q.  
If S ~ _~/3, then clearly q = p and we can simply let r = p. If not, let ~" be the least 
element of SV\~,  and choose ;r such that (A p, q)~-3 p (K, r). Clearly q and ~- are 
both limit ordinals, and e< O~,. Choose ~ such that -F+~= 0~,, and note that ~5 ~s 
also a limit ordinal. 
Let S" = S p US  ~ = S r' U f "S" .  Clearly o.t.(S~) = 0~o+ ~5. As in the proof of (I.1), 
we will construct r by adding to u~,~"+~ levels to p. 
Let ~=w (°'~+~, and let M=Av+& For ~h p let 0~=0~, for 0<~<6 let 
0~., ~n =. {v 1 3~(rt = o)" • ~')}, and let 0[ .... 0~,+~. As before, the definitions of ~-~ 
and ~y involve several cases. Suppose x, y 6~'  and l (x)< l(y). 
Case 1: l(y)~<M '. 
Let x ~---3' Y iff x ~--~" y, and let 7r~.y = ~r~y. 
Case 2: .~P<l(y)<~. 
Case 2a: l (x )>h p, or l(x)=,~ v and o(y)<0~o. 
Let x ~-3 ~ y iff o(x) = o(y), and w~.y = id. 
Case 2b: l (x )=h '  and o(y)~-0[o. 
Let x~---3~y iff E lv (o (x )=?+v and o(y)=0~o+v) ,  and define ~'~ so that 
','r;~ ] ~--id, and if "~+~x-~o(x), then ¢r~(~+ ~) = 0[o+~z. 
Case 2c: l(x)<3, p. 
Let x ~---3' y if[ ~z(l(z) = h ° and x ~-3 ~ z ~--3' y), and for such a z let 7r~y = ~r~o~r~,. 
Case 3: l (y)= ~. 
r enumerate Let g : O ,v --> S ~ S'. 
,Case 3a: l(x) = ,V. 
Let x ~-3~y iff g(o(x))= o(y), and let ¢r~ = g I (o(x)+ 1). 
Case 3b: t(x)<,V. 
Let z =(M, g-~(o(y))), let x ~-q~y iff x .-3~ z, and let "rr~.~ =~r~voTr~. 
p: q: r: 
T 
×Pt 7 / t 
/ I  
/ 
/ /  
t 
i l 
J 
r f ( r )  r qr) /V  
i ', / /  
I I /  / 
/ } t/ i / 
i / 
/ / 
1 / 
/ I 
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Once again we will let the reader verify that re  P*, r~p,  and r~q,  completing 
the proof of Lemma 3.3.2. 
By Theorem 2.1.6 let G~P be a filter such that Va<~:  + (G~D,~O) .  
(Technically, we should have sets E~ for ~ < ~, as in Section 2. However, this is 
not really a problem, since we can simply let E~ = P for all ~<~.)  Let ~-~ 
l.J {~ I P ~ G}, for x, y e S ° let x ~ y iff ] p ~ G (x ~-3 py), and for any such p let 
q r~=~r~.  For a-<.~ let O,~={vl(c~,u)eb°}. Since ~a<~ + (GND,~¢O),  
U{S"IpeG}=~ +, so 0~=~+. 
Suppose ~r<~ + and y ={~, 7}e5 e. 
Claim,, U {~ ~,o(x) [x~4y} = ~. 
Proof. Suppose v < ~-. Pick p e G such that ~,, "r e S p. Choose w, x e 5 °p such that 
l(w) =-" l(x) = h p, w ~-3 p (K, v}, and x ~-3 py. Then w~, (o(w)) = ~r~(o(w')) = 1~. 
Now consider the case -r = K. Clearly ~ is a tree order and 
V w, z e b ° (w~z --> t(w) < l(z)), 
so {x ~[  x~-3y} contains at most one point from any lew-1 a < K. If x~-3y, then 
l~r~vo(x)l = Io(x)l < K, but I I..J {'try, o(x) [ x --3 Y}i = ~, so l{x e ~ [ x ~-~ Y}i = ~ and 
therefore {l(x) j x~-?y} is cofinal in ~. But if xt--3y, then for some pe  G, x e 5e~', so 
l(x)~<h p. Therefore {hP ipe  G} must be cofinal in ~. 
Ct~im. V~<,~ (0<0~<K). 
Proof. Suppose c~ <K. Choose p e G such that 3. p >a.  Clearly 0< 0~<~0~,. Now 
suppose q e G and ,k q t> cc Choose r e G such that r ~ p and r :-~ q. Then 0~ ~ 0; = 
0v~, since 
Clearly 0, = sup{0~ l q e G.~ X" ~ a}, so 0~ = 0~ < K. 
It should now be clear that the structure {S o, ~--3, (Tr, y)~y)  satisfies most of the 
definition of (K, 1)-morass. By the definition of condition (M.1) and (M.2) are 
true, (M.3)-(M.5) hold for ysSe  with l (y)<K,  and (M.6) and (M.7) hold for 
x ~ y. We also kno,~ (M.5) holds for l(y) = K, by one of the claims above. 
To finish the verification of (M.3) and (M.4), suppose y e Se with l (y )= K. For 
any a<K we can choose p¢G with y~S °p and c~<2t p. Choose z~S¢ p such that 
l(z) = k, p and z ~-q~ y. Then z ~ y and clearly {l(x) I x ~-? y} n ~ ~ = {l(x) I x ~--~f z}, a 
closed subset of 3, p by (M.3) for p. Since a was arbitrary, if we let C= 
{l(x) I x~y},  then C is cofinat in ~ and every initial segment of C is closed, so C 
is cub. This proves (M.3) and (M.4). 
Finally, we must check (M.6) and (M.7). Suppose (M.6) fails for some x, y e.~, 
and pick such an x and y with y minimal in the lexicographical order of Se. Let 
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v :=sup(w~ro(x))<o(y) and z =(l(y) ,  v). If 3' is a limit point in the tree, then by 
(M.5) we can choose wE5 ° and 15<o(w) such that xt--3w~.3y and qr~,y(~)= v. Let 
u = (l(w), ~}, and note that by (M.2), m-3z and lr,~ = ~rwy I (~+ 1). It is not hard to 
see that sup(Tr~o(x))= ~, so by the minimality of y we can apply (M.6) to 
conclude that x~-3u and Ir~,, to (x )= w,~ I o(x). Therefore x~-3z, and 
contradicting the fact that (M.6) failed for x and y. 
Now suppose for some w E ~,  w ~--z. i y. x7 ~ w, since we know (M.6) would hold if 
x ~3~ Y, so x~-3w. Let fi =sup(~r"wo(x)) and u =(l(w),  if). By the minimatity of y, 
(M.6) applies to x and w, so x~--3u and w~, Io (x )= 7r~,~ Io(x). 
Let v = (l(y), w,~(i))). If i7 <o(w) ,  then by (M.2) u~--3v and w,~ = w,~ I (i7 + 1). If 
15 = o(w), then u = w and v --= y, so the same resu!ts hold trivially. It is no~ hard to 
see that 
sup(w"dT) = sup('n'"~fi) = sup(w"yo(x)) = v = o(z). 
If v -- y, then u ~-~i v, and if not, then v lexicographically precedes y, so in either 
z v y 
x 
case (M.6) applies to u and v. Therefc, r~ u~--~z and ~r~ I ~ = 7r,~ ]/; = ~rw~, i ~, so 
x ~-3 z and 
again contradicting the failure of (M.6) for x and y. This establishes (M.6). 
The proof of (M.7) i~ similar. If (M.7) fails, choose a counterexample x, y ~ b ° 
with l(y) minimal. For v<o(x)  let x, ={l(x), v) and y, =(l(y) ,  rr~v(v)). By (M.2), 
x,,~-3y:, and w,.y° = 7r~y ] (v+ 1). Since (M.7) fails for x, y, we can choose an ordinal 
c~ and, Yor each v<o(x) ,  a point z ,c- '~ such that V v<o(x)  (x,~-3z~v-3y~ and 
l (z~)=c0 but -n3z(z~-:y and l ( z )=a) .  
Suppose for some w(=_5 0, x~-3w~-3y and l (w)>a.  Clearly w~,o(x) is cofinal in 
o(w), since we know w~o(x)  is cofintq in o(y) and w~ = "rr~ vo w~,~. For v<o(x)  let 
w,, = ( l(w),  w~(v) ) .  Then  
~rw~ (o(w,,)) - ~r~,,(~r~ (v)) = ~r~d. )  = o(!,~), 
so w. ~---3 Y.. Therefore x~ ~-3 z~ ~-~ w~. By the minimality of l(y), we can apply (M.7) to 
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x and w to conclude that for some z e 5f, x ~-q z ~-3 w and l(z) = a. But  then z ~q y, 
so this contradicts the choice of ce. 
Now suppose' there is no such w. Then clearly y cannot be a limit point in the 
tree, so we can choose w such that x~--3w ~ y and l (w)<~.  ~r~yo(w)_ ;¢~yo(x), 
so 7r~yo(w) is cofinal in o(y), and therefore we can ,.'~pply (M.7) to w and y, since 
w~-3~ y. Suppose tx <o(w) ,  and let u =(i(w),  is}. As in the last case, 7r;~wo(x) is 
cofinal in o(w), so we can choose v<o(x)  such that ~<%, , , (v ) .  Let w i= 
(l(w), ~r~,~(v)), and note that ~G~(Tr~w(u))= 7r~r(v)=o(y~) , so w,,I---3y~, and there- 
fore w~--3z~. Also, ~r,~o~ =w~y [ (T r~(v)+t ) .  Let v=(a ,  Tr . . . .  (~)). Then u~-.3v, 
and 
so v~-3(l(y), 7rw~(tx)). Since tz was arbitrary, we have shown 
V/x <o(w)  3v  (v~-q(l(y), 7r~y(/x)) and l(v) = :x), 
so we can apply (M.7) to choose z such that z~-3y and l ( z )= cq wlaich is another 
contradiction. 
This completes the proof that (5 °, ~-3, (%~),:~.) is a 0<, 1)-morass. Note that the 
t<-completeness of G was not used anywhere in the proof, and therefore the extra 
claim in statement (2) that G can be choser~ to be t<-complete is not needed to 
prove (2)--> (1). 
4. I. 
In this section we will do for the combinatorial principle O what we did in 
Sections t -3  for morasses--we will show that for an3 regular uncountable K, <5,, is 
equivalent o a certain statement about the existence of generic sets for partial 
orders. In addition to clarifying the relationship between applications of (>~ and 
forcing, this theorem will motivate the results of the next section on morasses with 
built-in /~ sequences. Let K be any regular uncountable cardinal. 
Defmi l ion 4.1.1. OK is the assertion that there is a sequence of sets (S= [ce < •) 
such that '~ ~ < K (S, -- a)  and g X _ K (.[a I X f3 c~ = S~} is stationary in K). Such a 
sequence is called a <5~ sequence. 
Theorem 4.1.2 (V=L) ,  <>~ is true. 
Poo I .  See [3]. 
In some applications of O,, information is coded up in subsets of ,~, which are 
then 'captured' by the (>, sequence. It will be useful for us to have a formulation 
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of ~ in which this coded information is displayed explicitly, since in the next 
section we will be dealing with a <>-like property in a context in which this coding 
will not be possible. In order to do this we will work with structures with universe 
~ instead of subsets of K. Let ~ be a language with countably many sJ#nbols of all 
types. 
T~,.e~rem 4.1.3. The following are equivalent: 
~1) <L. 
(2) There is a sequence of ~-structures (91~, I a < K) such that V ~ < K (A,, =-- ~) 
and for any ~-structure 9.I wit/', universe A -= K El ~ < K (g)I~, < 9`1). 
Proof. (1)--~ (2): Let (S~ la<K)  be a O,  sequence. To prove s,atement (2) we 
will need a way of coding up ~Lt'-structures witl,, subsets of ~:. For each n ~ oJ, let 
(R;~, ] m ~ ~o) enumerate all n-place relation symbols in ~,  and (f2, I m e oa} enum- 
erate all n-place function symbols in cg. If 91 s an rig-structure with universe K, 
then for any n, m c ¢o the interpretations of R~ and f~ in 9.1 are (R~',)~c_ ~<" and 
(f,~)~ c K ~ +L Let 
Y= U ((R~)~a×{2m}U(I'7~)~x{2m+ l}) c - U (K"x~o). 
Cleariy Y contains a complete description of :!1[, and it is not hard to code this 
reformation in a subset of K. Since 
we can fix a bijection 
f :K-* U (K" x~,n. 
n~a~ 
No;" let X=f - I (Y )c  K. We wili say X K-code.~ ~. 
Let C = {ce < K] f "a -  U~ (~"x  ~o)}, a cub subset of K. Clearly if ~ ~ C, then 
the method described above can also be used to a -code  ~-structures  on oe with 
subsets of oe. In fact, for ~e~C, if X K-codes 91 and c~ ;s the ,~.miverse of a 
substructure 91 9"1 ce of 91, then X ~ ~ a-codes ?1 ~ c~. 
For a < C, let ~l~ be the ~-st ructure  c~-coded by S,~, if there is one. Otherwise 
let 91,~ be any rig-structure with universe c~. Now suppose 91 is an ~-s t ructure  with 
universe K, and let X K-code 91. Let D ={~<~!c¢  is the universe of an 
elementary substructure of v2l}, another cub subset of K. By ~'~, we can find 
~ ~ C ,'3 D such that X f3 ce = S,,. Since a ~/9_ ~21 rt a < 91, and since a e (7, S~ = 
X f'~ c¢ ~-codes 91 n rx. Therefore ~/,, = ~,1 n a < ~,  so the sequence (91~ Joe < ~) is as 
required in (2). 
(2) -+ (1): Let (91,~ I ~ < K) be a sequence of ~-structures  as in (2). Let X and C 
be two 1-place predicate symbols in ~,  and < a 2-place predicate symbol in &o. 
For ~<K,  let S. =~a,~c_o~. 
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To see that (S,~ i a < K) is a <>~ sequence, suppose X, C _c K and C is cub. Let s21~ 
be any ~-s t ructure  on < such that X ~ = X, C ~= C, and <~a = <.  By (2), choose 
oe < ~ such that 91~ < ~ Clearly S~ = X % = X ~ N a = X C/a. Let & be the sentence 
"Vx 3y  (x<y and C(y))" ("C is unbounded in the order <") .  Tt~en ~1>4,, so 
9.I~ ~4~, and therefore C % = C f3 o~ is unbounded in o~. Since C is ciosed, this 
implies c~ ~ C. 
We will call a sequence of structures a's in Theorem 4,1.3(2) a <5~ structure 
sequerace. 
Before stating our forcing ,equivalent for O~, let us consider what kinds of 
constructions it should apply to. Usually O~ is used in constructions in which an 
object of size K is built up in K steps from pieces of size less than K. We wi!I 
therefore want to start wlth a K-closed partial order P = (P, <~} and a family of 
dense open sets N={D~, [c~ <K}. Some of the notation from our discnssion of 
indiscernible dense sets will be useful here: For p ~ P let r im(p)= {~ < K f p ~ D~} 
and P~ = {p e P I rim(p) _ ~}. 
At  step c~ in a construction using <5~ w¢ ~,~.,aily look at S~ (or ~l~) to decide 
what to do next. This suggests that we might want to have dense sets Fm for each 
2g-structure ~ whose universe is an ordinal less than K. However, in most 
applications of O~ the appropriate sets F~ are not dense. What makes the 
construction work is that the sets Fm are 'sufficiently defuse' that often in the 
construction we find that some condition which we have already constructed has 
an extension in some Fro. In order to express this precisely we will need a way to 
talk about 'how dense' a set is. 
DefinRion 4.1.4. Suppose P = (P, ~)  is a partial order and F c P. The dense area 
of F, denoted dns(F),  is the see {p e P 1 3 q c F (q ~< p)}. Note that if F is dense in 
lP, then dns(F )= P. 
IDefmifion 4.1.5. If ~,I is an ~g~'-structure with universe K, we will say ~3<o2l ( '~  is 
an ordinal substracture of ~2l') iff ~3< ?l and B is an ordinal less than K. 
Theorem 4.1.6. The fol lowing are equivalent: 
(1) <>~. 
(2) Suppose P = ( P, <~ ) is a partial order, @ = { D~ I ~ < • } is a fami ly  o1" K dense 
open sets, and for each ~-structure ~ with universe an ordinal c~ < K we have a set 
Fm c p such that {p ~ P [ rlm(p) = a} c dns(Fm). Suppose in addit ion that V a < t~ 
(P~ is K-closed) and P = ',.J~.~_~ P~.. Then there is a set G which is P-ge,~eric over @, 
and which has the fo l lowing addit ional  property: For any ~-structure 2l with 
universe K, 3 ~ < ~. ~I (G  Cl Fm 5b 0); i.e., G N (l._J {Fro [ 93 < o ~}) v 4 0. Furthermozre, G
can be chosen to be ,~-complete. 
Proof. (1)---,(2): Let ~ '=o~U{f ,  <}, where f is a new 1-place function symbol 
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and < is a new 2-ptace relation symbol. Since ~ '  still ha~s countably many symbols 
of all types, if <),, is true, then we can choose a ~ structure sequence of 
~'-structures (9/, I a < K). Let P,  ~, and F~ be as in (2). To construct the required 
generic set G we wilt first constn~ct, by induction on a, an increasing contin- 
uous sequence of ordinals (3'~ l a < K) and a decreasing sequence of conditions 
(P,, I -q < ~) such that V a < K (3- - rlm(p,~) _~ "/,~+a, nd if a is a limit ordinal and 
7~ = a, then p,~ ~ F~lse). 
To start the induction, let 3'o = 0 and let Po by any element of t°. Now suppose 
0 < a < K, and ~ and pe have been chosen for/3 < a. If a is a limit ordinal, let 
% = sup{-¢~ I/3 <a},  and by K-closure of Pv,, choose p E Pw such that V/3 <a 
(p ~ p~). Clearly rlm(p) = 3'~,, since V/3 < a (% c rlm(p~) g rhn(p)). If % = a, then 
r lm(p)=a,  so p~dns(F~l~) .  In this case choose p~<p such that p,~F~=l~e. 
Otherwise let p~ = p. 
Now suppose a is a successor ordinal; say a =/3 + 1. Since P = (J~<~ P~ we can 
choose ~,~ < K such that rlm(p~) _ 3'~ and -/~ < 3'~. Using the denseness of the sets 
D r mad the K-closure of the P~'s ,.'t is not hard to choose p= ~<p~ such that 
W ~ rlm(p~). 
Let G={pcP I ' .~a<K(p~p)} .  Clearly we have sup{%,[a<K}=K,  SO 
I J {rhn(p) [p E G} = ~¢ and therefore G is P-generic over ~. Since G is generated 
by a descending sequence of conditiens of length K, it is clear that G is 
K-complete. No~¢ suppose 9.1 is an ~-structure with universe K. Expand ~?~[ to an 
~'-structure 91' by letting <.~r be the usual < relation and f~'(a)= %. 
By <5~, choose ~ < K such that ~,~ < ~'. Clearly 2[~, I ~<o~,1. ~,~ ~ "there is no 
largest element in the order <" ,  so (x is a limi, ordinal.. Also, o~ is closed under 
f,~v, so V/3 < o~ (/3 ~< "y~ < ~). Therefore 3~,~ =sur,{~/~ [/3 < o~} = ex. But then p,~ was 
chosen so that P,~ ~ ~-'~.l~, so G (" IF,~t~¢0, as required. 
(2)---->(1): We apply (2) to a partial order for constructing a <5, structure 
sequence. Let P={YtP  is a function, dora(p) is an ordinM less than ~, and 
V c~dom(p)  (p(c0 is an ~-structure ,vith universe c¢)}. For p, qeP, let p~q iff 
q ~_ p. For c~ < K let: D,~ = {p ~ P l a ~ dora(p)}. Clearly P = (P, ~)  is a partial order, 
Vct < ~ (D~ is dense and open in P), V p ~ P film(p) = dom(p)), a_-.'d P = ~,<,  P,~. 
Also, each P~ is ~¢-closed, since the union of a descending chain of fewer than 
cenditiov.s is again a condition. 
Suppose ~ is an ~-structure wi:h universe a < K. Let Fe = {p ~ Pip(o¢)=~}. 
Although /~ is not dense, it is clear that if p~P and c~-rlm(p), then p has an 
extension in /c~, so {p 6 P 1 rlm(p) = c~} ~ dns(F~a). 
Let G be a generic set as in (2). For a <~ let 91~ =p(c~) for any p6  G with 
c~r lm(p) .  There will always be such a p since GVID,~¢O. To see that 
(~lo ] a < ~) is a ©~ structure sequence, suppose ?2[ is an 3%structure with universe 
n. By the choice of G we can find ~< o~2[ and p 6 G ~)uch that p ~F~. Let a = B. 
Then ~[~ =p(:~)=~<~2[. Note that the ~-completeness of G was not needed in 
the proof of (2) --~ (1). 
It is interesting to note that for any P, @, and F,~ as in Theorem 4.1.6(2~'i if 2~ is 
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an 2£-structure with universe ~, then O{Fm I9~< o5a~} ;s dense in P. Since we will 
not need th~s fact, we will not bother to prove it. A similar (and, ;n fact, slightly 
stronger) claim is demonstrated below as part of the proof of Theorem 4.2.3. 
4.2. 
Like partial orders with indiscernible dense sets, partial orders to which 
Theorem 4.1.6(2) applies are not always useful for forcing, but under certain 
circumstances they have suborders which can be used for forcing. It witl therefore 
turn out that for each application of Theorem 4.1.6(2) we wit! have a correspond- 
ing forcing argument with the same conclusion. 
Defi:fitlon 4.2.1. Suppose D=(P ,~) i s  a partial order, a:zd O,F___-P. Then 
dns°(F)  = {p ~ Q [ N q ~ Q ('1F (q ~< p)}. Clearly dnse(F) = dns(F). 
Lemma 4.2.2. Assume 2 <~ = K. Suppose P. ~, and Fe are as in Theorem 4.1.6(2). 
Then there is a suborder © of P such that IQI = K, 
V a < ~ (D~ N Q is dense m Q and Q~ is r-ciosed) 
(where, as usual, Q~ = {p ~_ Q I rlm(o) c a} = Q A F, ), and if 2~ is an ~'- sm~cture 
wb.h universe an ordinal a < ~, then 
{P ~ O t rim(p) = a}__ dns°(F~). 
Proof. We define, by induction on /3<K, an increasing sequence of sets 
(Ao [/3<K) such that V/3<K:  
(1) A~_P  and iAot~K. 
(2) Vct<KVpcA~3qcA~+~ND,(q~<p) .  
(3) V c~ < ~, if (Pv t 3' < )t < K) is a descending seque~_ce of conditions in A0 f3 P~ 
then :t q~Ao+ ~ (3P~ V 3 ,< I  (q ~<Pv). 
(4) If ~3 is an ~-strucmre with universe a <K, p c A~, and rim(p)= c~, then 
3 qeAo+INF~a (q~p) .  
Let Ao = {p} for any p ~ P. Suppose 0 </3 < ~: and A~ has been chosen for each 
t3</3. If /3 is a limit ordinal, let A0 = Ua<~A~. Now suppose /3 is a successor 
ordinal; say 13=3+ 1. To construct A 9 we simply add to A~ the elements 
required in (2)-(4) above. Since 2 <~= K, only at most K elements need to be 
ad]ed to A~, so IA~I~.  
Let Q= ~B<~ Ate, and Q=(Q,  <~). The reader can easily check that this is a 
suborder of tP with all the required properties. 
Theorem 4.2.3. Suppose At is a countable transitive model of ZFC, and (K is a 
regular uncountable cardinal, 2 <~= K, and P, 9, and F~a are as in Theorem 
4.1.6(2))~k Then there is a gen,~ric extension ~g[H] of ,~t~ such that (3G(G is 
K-complete and D-generic over ~, ard }br any ~-strucmre 91 with bmiverse K 
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~< o 91 (G C~ Fm~ 0))) *IHJ. Furthermore, the extension preserves oardinalities, 
cofinalities, and cardinal exponentiation. 
Proof. First we apply Lemma 4.2.2 in ~ to get a suborder Q of P. Now we force 
with Q. Let H be Q-get, eric over ~.  Since (Q is ~-closed and [Q[ = ~)'~, it follows 
from standard forcing lemmas that the generic extension X[H]  preserves car- 
dinalities, cofinalities, and cardinal exponenfiation, and H is ~-complete in rig[HI. 
In ./d[H], let G = {p ~ P 1:1 q ~ H (q ~< p)}. Clearly (G is g-comple*~.e and P-  
generic over ~)~ru]. Now suppose ¢2i is an ~-structure with universe ~ in Jg[H]. 
Let r be a name in the forcing language for 92[ and choose p 6 H such that p lb'%" is 
an ~"-.structure with universe ~""  
Claira. ({q ~ O [ q ~ p and ~(  q ~ l:m and q lk~3"< o r)} is dense below p in Q)*. 
ProoL We work in .//. Suppose r ~ O, r'<- p. For each existential formula cb of o~ 
let cr,~ be a name such that plF"~r, is a Skolem function for &v in the model r" .  
Let ro = r and 3'o = 0. Define a descending sequence of elements of 0 (ri ! i ~ to) 
and an ascending sequence of ordinals less than K (~ I i ~ ~o) as follows: Given r~ 
and 3"~, choose r~+~ c Q such that ri+l ~ri, "h ~ rlm(r~+l), r~+, il r A ~,'/, and for every 
existential 4~ there is a function f+ on "y~ such that r.,+~lF~r+ t "Y'/=f~. Let -y~+~ be 
the least ordinal containing both rlm(h+~) and ran(f,~) for all &. 
Let ~ = sup{'yi [ i ¢ ca} emd by K-closure of Qv choose r,o ~ O., such that V i ~ oJ 
(ro ~zr~). Clearly tim(r,,)= 3'. Also, r,, t! rCl3" v and r, olF"y v is closed under all the 
Skolem functions ~r+". so r.,IF'r(~T'<<o'r. Therefore there is en ~-structure 
with universe ~, such that r,, IF~" = r (3 3""<,,r. Since rim(to,) = % r~, ~ dns°(Fm), so 
we can choose q e Q, q -<- <o ~< r, and q ¢ F~. Since q ~ r,,,, q IF23~<.r. This proves 
the claim. 
Since H is Q-generic over /d and p e H, we can choose q~ H and an ~-  
structure ~e.~t  such that q<-p, q<t:%, and qlF~'~<,,r. Clearly (~<,,~/ and 
q e G N F,~) **m], as required. 
The proof of Theorem 4.2.3 involved forcing with a partial order which, in the 
ground model, was ~¢-ctosed and had cardinality ~<. It is w,.'J1 known that such 
forcing, if it is not trivial, will always add a ~ sequence. In fact: 
Theorem 4.2,4. Suppose ~ is a countable transitive model of ZFC, and (K is a 
regular uncountable cardinal, 2 <~ = K, [P = (P, <~) is a ~<-closed partial order, and 
IPI = a<) u*. In JR, let Q be the partial order of partial funetio~ls from • to • of 
cardinalily less than •, a partial order which is known to add a <)~ sequence. I f  G is 
,P-generic over ~,  then either ./diG] = Jd or yg[(5] = ./~[ H] for some H Q-generic 
over AL 
]?roof. Let A={p~:P}Vq,  r'-~p(q and r are compatible)}, and B= 
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{p~PtVq-~p(qf~A)}.  Clearly if peP  and p}4B, then Nq~p(q~A) ,  so AUB 
is dense in P. Therefore G CI(A UB)  ~ 0. Let p e G ¢I(A tAB). If p ~ A, then it is 
not hard to see that G = {q e P IP  and q are compatible} ~ g,g, so At[G] =.~. 
Now suppose p ~ B. Let R = {q e P [ q ~ p}. Clearly R _. B. We will construct, in 
.~, a dense suborder of (R, ~) which is isomorphic to a dense suborder of Q, 
wl-dch will suffice to show that ./d[G] = :~4[H] for some H ~-generic over ,.,/~.. From 
now on, we will work entirely in ~d. 
Claim. V q e R ~ X ~ R (!Xl = ~, 'v' r ~ X (r ~< q), and X is an antichain). 
PreoL By induction on c~ < ~ choose p~, q~, ~ R such that V ~ < ~ : 
(1) p,,, % ~q.  
(2) p, and % are incompatible 
(3) V /3<a (p~<q~ and q~,~q~). 
This is easy to do t~sing the K-closure of P and the fact that R _c B. Now let 
x={p~ I ~<,d.  
Let (r~ I c~ < K) enumerate R. To construct our dense suborder of R we will 
choose, for each c~ < K and s : c~ + 1 -~ •, a condition p~ ~ R such that V c~ < K : 
(1) Vs:a--+K({p.~,~[3,<K} is a maximal antichain in {cl~RtV/3<c~ 
(q'<-P~l~+,)}). 
(2) 3s:c~+ t--~K(p~<~r~). 
The construction is by induction op, c~. For the case ~ = 0, appty the last claim 
with q = ro to get an antich.dn Xc_-R with iXl = K and V re X (r~ro). Expand X 
to all antichain X'_D X which is maximal in R, and let {P~v., 1"~' < K) enumerate X'. 
Now suppose c~ > 0. By induction on ~ < ce we chQose t~ :/3 + 1 --~ K and % ~ R 
such that q~<p,, ,  q~ <~r~, and if 3,</3<ce, then t )~ t~ and q~-<.%. Using 
inductive hypothesis (1) with c~ = 0 choose ~, so that p,,, and r,~ are compatible, and 
choose qoeR so that qo~p,,, and qo,~r~, if t9-, -1<~ and t o and q~ have been 
chosen, then by inductive hypothesis (1) for ¢ + t we can choose ,,~ ~_~ to so that 
q~ and p,,,, are compatible. Choose q~+. e R such ~hat %,~-<-% and q~ ~: ~ p,,.. 
Finally, suppose /3 < ~, /3 is a limit ordinal, and V 3' </3. t, and % have been 
chosen. By K-closure of R choose q e R so that V 3' </'3 (q ~q, ) .  Then V "V </3 
(q<-p,.), so by (1) again we can find t~_(U , ,0 t , )  such that q and p,, are 
compatible. Choose q~ e R such that q~ ~q and q~ ~-p,. 
Now, let t=U~<~(~ and by K-closure of R choose qe~ such that V /3<~ 
(q~q~). Note that t:,x -+ ~,V/3 <c~ (q~P,  le.+~, and q~ :~r,~. Apply the claim to 
get an antichain X.c_R with IX i=~ and VreX( r~q) ,  and expand X to a 
maximal anticha_n X'  in {q¢R ]V /3<~ (q ~<Pd~:)}- Let (p,-~ t3,< ~) enumerate 
X'. This takes care of (2) and one case of (1). 
If s : a -*  ~ and s ~ t we can, by a similar arenment involving the ~-closure of R 
and the last claim, choose a maximal anticha n X in {q ~ R IV/3 < ~ (q ~ p.~i~ :)} 
such that IX] = i<. Let (p~-s [3' < ~) enumerate X. This completes the inductive 
construction. 
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Let O'  ={s [for some ~ < ~, s :c~ + 1 -~ K}, and let R '  ={p, [ s e O'}. (2) above 
guarantees that R '  is dm:se in R, and clear?y the partial order (R ' ,~  <)  is 
isomorphic to {Q', ~_), which is a dense suborder of Q. As we noted before, this 
suffices to prove ~he theorem. 
In order to illustrate the use of Theorem 4.1.6, let us show that if ~,~ is true, 
then there is an o~-Souslin tree. By Theorem 4.2.3, the proof will also automati-  
cally show that we can generically ,add an aq-Souslin tree to any countable 
transitive model of ZFC+CH.  
Theorem 4.~.~. ©o,, implies that there is an a~,-Souslin tree. 
Proof. We will use Jech's partial order tor adding an oJ~-S,:,uslin tree. le t  
P ={{r, ~) l  r<~,  and (r, <)  is a normal tree}. 
For p6P  we will say p={rP ,~P) .  If p, q6P,  let p~q iff g'rP,<~ p} end extends 
(r", -<-q). Clearly P = {P, ~)  is a partial order. For a < o~ 1 let D,~ = {p ~ P I c~ < r~'}. 
Then V p E P (rhn(p) = ~-P) and V c~ < o~1 (P~, = {p ~- P 1 rP -<- c~}). It is easy to check 
that P = U~<o,, P~ and :the sets D~ are dense and open, and since the union of 
any countable descending chain of conditions is again a condition, V a <o~,~ (P~ is 
~ot-closed). 
Let X be a I-place predicate symbol in ~'. If ~ is an o~-Structure with aniverse 
an ordinal "r < ~, let 
N~ = {p ~ P 1 rim(p) = r and X m is not a maximal antichain in (r, ~>} 
and 
F,~ = {p ~ P i 3c~ (every point at level c~ in the tree (r  p, ~r,) is above some 
element of Xm)}. 
Let F~ = [~ U F~. 
Claim. {p c P I rim(p) = r} ~ dns(Fze). 
PeooL Suppose pep  and r lm(p)='r .  Let X=X ~c'ro  If X is not a maximal 
ant'.chain in p, then p c F,~ .c F~ c dns(F~). If X is a maximal antichain, then we 
can choose, for each a < T, a branch b,~ through p which contains c~ and intersects 
X. Let q be a normal end extension of p containing one new level, such that every 
new point in q is above a branch b,~. Clearly q ~ p and a c i~ ,  st, p E dns(U~). 
Since we are assuming C',o,, we can let G be a filter aa in Theorem &i.6(2).  For 
c~, ¢4-<,,o~ let a~T./3 iff 3p~G(o~<<-~t8). Since G L'. P generic over .~, clearly 
T = 901, ~T) is a normal tree end extending p for all p E ~. Therefore all levels of 
T are countable, and it ha;  height o)~. 
To see that T is an ~o~-Souslin tree, suppose X_c w~ is a n aximal antichain in 
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the tree. Let ~< be a 2-place relation symbol in ;~, and let ~[ be any £~°-structure 
with universe a~ such that j~a = X and ~,a= ~%. By the choice of G we can 
choose ~3<o~ and p ~c G such that p ~ Fro. Suppose ~ has universe r < o)~. ~I I~-'°X 
is a maximal antichain in the order ~" ,  so the same is true in 5~. Therefore 
X ~'~ = X C'I r is a maximal antichain contained in ~- in the order ~' r  I r. If rim p = r, 
then since T end extends p, p = (r, "~rtr),  so X m is a maximal antichain in p. 
Therefore p~ N~. But p E F;~, so we must have p e F~. 
Choose a such that all points at level a of p are above some element of 
J~=X~r .  Since T end extends p, all e lements of ~0~ are comparable to some 
point at level ee of p, and therefore comparable to some element of X r l r ,  in T. 
But X is an m~tichain, so X = X,qr ,  which is countable. This proves that T is an 
a~ ~-Souslin tree. 
5., l~[er~ses wRh built-ln C> sequences 
5~I. 
As we saw in the last section, we usually USe (>, when we are constructing an 
object of size K from pieces of size less tkan -. But in con:;tructions involving a 
(~:, D-morass, usually an object of size K + is constructed from pieces of size less 
than K. One might wonder whether there is something which will do for (K, l)-- 
morass constructions what a <>, sequence does for constructir:ns involving chains 
of length to. In this chapter we wilt show that ti~ere is: a (K, t)-:norass with built-in 
O sequence. 
Like ©~, the existence of a (K, 1)-morass with built-in O sequence will imply 
2 <" = ~¢. Thus, the statement "there is a (K, 1)-morass with built-in © sequence" 
will turn out  to be a strengthening of the statement "there is a (K, 1)-morass, and 
2 <* = K'.  We will show that both of these statements are equivment to statements 
atzout forcing. In this section we will deal with the weaker statement;  he rest of 
Section 5 will be devoted to the stronger. 
Once again, we let K be any regular uncountable cardinal, and ~ a language 
with countably many symbols of all types. 
" l~eerem 5.1.1. The following are equivalent: 
(1) There is a (K, D-morass, and 2 <* = K. 
(2) Suppose P = (P, <~} is a partial order and ~ = {~ [ a < K +} a K-indiscernible 
family of dense open sets. Let crf be as in the definition of indiscernible. Suppose in 
addition that for each &P structure f~ with universe B __K +, iBI<K, we have a set 
F~a ~ P such that if B c_ cc < ~, then: 
(a) F~ i"3 P* is dense and open in P*. 
(b) I f  f :  ct --> K + is order preserving and p ~ P~ fq F~, then t~f (p) ~ I~)(~a). 
Then there is a set G which is P-generic over @ such that for every ~-structure f~ 
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with Bc__-J¢ + ~nd IBI<K, GNF~¢:O. Furthermore, G can be chosen to be K- 
complete. 
Proof. (1)--7(2): Let (~l~ [a<•)  list all ~-structures ~ such that A~_K and 
[AI < K. This is possible, since we are assuming 2 <~ = K. Now we simply repeat he 
proof that (I)--->(2) i~ Theorem 1.1.3 (see Section 3.2), with the following 
changes: In the inductive construction of the ordinals 3'~ <K and conditions 
p~ E P* we add the following inductive hypothesis to the five given in the original 
proof: 
(6) If x, y E,~, I(y)= a, xt-3y, /3 <a,  and A~ ~ dom(f~), then p~ E/:~o~. 
The construction of 3~ and p~ is carried out exactly as before, except hat p~ may 
have to be extended to make (6) true. This extension is possible by assumption (a) 
above, and the K-closure of P*. 
The generic set G is defined exactly as before, and as before it is K-complete 
and P-generic over ~. Now suppose ~ is an 5f-structure, B~K +, and [B]<K. 
Choose x, y ESe such that x~-3y, l(y)= K, and B ~ ran(f.~.), and choose/3 <~¢ such 
that !'~= f~(~l~). Choose z E5 ° such that x~--3zk-qy and l(z)>/3, and let c~ =l(z). 
Ther by (6), p~ c Ff~<%~. Therefore by assumption (b) above, 
But also o,f=~(p,,),~ (3, so G fqF~0,  as required. 
(2)-~ (1): We already know by Theorem 1.1.3 that statement (2) : .~plies the 
existc:nce of a (K, 1)-morass, so all we need to prove is 2 <~ = K. Th' ,  will follow 
from the fact that statement (2) implies W(K) (see Theorem 5.1.3 t elow), since it 
is well known that W(K) implies 2 <~ = K. 
As in Section 3.2, by making minor changes in the proof of (1 --~ (2) above we 
can show that (1) and (2) are also equivalent to the following z sarently stronger 
statement: Suppose P is a partial order and ~ is almost K-indiscernible, and 
assume ~hat we have sets E~ as in Section 2.1 and Fm as above (except hat (b) 
.now only makes sense for SLOP functions f). Then there is a K-complete filter G 
it, P such that Va<K +(GND~0) ,  V~<~(Gf3E~/ -0 ) ,  and for every ~-  
structure ~ with B~_¢ + and IBI<K, GNFm~O. 
By modifying two partial orders from previous sections we can get two easy 
applications of Theorem 5.1.1. Both applications will involve trees. For the first, 
we wi!~l need the following notation: If T = (T, ~<) is a tree, then as in Section 2.2, 
for c~ <ht(T) we will let T,~ be level c~ of T. If S is a set of branches through T 
and c~ <ht(T) let 
,r~(S)={x ~r~ I~ BeS(xeB)}=(US)n% 
Ii c~0<ht (T  ) and S~T~ let 
Let ~: be any regular uncountable cardinal. 
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lDetlnifion ff.l.2. W0~) is the assertian that there is a ~-Kurepa tree T = (7; ~)~ a 
family F of branches through T, and a sequence (W, [ ~ < K) ::~ucl~ that: 
(1} IFi >,~. 
(2) V~<~ (W~c~(T ,~)  and Ila(~i<~). 
(3) VS-_F ,  if IS l<g, then ~] ,_~<~ V/3<~ ((, </3--+ ~rr~(S?e~ W~). 
Theorem 5.1.3. I[ there, is a (< D-morass and 2 <" = ~, then W(~) is true. 
]Proof. Imt P '=(P ' ,  ~<') be the •-Kurepa tree partial order, and let ~:'= 
{D'~ 1 c~ <K ~} and or} be the K-indiscernible dense sets and mappings defined in 
Section 1. Let P={(7 ,  ~, g, W, X) [ (T, ~<, g)-~P', W iis a function with domair, 
ht((T, ~<)), V c~ ~dom(W) (W((~)c,oP('l~) and Iw(a)l<,,), Xc_!)(dom(g)), and 
[X I < K}. For p 6 P we will write p = (T  p, <-", gP, W p, X ~) and p, = .(T p, <-<-~', g")~ P', 
the Kumpa tree part of p. Let TP=(T  p, ~ ' ) ,  and for ~<ht (T  p) let ~r['~ be the 
function ~,  as defined above., for the tree T p. If p~ q E P let p ~ q iff p,-<. 'q,, 
W"c_ W ~, X"c  X p, and VS,~ X ~ V a<ht(rP)(a>>-ht(Ta)--+rr~(gr'"S)~ W '(e~)). 
Let P = (P, ~<). 
For c~ < K + let D~ = {p ~ P [ p, e D/~} = {p < P t ~ ~ dom(gP)} • If ~ < K, "y < ~-+, and 
f :  ~ --0 3' is order preserving, define o¢ : P~ --~ Pv as follows: For any p ~ P,~, let 
of(p) = q, where q, ---cr~(p,), W '~ = W ~, and X" = {f"S[S ~ X~'}. Only minor modifi- 
cations are needed in the proof of Theorem 1.2.1 to show that ~ ={D~ 1 ~ < K'} i,s 
K-indiscernible. For any Le-structure 2} with B_c~c + and [BI<K, let F,e = 
{p ~ P IB ~ XP}. The verification ._,,[ Theorem 5.1.1 (a) and (b) is trivial. 
By Theorem 5.1.1 there is a K--compiete filter G which is P-generic over N such 
that for every..fg-structure ~3 witL B ~ ~+ and [BI< ~., G n F,~¢= 0. As in Section 1, 
G determines a ~-Kurepa tree T=(T ,  ~<-r). For c~ <~+ let B~ ={gr ' (a ) ip~ G, 
c~ ~ rlm(p)}, a branch through T, as in Section 1. Let F = {B, ] a < ~+}. Finally, for 
<~ let W~ = W~(a) for any p~ G such that ht(T~)>a. We must verify (t)-(3) 
in the definition of W(n). 
For (1), note that as in Section 1 if a 4:/3, then B= 4= B~, so IF[ = ~+. (2) is clear 
from the definition of P. For (3), suppose S~_F and [Sl<n. Let B= 
{a<~+IB~S},  and let ~ be any -~-structure with universe B. Choose p~ 
G N Fe, and let a = ht(TP). We will show that V/3 < ~ (a < t8 ~ ~r~ (S) e W~). 
Suppose a </3 <n,  and choose q ~ G such that q ~p and (3 <ht(To), so W~(/3) 
is defined ancl Ws = Wq(/3). Clearly fro(S)---~r~(gq"B), and since q<~p, B s X", 
and /3>c~=ht(TV), we must have ,,r~(gq"B)~ W~(/3). Therefore ~r~(S)~Ws, as 
required. 
Our second application will involve super-Souslin trees. For this application, 
can be any infinite cardinal. 
Theorem 5.1.4. Suppose there is a (~+, D-morass and 2 ~ = r +. Then there is a 
~*-closed K~÷-super-Souslin tree. 
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Proof. Note that, since we are working with a (K ~, 1)-morass, when we apply 
Theorem 5.1.1 we will be concerned with ~-structures ~3 with universe a subset 
of K -~ +. Let P = (t-, ~<) be the K+*-super-Souslin tree partial order from Section 2. 
Let D~, E o arid cr~ be as in Sectior 2.2 
Let k and c be constant symbols and gx ond g2 1-place function symbols 
in ~.  If ~ is an .~-structure, Bc_K ++, and iBI~K, we will sa) 93 is good if 
k~c~<K +, c~Zg B, and ran(g~)_~ c ~. To define F~, first suppose ~ is good. Let 
h;.--k ~, and define g~:A--'~K++XK ~ by g~(~)=(g~(~'), g~(~')). Let P~= 
{p e P [ g~"X ~ X r' x 6", and if V ~ < ~ < A (g~(~r) ~<p g~(~)), then =1 y e X ° × ~ V ~" < 
tg ,~ry)} .  If ~ is not good let F~=P. 
The verification of Theorem 5.1.1 (2)(a) is easy, and is left to the reader. For 
Theorem 5.1, l(2)(b), suppo,;e B ~ c~ < ~ +, f :a  -+ K ++ is a SLOP function, and 
p c P,~ f) F~, If f (~)  is not good, then Fr~) = P, so obviously of(p) ~ Festa). Now 
suppose f(~) is good. Then c t~ = f(c ~) ~_f"B, so f I ( c~+ I) -- id, since / is order 
preserving. Therefore k t~e) = f(2t ~) = k ~, c ~e~) =f(c ~) --- c~, c ~ ~_ B, and ran(g~) = 
~(ran ~r~ ff  (s~ ~ =ran(g~(~))_cc ~, so ~3 is also good. Let A =k~- -k  ~ ' .  For any 
( < A, g{~s~(~) =/(g~(~)) and g~jO)(~) = [(g2m(~)) =gam(~), so gt(~)(~) =
4~ (g~ (~)), g~(~)). 
Let q =o) (p). We wish to show q ~ F~.:~). We know p ~ F~, so g~"A ~_ X" >: 8 p and 
therefore gt(~)"A ~ (f"X')  × 6 ~ = M ~ × 8". Now suppose V ~ < ~ < ,k 
(gf(~)(~.)~gf~e)(~)). Then V~'<~<)t  (gm(~)~<Vg~(~:)), so since p~F~ we can 
choose yeX"×6 v such that V/;'<h(ge(~)-<.."y). Suppose y=( '$ ' r ) .  Then 
(f(r~), r )~X q x8 ~ and V ~<a (g~(~'(~)~(f('O),'r)), Therefore q~trfoa) , as re- 
quired. 
By Theorem 5.1.i we car~ choose a G which is P-generic over ~ such that 
V~'<K+(GNE¢¢0)  and for every ~-structure N with Bgg  ++ and iB[~K, 
GAF;~=/:0. As in Section 2 G determines a ~++-super-Soustin free T= 
(~++×g+, ~-:-T). To see that T is ~+-ctosed, suppose (xg ] ¢<20 is an ascending 
chain of length less than K + in T. In other words, a < ~+, V ,~ < A (x¢ ~ ~++× K+), 
and Vg<~<A (X~TXe). For each £<a le~ ~ and re be such that x~ =<~qo ¢~). 
Let 93 be an ~-structure with universe B_~K +÷ such that I~,1~<~, Kin=A, 
re ~ c~=sup({r¢+l]g<a}tO{A})c_B, Vg<a(~, (g )= 'q~ and gz~(g)=r~), and 
ran(g~)_< c ~. By the choice of G we can find p e G elfin. Clearly ~ is good, and 
,~. (,.~ _ X ~ g~.(g~))=(r~¢,r~)=x~). Since peF  e, gm"ac ×aL  so 
vg<x%ex~xa") .  Since peG,--<.-~'=~<-r!(X~×~), so ¥~'<~<)t  (x~<~xe). 
But then by the definition of /z~ we can choose y e X p ×6 p such that g ~<a 
(x~<~'y). Clearly Vg<~. (xzs'ry).  This proves that T is K÷-closed, so we are 
done. 
5,2. 
For the rest of the apolications in this section, even Theorem 5.1.1 is not strong 
enough. For these appl,cations we need a morass with built-in <5 sequence. 
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Suppose (b°,~--3, (~y)~)  is a (K, 1)-morales. Imitating the: discussion of ©~ in 
Section 4, we will add some structure to the morass in order to 'capture' 
~f-structt~es with substructures of cardinafft?i less than K. However, since we will 
be const1~.~ctmg objects of size K , we wl.~ want the .L~-structures we capture to 
have um~:erse ~-* instead of ~. 
Definition 5.2,1. (I) rf x s ,9 ° we will say x is minimal if it is minimal in the tree 
order ~3, Note that if x is minimal, then, by (M.4), it must be the last point at level 
*-~F'ial~;c-~.orass, and therefore there is at most one minimal point at any level of 
the morass, 
(2) If x, y ~ b °, x~e Y iff xk-~ y, x is minimal, and l(y)= ~. (The "e' stands for 
'extreme'~-x and y are the extreme points of a branch through the morass.) 
Defa~on 5.2.2, SuL-pose for each minimal x ~ ~ we have an ~-structure 2~ with 
universe o(x). "'he structure (~, t-3, (¢r~,)~y, (~)~,~m,im~l) is a (~, D-morass with 
built-in ~ sequence if for any &C-structure Pl with universe K~3x,  ysS f  
(x ~-3.~ Y, ~r~, (9.1~) < ~[, and ('rr~o(x)) C/K = l(x)). 
Notice that the universe of 7r~,(~) is ~r~o(x), which might not be an ordinal, 
although we do require its intersection with K to be an ordinal. We will therefore 
have to replace the notion of an "ordinal substructure' from Section 4 with 
something more general 
Defn~tion 5.2.3. (1) An ~-structure ~ is compact if B c K +, ]BI < K, and B f3 • is 
an ordinal. 
(2) If s2! is an ~-structure with un:iverse K +, then ~<~s2~ i f /~<2[  and ~ is 
compact. 
l't will follow from the results below that the existence of a (K, D-morass with 
built-in © sequence is consistent with ZFC. In fact: 
"~eorera 5.2.4 (Devlin) (V=L) .  For every regMar uncountable ~, there is a 
(~, 1)-morass with built-in 0 sequence, 
Morasses with some sort of built-in O-like structure have been considered 
independently b  several other people, including Shelah and Stanley (see [8]) and 
Solovay (see [10~). In fact, Solovay's "<> sequence adapted to a morass" is quite 
similar to the str,acture we have defined. 
Theorem 5.2.5. i f  there is a (~, 1)-morass with built-in © seque~,e, then (>~ is 
true, 
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Proof. Let (5 o, ~-3, (~r~.)~y, (~t~)~ m~,im~) be a (~, 1)-morass with built-in ~ sequ- 
ence. Let X and C be 1-place predicate symbols in ~,  < a 2-place predicate 
symbol in ~,  and ~: a constant symbol in ~.  For each a < x we know there is at 
most one minimal x ~ 5 o with l(x) = a. If there is one, and if ~t~ ___ a; let S= = ~.  
Otherwise let S, be any subset of a. We will show tha'~: (S~ta  <r )  is a <)~ 
sequence. 
Suppose X, Cc_c_~ and C is cub in K. Let 93[ be an ~-structure on ~+ such that 
X~ = X, C ~= C, ~.;~t = K, and <~= <. Choose x, y ~50 such ~hat x ~--~ y, rr~(91~)< 
t t  ~l~, and (Tr,~.o(x))NK =l(x). Let ~= ~r,v(~l~) and ot =l(x). Clearly n =~n must be 
in the universe of ~,  so .'n'~ [a=id  and ~-,v(a)=~. X~=~'aC lB -~Xf ' IBc_  
fq B = a, so X ~ = X f3 a. Similarly, C ~ = C fq a. Therefore X% --- "n'~!(X fq a) = 
X f3 a ~ a, so S, = X % = X f-I a. Also, ~ ~"C is unbounded beiow ~", so the same 
is true in Lq. Therefore C ~= C fqa is unbounded below a. Since C is closed, 
we must have a -c_- C. 
As usual, ou:: main theorem on morasses with built-in ~ sequences will show 
that their existence is equivalent o a certain statement abo~Jt the existence of 
generic sets for °,e:rtain partial orders_ Shelah and Stanley have also proved a 
theorem relating tl'~eir morass with built-in diagonalizing principle <)x~ to forcing, 
but their forcing statement is (surprisingly) quite different from ours. The follow- 
ing theorem ~s basically a combination of Theorems 1.1.3 and 4.1.6. 
Theorem 5,2.6. The following are equivalent: 
(1) There is a (K, 1)-morass with buitt-in ~ sequence. 
(2) Suppose P = (R ~) is a partial order and ~ = {D, t a < K*} a K-ir,:discernible 
family of dense open sets. Let ~r t be as in the definition of indiscernible. Suppose in 
addition that for ec~ch compact ~-structure ~ we have a set F~ ~_ P such that for 
every ~ with universe an ordinal o~ < K: 
(a) {p E P I rlm IP) = o~} ~ dnse*(F~). 
(b) if ~¢<~,  f:/3-->K ~ is order preserving, f (~)  is compact, and pc  
I~ f3 t~, then of(p) ~ F f~.  
The,  there is a set G which is P-generic over fi) such that for every £~-structure ~1 
with universe ~ ~3f~-<~PI (GT~F~.~O). Furthermore, G can be chosen u~ be 
r-complete. 
Proof. (1)~-(2): Let £g'= ~ U{f, <, +,', ~}, where f is a new 1-place function 
symbol, < a new 7.-place relation symbol, + and - new 2-place function symbols, 
and K a nea constant symbol. Since ~.' still has countably many symbols of all 
type's, we can assume (9 °, t~-3, (~'x~),~,-~, (2l~)~ ,i,,i,,~J) is a (K, 1)-morass with built-in 
O sequence of f-.~truetures ~l~. 
Once again, we repeat the proof that (I)--~ (2) in Theorem 1.1.3, with the 
following changes: In the inductive construction of the ordinals 3',~ <K and 
conditions p~ ~ P* we add the following inductive hypothe:ds to the five given in 
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the original proof: 
(6) if x~.9 ° is minimal, l(x)=~x, and y,~ .o (x )=o(x)>0,  then ~p~/s - ,~  
(p~ ~ p). 
The construction of % and p~, is carried out exactly as before, unless there is a 
minimal x ~.9 ~ such that l(x) = a and o (x )>0.  In this case, x must be the last point 
at level tx of the morass. ~[he first steps of the original construction in this case 
were to choose %, and then choose a condition p with t im(p)=%,  o(x). p<~ 
could then be any condit ion extending p such that ,/~. 0~r lm(p~) .  We will 
choose 3'~ and p as before, but we will have to be more careful with our choice of 
p~ to make (6) true. 
If 3"~ o(x )=o(x) ,  then r lm(p)=o(x) ,  so by assumption (a) above pc  
dnse*(F~lae). Choose p '~ P* such that p'<~p and p '~ F, ajse. Otherwise let p '= p. 
Now choose p~<~p' so that 3",~ • 0,~ ~rlm(p,~). 
The generic set G is defined exactly as before, and as before it is K-complete 
and P-generic over ~. Now suppose 9;[ is an ~-st ructure  with universe t~ +. 
Expand it to an ~qf'-structure ~21' such that Vc~<<(f~ ' (ce)=%) ,  K~'=K, and 
<vr  +~a' and "~' are the usual ordinal <, +, and .. Choose x~-3~y such that 
~r=~ (?I~)< ~1[' and (rr~vo(x))N ~ = l(x), and let ce = l(x) and ~ = %~ (21~). ~)I'~"~ has 
no immediate pre;:lecessor in the order <" ,  so the same is true in ~,  and therefore 
c~ is a limit ordinal. Also, ~ is closed under f~v, so V/3 < a (/3 ~< y~ < el). Therefore 
% = sup{~ I/3 < ~,~} = ~. 
Claim. f".e(~/,~ . o(x)) = B = rr%o(x). 
Proof. From the definition of )¢~y, clearly 
Therefore we must show B = {K • 13 + g {/3 e B, ~" < ~_~}. 
Suppose 3' ~ B. ~2l' ~ ::1/3, ~" (~ < t¢ and y = K./3 + ~'), so '3/3, ~ e ¢3 such that ~ < tc 
and 3' = K •/3 + ~. But B n ~¢ = c~, so g < cx, as requited. If /3 ~ B and ~ < ~e, then 
since ~ <__/4, K = K m ~ B, and /3 is closed under + and . ,  K./3 + ~ ~ B. This proves 
the claim. 
Since f~v and 'rrx~ axe both order preserving, the claim implies that % • o(x) = 
o(x) > 0 and f~s l otx) = ¢c~. I o(x). Therefore by our new inductive hypothesis (6), 
we can choose p ~ F~t:e such that p,~ ~ p. f~v (~[x [~)  = 9~I~<~91'  5f = 2[, so by 
assumption (b) above, ~f~,(p)eF,~i~. But o'f~(p)>~o-f~(p~,)~G, so ~rt~flp)~G. 
Therefore G f3Fml.ao~. 0, as required. 
In order to prove (2) ~ (1) we will modify the (K, 1)-morass partial order from 
Section 3.3 so we can use it to construct a morass with built-in <5 sequence. 
However, since the relevant dense sets for the original morass order were only 
almos~ K-indiscernible, we will again have to use the results of Section 2 to get the 
generic set we want. Therefore our first task must be to check that these results 
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can be extended to handle the kinds of constructions we are dea!ing with in this 
section. We wilt sketch this verification for an arbitrary partial order, leaving 
some of the details for the reader, and then return to the particular order we wilt 
need to prove (2) -+ (1). 
Suppose P '=(P ' ,~<')  is a partial order, @'={D~, I~<K +} ,an almost K- 
indiscernible family of subsets of P', and let cr} and E L be as in Section 2.1. 
Suppose in addition that for each compact 2%structure ~ we have a set F~_  P' 
satisfying (a) and (b) of (2) above (except, of course, that (b) now only makes 
sense for SLOP functions f). Let P, @, and c 9 be defined as in Section 2.1, Of 
course, as before ~ is K-indiscernible. 
Let ~ '= ~U{~,  +, "}, where ~ is a new constant symbol, and + and • are new 
2-place function symbols. For each compact ~'-structure ~ we define a set Fz ~ P 
as follows: First of all, we will say B is good if B = 
oaU{o.  (1+13)+n 1 13eB, neto}. If B is good, let 
b~ = {(p', g, 85 e P t 3 q' e F;ise ((r'g(p') -<-' q')}. 
Otb.erwise Fm = P. 
el~,r~. The sets Fe satisfy (a) and (b) above. 
Proof. We can actually pro-Je the following stronger form of (a): 
tc) If ~ is any compact ~L#'-structure, p ~ P, and rlm(p) = B, then p ~ dns(F~s). 
If B ~_ K, then p ~ dnsP*(/%). 
If B is not good, then F~ = P, so this is trivial. Now assume B is good. Suppose 
p = (p', g, 8)~ P and r lm(p)= B. Let a = rtm(p')= dom(g), and note that 
ran(g) = to U{a~ • (1 + 13)+ n [ tS c rim(p) = B, n ~ a~} = B 
since B is good. Let ~,=g-~(~3)l.g', an ~-structure with universe a. 
rlm(o~[ajp')) = c~, so by (a) for F~:, cr[a~(p')a dnsP'*(F4). Choose q' ~<'cr[a.(p') such 
that q'~ P'*f3 F~, and choose r' ~ '  q' such that r '~ E~ and r im(/)  is a limit ordinal 
[3 < K. Let h : 13 --+ K + be any SLOP' function extending , and let r = (r', h, 8 + 1) e P. 
Then r'<~'q'~'cr[a,,(p ') and h-~og = id,~, so r<~p, and cr'~(r')<~'(r~(q')~ F~(~:)= F~t.~, 
so r c F;~. Therefore p ~ dns(Fm). If B c K, then we could have chosen h with 
ran(h)g K. With such a choice of h we would have r6P*, so p6dnsP*(P~0. 
For (b), suppose a <~ 13 < ~, ill is an 5f'-structure with universe ~, f:13--~ ~<+ is 
order preserving,.f(il3) is compact, and (p', g, 6} =. Pe C)Fm. Once again, if .f"~e is 
not good, then the conclusion is trivial, so assume ]:"a is good. Then 
g)!(to" (1 +a) )  = to U{to • ( l+y)+n lvc - f "a ,  n ~ ~o} = f"a, 
where gf is defined as in Section 2.1, and therefore {~. ( t+~)= a, so ~ is good, 
and g f ta=f la .  By the definition of /% we can choose q 'eF~l  ~ such that 
(r'~(p') ~ '  q'. Then 
so err(Q)', g, 6)) =(p', gf o g, 6)e Ff(m> This completes the proof of the claim. 
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Suppose G is D-generic over @, and for every .'~'~structure 9/with universe ~* 
NfO~,~9£(Gf]FmT~O). Define G '  as in Section 2. As before, '¢o~<~ ÷ 
(G'  n D'~ # 0), and if G is n-complete, then G '  is too ana V i f< ~ (G'  f3E~# 0) 
Now suppose 91 is an ~-structure with universe ~÷. Expand 9/ to  an .~'-str~cture 
9/' by letting o~ ' = ~, +e' = +, and .~'=., and chocse ~< ~9/' such that G N F~ 0. 
The reader can now check that B is good, and frcm the definition of F~ it follows 
easily that G '  f3 F~I~# 0. 
We have just proved the following analogue of Theorem 2.1.6: 
Theorem 5.2,% Statement (2) of 7h,eocem 5.2.6 i5 equivalent :o the following 
apparenqy stronger statement: I f  P', ~i~', E'~, and F{~ are as above, then there is a 
-complete filter G' in P' such that '~ a < ~+ (G' ~ 0"~ 0), V ~ < t~ (G' N E '~ 0), 
and if 9/ is an ~-stn.:cture with universe K +, then 3 9:3<~9/ ( G 'N  F~:/= 0). 
We are now ready to corrplete the proof of Theorem 5.2.6. 
Proof of (2) -*  (1). Let P '=(P ' ,  ~<') be the (n, 1)-morass partial or:*er from 
Section 3.3, and let D"  and ~r} be the almost indiscernible sets and mappings that 
go with it. We will modify P' to get a partiaI order P for constructing a 
(×, 1)-morass with built-in <> sequence. 
Let P"={peP ' l{ l (x ) tx  is minimal and "-]yeb°~(x~--3~'y and l (y)=k°)} is 
cofinal in a"}. 
Claim. P" is dense in P' and P"f i P'* is dense in P'*. 
Proof. Suppose peP ' .  We wilt construct q-~'p such that hq>h p, 0~,~= 0~+oo, 
and the levels of the minimal points below the ~o extra points at level X q are 
cofinal in ~'~, so q e P". The coustmction is quite easy, so we will skip some of the 
details. 
As in Section 3 ,we will have to add a = ~o(°~o +~ levels mp.  Let ,V ~ = ,tP+ & for 
a~X ~ let 0~-0~,q- " for 0<a<~3 let 0~ ...... ={vt3g(c~=~o" '~)} and let 0~.= 
0~,o+ w. Of course, since we have added o~ points to 0~, we will also have to add o~ 
points to S p. Let 3,=sup(SV), and let Sq=SPU((3,+oa)\T) .  If x, yeSeq and 
AP~<l(x)<l(y)<~?t q, let x'm3'~y iff o (x)=oiy) ,  and let ¢r~,=id. The rest of the 
definition of ~-3 ~ and rr~ is lett to the reader. 
Note that if new,  then <XP+~o(~r. *"~, O~,o+n) is the minimal point below 
(X", 0~..+ n), and {It'+~0"~,, TM !nero} is cofinal in h"+6=A q, so qeP" .  This 
proves the first statement in the claim. For the second, simply note that if p e P'*, 
then S t' _c K, so S q ___ (sup(S r') + o2) < K and therefore q ~ P'*. 
Let 
7r v p = {p = (se., ~ , ' .  ( ~.)~o~, (9/~)~ m~> I (~ ,  ~4 ~, (n'L)~-~o,,) ~ P" 
and V minimal x e 5 ~p, 9/~ is an o~-structure with universe o(x)}. 
For p-_-P let p,. =(5~,~-3P, (¢r[~,)~o~)e P", tl~e morass part of p. Let p ~<q iff 
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Pm ~'q,,, and V minimal xa9 'q (91~=~J~)0 and let P =(R  ~). For a <K ~ let D ,  = 
{paP[  p,, E D~'}, and for any a<K and SLOP function f :a - -~ K + define cr t as 
follows: If pcP~ let err(p) = q, where qm = cr~(g,,) and g minimal x ~9 'q (9-1~ =9-I~). 
The reader can easily verify that, as in Section 3, @={D~ l a<K +} is almost 
C-indiscernible. The claim above will be needed to verify (I.1) and (Io5). 
Let "~ '=~U{h,  <,K}, where h is a new 1-place function symbol. < a new 
2-place relation symbol, and K a new constant symbol. For any compact ~ ' -  
structure $ let 
{l(w) } w is minimal and 3 z ~ ~Y~' 
(w~-3°z and l(z)=l():))} is cofinal in l(x))}. 
Before we can apply (2) we must check (a) and (b). (b) is clear. For (a), suppose g3 
has universe an ordinal a <K, p c-P, and rhn(p)=-a.  We define q,~p such that 
q ,5 P*AF~ as follows: First we choose q,,, ~'p, , ,  q,~ ~ P"R  P'* exactly as in the 
proof of the last claim, except that we let 0~o= 0~,,,+ t. This gives us a new 
minimal point x=(AL  0[,,}~.9 °~'. Let 91.~=g3 [SF. Note that o(x)=O~,=o.t . (S~) = 
oJ.(r lm(p)) = cx, so 9[;~ has universe o(x). For minimal w 6.9 °~' let 9[~, =~1[, and fo~ 
other minimal w ~-5 °~ let 91~ be arbitrary. 
By (2) m~d Theorem 5.2.7 there is a set G which is P-generic over @ such that 
for every ~' -st ructure 9l with universe ~ ~ =l~<~.~,l (G ~F~0) .  Let 
U~, ~-.-a, (w~.)~v) be the (¢, 1)-morass determined by G, defined as in Section 3. 
For minimal x~Se let ~l~=~)1~ for any peG with x~5 °~. We will show lhat 
(~, ~-d, (w,:~.)~., (~i,:)~ i,~,-,~) is a (~:, 1)-morass with built-in © sequence. 
Supp~)se 91 is an ~'-structure with universe ~ +. For each ¢:~ ~ ~< define a function 
h, :0~--~ ~¢ by h , (¢ )= I(x) for the unique minimal ~ ¢.~ such that x~-;(c~. ~) or 
x = (,c~, ¢). Expand 9! to an ~' -st ruc iure ,9(' by letting <~'Y = <, ~¢~' = ~, and h w = h~. 
Choose ~<~s2{' such thal G ~ K~ ~ 0, and by the definition of /:~ choose x. y ~ 2e 
such that x~-3oy, ~(g f~)  =~{~<~.~[ .  and 
h'~'~¢)(x)={l(w/]  is minimal and ~ z~b°(w~c~z and I(z)=l(x))} 
is coffnal in l(x). We will be done if we can show B AK = fix). Let c~ = B N~. 
Clearly 9 l '~"ran(h)  is cofinal in ~", so the same is tru:. • in ~. Therefore 
a =sup(h:~B). But  B =~r~o(x) .  so h;~B = h'[~p(x), and therefore a = 
sup(h'/{~lo{x))-l(x), as required. Note that again the c-completeness of G was 
not needed to prove (2)--~ (1). 
With a suitat~le grotu:d model, partial orders to which Theorem 5.2.6(2) can be 
applied will always have suborders useful for forcing. 
Theorem 5.2.8. Suppose ,it1 is a countable tra~sitive mo~lel of ZFC, ond (~( is a 
regular uncountable cardinal, 2 <~ = ~¢, and ~), ~, cr r, ~md F~ are as in Theorem 
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5.2.6(2)) ~'. Then there is a generic extension ~ag[H] ofJ~1 such that (~G(G is 
~:-complete and D-generic over ~, and for every ~-structure ~ with universe ~ ~ 
=1 ~3<~9~ (G f ]Fm# 0))) -~ru]. Furthermore, the extension presences cardinalities, 
cofinalities, and cardinal exponemiation. 
Proof. Most of tb.e proof is the same as the proof of Corollary 2.3.6. As in that 
proof we can assume wA.o.g, that the extra properties (i.7)-(I.12) and (c) (the 
strong version of (a) derived in the proof of Theorem 5.2.7) are true. Working in 
.*t, we repeat the proof of Theorem 2.3.2 to choose a (~, w~)-centered suborder G 
of lP such that [Oi = ~*, with only one change: When we choose the set A c_ p*  
we require that it have the following property in addition to the four in the 
original proof: 
(5) If 95 is an ~-sm~cture with universe a~ ordinal c~<~, then 
{p <== A f rhn(p) = a} ~ dns A (~:e). 
As before, Q has the properties (1. !}-(I.12), and the reader can check that by 
(5), (a)-(e) are also true in Q. We now force with Q. 
Let H be ~-generic over AL and in J4[H] define G as before. Clearly G is 
~-complme and P-generic ove: ~. Now suppose ~3[ ~.~t[H] is an ~-structure with 
t, niverse ~.  Let r be a name for s)[, and chonse p~_ H such ti,at plb"r is an 
.~'v-structure with universe K" ' .  13ne rest of the proof is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 4.2.3. 
Ck~r~. ({q ~ Q ! q ~ p and O~(q ~ i¢2~ and q Ik93v<~.¢)} is dense below p in Q)-'*. 
I~ooL Suppose: re  O and r~p. For each existential formula & <. f~ let cr, be a 
k~amc such tha~ plb'~o',,, is a Sko!em ftmction for ~p~ in r" .  Defi~le by inductio~ a 
descending sequence of elements of Q (r~ [ i c ~o) and an ascenc~ing sequence of 
sets (X~iic~,)) such tt:at rL,=r. 5ki<_rlm(~;)_cXi+> X, FI~: is an ordinal, r~,~H 
rF/X ' f ,  and r~Iktr~X"~X'~+~. By (I.7) (strong ~-directed closuret we can 
cho(~se r,, ~ Q ..uch that V i ,~ oa (r~ ~- r,) and 
rim(r~,,) :- U rlm(ri) = U xi. 
Clearly there i~ an f -s t ructure 93 with unive:-se rlm(r~) suci~ ~hat r~, ks~v<~.r. By 
(c), r~ ~ dns°(F.~), so we can ctoose q ~_ (] Cl F~ such that q <~ r,, --<- r, and therefore 
q lF-~aV<~r. This proves the clmm. 
Pick q c H and ¢~ an .5~-structu;e such |hat q ~ b2~ and q I1-~<~ r. Then (~3<~ 
and q ~ G F1/;i,0 "~ml, as required. 
Corollary 5.2.9. Suppose Ag is c countable transitive model of ZFC and (K is a 
re~dar uncountab:e cardinal and 2 <~ =K) ~. Then there is a generic extensiop7 
~/[~-t] of At such that (there is a (K, l)-morass with built-in 0 sequence) aE'q~. 
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Proof, Apply Theorem 5,2.8 to the partial order used to prove (2)--* (1) of 
Theorem 5.2.6. 
5.3, 
In this section we will show that the existence of an (o9~, 1)-morass with built-in 
© sequence has the following consequences for topology: 
(1) There is a space X such that X is regular, Lindel6f, and 0-dimensional, 
every point in X is a G~, and IXI > 2 `°. 
(2) There are Lindel6f spaces X and Y such that L(Xx  Y)>TL  (L (Xx Y) is 
the Lindel6f number of Xx  Y.) 
(3) There is a discrete space X such that IX[ > 2 '~ and X is subbasis Lindel6f; 
i.e., there is a subbasis for the topology of X such that every subbasic open cover 
of X has a countable subcover. 
Consequence (1) answers a well-known question due to Arhangel skn. Shelah 
recently proved the consistency of (1) oy constructing a partial e ler to generi- 
cally add suc:J a space X with cardinality 0)2 to a model of ZFC + CH. This partial 
order has also been used by Shelah and Stanley to show that their (0)~, 1)-morass 
with built-in diagonalizing principle can be used to construct such a space (see 
[8]). We wi!! use an improvemem of Shelah's method, due to Juh~isz and Hajnal, 
which will allow us to prove (1)-(3) simultaneously. 
For any set X let (X) ~ ={(x, Y)t x, y ~ X and x~ y}. A directed graph on X is a 
function g:(X)2---* 2. We will prove (1)-(3) by defining several topologies on 0)a 
using a carefully chosen directed graph on 0)2. To describe these tc, poi~ngies we 
will need some notation, 
Suppose g : (0@ 2 -,~ 2. For ~ < ~a and i = 0, 1, let 
A~ ~{,~<0)2!~¢~ff and g(~,~)=i}. 
In all our topologies, sets of the form A~ or A~U{ff} will serve as subbasic open 
sets, so we will be interested in finite intersections of such sets. Fm any A _ 0) 2 let 
F(A)  = {s I s is a function, dorn(s) _~ A, dora(s) is finite, and s :dora(s) -~ 2}, 
and for s ~ F(0)z) let 
U~ = N{A~. ' °  [I {~} [,~ E dom(s)} 
= {~ < 0)~ IV , E dom(s) (~¢ ~ --> g(~, ~) = s(~))}. 
Lemma 5.3.1 (CH), Suppose there is a directed graph g:(c0a) 2--~ 2 such that 
V ,~, ~ < ~o 2 (~'~a ~: ..~ 3 r /< ¢o2 (,~a "t/~ ,~ and g('q, ~r)~ g(,q, ,~))) and V D c F(0)2), if 
U ~.D U~ ~ 0)2 then 3 C ~ .D ([C[ ~ o~ and l_J~c ~-(~ = 0)2). Then (1)-(3) above are 
true. 
Proaf. First of all, note that { U~ [ s ~ F(0)2)} is a subbasis for the discrete topology 
on t02, since for any ~ < o2, (AT t,J {~}) f3 (A~ tO {~}) = {/2}. One of the requirements 
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on g guarantees that any subbasi : open cover of o)2 has a countable subcover, so 
this shows that the discrete topology on wz is subbasis LindelSf. Since we are 
assuming CH, 2 ~°= w~ < o)> so this takes care of (3). 
For (t) and (2), we define t~ao topr.logies To and T1 on ~*)2 as follows: l..e~ TO be 
the topology generated by the subbasis {A~ U {~} I ( < t02} tO {A~ 1 ~" < olaf, and if', 
the topology generated by the subbasis {A~ U {{;} [(< ¢o2} U {A~ [ (<  to2}. Lc{ 
X = (o)2, To) and Y=(to  2, r l ) .  Note that ¢o2\(A~U{~})=A~. and o)2'\(A~t O{£}~" ' = 
A~, so all subbasic open sets in both topologies are clopen and therefore X and Y 
are both 0adimensional. 
Now suppose g, ~<o);  and ~¢~.  By the first condition on g we can choose 
T I < o) 2 such that ~ r /~  ~ and g(~,, ~)¢= g('q, ~). Then clearly A ° U {r~} and An ~ are 
disjoint open sets in X separating g and .~. Since ~ and ~ were: arbitrary, mis 
shows that X is Hausdorff, a,~d since it is 0-dimensional it is therefore regular. 
Clearly the same is true for Y. 
To see that X is Lindel6f, :suppose {G~ I c~ < ~02} is a basic open cover of X. 
Then for each c~ < o)2 we can choose two finite sets M~, N~ co) :  such that 
Clearly if M,~ N/N~ =/: 0, then G,, -- 0, so we may ass ume M,~ n N,~ = 0. Therefore 
we can define s,~ ~ F(o.~2) with dom(s~) = M,  O N,, so that V ~ ¢ M,~ (s,~(g) = 0) and 
V ~'~ N,~ (&,(~') = 1). It is not hard to see that G,~ := I_Q\N~. 
Clearly 
U b~-__ b G~=~2, 
so we can choose a countable set C~o)2 such that U ,~c  U,. =m 2. Then 
so {G~ i ~ ~ C} is a countable subset of our original cover which covers all of co 2 
except possibly a countable set of points. Clearly this can be expanded to a 
countable subcover, so X is Lindel6f. Once again, the sam_e argument wi I work 
for Y. 
Finally', to see that evely point in X is a Ga we will use th~ .fact ~-at Y is 
LmdelSf. Suppose ~ < o)> 'and consider the following open cover of Y: 
{A~I g(n, 0 = 1}U{A~, I g('q, ( )=  0}U {A~ U{~}}. 
Notice that the sets A~ are open in Y; since `for any rt, A),U{T1} is open and {rl} is 
closed. To see that this is a cover use the fact d-rot if .~<o)2 and ~¢~,  then for 
some ~ <o)2, g(~l ~'):/: g(rb ~)- 
Since Y is LindelSf we can choose countable sets M___{rt I p(rl, ~)= 1} and 
N c{r~ I g(~, g)=0} such that 
UsA° cM}U U{A~'  e N}U (A~ Ulg}} = o)> 
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Taking complements we get 
N{A'~ u{++} I ++ ~M}n N{A°~ U{++} I ++ ~ N}nA~ =0, 
But by the choice of M and N, if ~ c M, then ~ E At  and if ~q E N, then ~" ~ A °, so 
A '+ ~MInN{A°U{~}In~NInCA~U{~})={~}.  N{. . , In  
Since all the ~ets in this intersection are open in X, this shows that {~} is a G~ in 
X. Therefore X is as required in (1). 
For (2), sirnply note that the diagonal in X× Y ;s a closed discrete se! of 
cardinality 00~, so L(X× Y) = ~o 2. 
Theorem 5.3.2. Suppose there is an (~o~, 1)-morass wi':h built-in 0 sequence. Then 
(1)-(3) ~bove are true. 
ProoL l~y Theorem 5.2.5 Q0+ is true, so CH holds. Therefore it will suffice to 
ct~nstruct a directed graph g on a~2 as in Lemma 5.3.1. We will define a partial 
order for co lstructing such a g and apply Theorem 5.2.6. 
Each condition in our partial order will decide a countable amount of the 
d~-sired graph g+ Thus, a condition p will determine a countable set A p __ o) 2 and a 
function gP : (A~) -'--~ 2. Notice that if s .=_ F(AP), then gV contains enough il~for- 
marion to determine U+ NA ~. m other words, if we define 
U~ = {~ ~ A v [ g ~" e dora(s) ((+s ~ _+ gp(~, ~) = s(~))}, 
then for any graph g ~ gP, Us NAp = U~'. Using this notation, we can now define 
our partial o~der more piecisely. 
A condition will be a triple p =(A  p, gP, T p) such that: 
(1) AP~02 and IA"t=~. 
(2) gP : (AP)2--* 2. 
(3) [ZP!~co, and V CE T ~' (C___F(A ~) and U,~c U2=AP) .  
(4) VCeTr 'V6eA~V ~c~(A~' \8 )Vh~F(A~\8)~s~C(~eU~I~ and sOhe 
F(AP)). 
The reason for (4) wilt become clear later. Basically, it is just what we need to 
make the induction in the proof of Lemma 5.3.3 go through. 
For ar, y condition p define a 3-place relation E ~ on A ~' by EP(& ~, ~) iff 6~g,  ~: 
and ~ ':? e A"  n 8 (g"(~, () = g"(n, ~1). Note that for fixed 8 e A ~', E ' (a , . ,  -) is an 
equivalence relation on ~+\~,. Z¢ o and q are conditions we will say p~:.q iff 
A ~ ~ A ~', gq _ g', T ~ ~ T ', and E ~ ~_ E". Let  Q be the set of all conditions, and let 
Q :: (Q, ~<). 
We wilt apply Theorem 5.2.6 to a dense suborder P of Q. To defi~e th~s 
suborder let P be the set of cor.ditions p w~fieh satisfy, in addition to (D-(4) 
above: 
(5) V/£, ~A ~ (~-,~---~ -q~A ~' ( ~  ard g"(rh ~)~ g~(~, ~))). 
(6) Va~A~V~(A '~\6)VheF(AP\a )~e(A~' \a ) (E~(a ,~,~)  and V~le  
dora(h) ( 0 ¢ ~ r and g+('0, +) = h('q))). 
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Let P = (P, ~<). To see that P is dense in Q we will need the following lemma: 
Lemma 5.3.3. Suppose p ~ Q, 8 ~ A ~, r ~ (A ~ \ 6). and h ~ F(A ~ \ 6). Then there is 
a function j : A p -+ 2 such that: 
(1) V n e A ° M 6 (j(rl) = g°(n, ()). 
(2) h~_j, 
(3) VCeT  ~sec(s~; j ) .  
(4) V Ce  T~'V 6 'cA  ~ V h '~F(Ae\3  ') ~ sc-C (sig,'c_j and xt.J h'~F(Ar')). 
Since we will use j to vxtend p, we will call it an extension funct'on for 8, ¢', and 
h. 
]Proof. If T o = 0, then (3) and (4) are trivial, and it is easy to choose / satisfying 
(1) and (2). Now suppose T p ~ 0. We will construct ] from a countable sequence 
of approximations (i, f i c e)) such that V i ~_ o) (Ji ~ F( Ap \ 6) and ii _c 1~+,). Let 
((G, 3i, hi) i i ~ o)) enumeraze all triples (C, 3', h') such that C~ T r', 6'6 A ~', and 
h'c F (A  ~ \ 6'). Note r.t~at (G l i c ¢o) will enumerate T p. We define the functions j~ 
by induction on L Let Jo = h. 
Suppose/~ has been chosen. To define j~+~ we first apply (4) in the definition of 
condition to (7/, 6, ~ and j, to get s6G such that ~ U~I~ and sUji ~F(AP). Let 
J'~ =]i U(s l (A° \8 ) )  . If 8, 43  we simply let ]i-~i =]'i. Otherwise we apply (4) again, 
this time to C,, 8, ~, and (j'~[3~)Uhi to get s~C/ such tha~ ~e U~!~ and 
s U (j'~! 3~) tO h~ ~ F(A~). Let ]~+~ =1'~ U (s ] (6, \ 6)). 
Now choose j :A  ~-+ 2 so that (1) is true and ~ ~o,]/_c j. This takes care of (1) 
and (2), since h =]ogj .  Note that if s~F(A~) ,  3'~<& and gs  Uft~,, then s lS '~],  
by (1). To check (3), suppose C6  T °. Choose i such that C = C~, and note that at 
stage i in the constrt, ction we made sure that for some s ~ C, ~ U~I~ and 
s l(nv\8)~_j'~c_i~<~=_j. But then s IS~i  and s l (A  ° \3)c_j,  so s ~_j. 
Finally, for (4) suppose C~ T ~, 3 '~A ~, and h'7_F(A°\3') .  If 3'-<,. 8, then 8 ' -~ ,  
so we can apply (4) in the definition of conditien to find s ~ C such that ~e U~i~,, 
and therefore s l&c_j, and sUh '~F(A~) .  If 3 '>8 choose i such that (Q, 8~, h~)= 
(C, 8', h'), and note that a: stage i in the construction we chose s ~ C~ such that 
~ ~ U~I~, s U lh ~ F( A "), and s [ ( 6~ \ 6 ) ~_ j~ + ~ c_ ]. The~efore s ! 8 ~_ j and s i (8~\8)~ 
], so s I 6i q 2, as required. 
Lemma 5,3.4. P is dense ~,~ Q. Furthermore, if q e Q and A q c wl, then 3 p ~ P 
(p~q ant  A°  ~e)O. 
ProoL Suppose q 6 Q. We will define by induction a descending sequence of 
conditions (q. [ n 6 o~) as follows: Let qo = q. Now suppose q. has been chosen and 
we wish to choose q,~ 1. Let ((81', ~'~', h '.') 1 i E oa) enumerate all triples (8, ~, h) such 
that 6~A% ~-~(A¢'\6),  and hEF(A%\8) .  By Lemma 5.3.3, for each i~.o) we 
can let Ji' be a ~ extension function in q, for 6~, ~'~, and h~. 
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We will define q,+~ by adding t,e new points to A q-, and extending % Let a ,  
be the least ordinal such that A q~ c; ~,, and let A q . . . .  Aq- tO ((% + ~o) \ a,). Define 
g%*~gq" SO that 
V i e ¢a V ( ~ A".(g",- , (( .  % + i) = Ji'(~) an:t if (~  ~,  then 
g~,,~,(a. + i, ¢) = 0), 
V i ~ o~ (g%.,(,~. + i, ~') = 1), 
and 
V i, ]~o J  ( i  ~ / - -~  g%'-'(a,~ +i, e,, + /3  =0) .  
Let T ~ . . . . .  T ~,,. We will let the reader verify that q.+l e Q, (1) and (2) in the 
definition of condition clearly hold, and (3) and (4) follow easily from (3) and (4) 
of the definition of extension function. Also, clearly q.+l ~<q.. Note that V n ~ 
(T"" = Tq). 
Let A p=U ... .  A% gP=L.j.~,ogq°, and T I '=T  q. Clearly peO and ~nc-~o 
(p~<q.), so p~qo=q.  To make sure peP we must check (5) and (6) in the 
definition of condition. For (5), suppose g ~ AP and ~'7 ~ g Choose n such that 
~, g~ A% and choose i such that ~['--- g, Then 
g~(% +4 ~) = gq-',(a,, +- i, ~p) = 1 
and 
gP(c~ n+ i, ~) = gq°-'(o4., + i, g~) = O. 
For (6), suppose 8cA  p, ~E(AP\8) and heF(AP \g , ) .  Choose n such that 8, 
e A ~o and dora(h)g A "~-, and choose i such that (8[', ~'~', h~')= {8, ~', h). Then by 
the choice of j~', h = h'~c_jp and V "O e A'< f'~8 (Ji*('~) = g%(rl, ~)). But since all new 
points added to A q,, are added 'at the end", A ~' f36 = A q,, ("t8, gO 
V ~/~A" N8 (g"(n, % +i)  = g~'"~'(~, % +i)  =j?(~)  = g"(rl ,  ~) 
= g,,(~, ~)), 
and therefore EP(& g c~t + i). Also, 
V rl ~ dom(h)  (gP(~,  c~,,+ i) = g ....... (rl, c~,, + i) = J~'(n) = h(~.)) ,  
as requ i red .  
Note that su,o(A ~') = sup(A '~) + to 2, so if A q~ ~0~, then A"_  ~o~. 
For (x<~o 2 let D ,~={peP la~A~}.  Clearly Vp~P(r lm(p)=AP) .  If ~<o~,  
3' < o)2, and f : a -* y is order preserving, define o): P~ --~ Pv as follows: First of 
all, if C_c_F(ce), let f (C )={sof -q l seC}.  Now, if peP~ let {rr(p)= q, where 
A ..... f "A" ,  V ~, {eA ~ (g~'(,f(K), f(~))= g"(K, ~:)), and T '~ = 0e(C) I Ce  TP}. To make 
sure ~ = {D~ I c~ <o)2} is ~o,-indiscernibleo we must check (I.1)-(I.6). 
(1.1): Suppose p ~_ P* and ,~ < ~o~, a¢  rlm(p) = A ~'. Let j De an extension func- 
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tion for any 8~A" ,  ,~(AP \8) ,  and h~F(AP\8) ,  and define r~O as follows: 
A '=  A n U{~z}, g '~ g ', V ~ ~ A m (gr(~, a)-= j(~) and gr(~, ~)= 0), arid T r= 7*. The 
reader can easily vet fy that rc  O and r~p.  By Lemma 5.3.4 we ca~ choose q ~ P 
such that q ~;- r ~< p a ld A q 9- o)1, so a ~ A r ~ A ~ and q ~ P*~ Therefore D,~ N 2* is 
dense in P*. To see that P":-",aO, note that if e q =ca), gq is any directed graph on 
A q, and ,/n =0,  t:'~ n q6Q.  By Lemma 5.3.4 3 p6P*(p~--;q), so P*~0.  
(I.2): Suppose ,~ <¢ol, X~t~,  [X[<o21, and X is directed. Define q~P,~ by 
A q = 0 {A p I peX},  T q = [,.J {T ~' [p~X},  and g" = U{g"  [ peX}.  The reader can 
verify that q ¢~ P,~ ;rod V p ~ X (q <~ p). 
As usual, (L3), (I.4), and (I.6) are easy to check, and we !eave their verification 
to the re~der. 
(1.5): Suppose i~ < a < w~, f :a  --~ o) 1 is order preserving, f! ~3 '- id, f(B) ~: a and 
p6P,~. Let q =cr~ (p). Clearly if Ar '~/3,  then q = p, so the conclusion is trivial. 
Now suppose A ° ~ ~, and let 3 be the least e lement of A p '~/3. By Lemma 5.3.4 it 
will suffice to fin t a condition r~ Q such that r~< p, r ~<q, ar, d A r~ to~. 
For ~cAP\~3 let [~J be the equivalence class of ~ under the equivalence 
relation EP(fi, -, ). For each equivalence class E let ]~ be an extension function in 
p for 6, ~, and 0, where ~ is some element of E. Note that if ] is an extension 
function for 8, L. and h, and E~(~;, ~', O, tl,en j is also an extension function f~r ~, 
~, and h, so the c~aoice of ?~' ~ E does not matter. 
Now w( define r as follows: n ~ = A n U A"  __ 0~1, T' = T" U T", g~ 2 gr, CJ g'~, and 
if ~,,~e A" \3 ,  ~hcn 
g~(4; f~ Z)~ = g'(f(¢),  C, = &~(O. 
We will let the :-eaGer verify that re  Q and r~p,  q. Once again (1) and (2) in: the 
definition of cc ~dition e°'e clear, and (3) and (4) follow from (3) and (4) in the 
definition of extension fimction, although this time there are several cases to be 
considered. The reason we used equivalence classes to index our extec; ion 
functions was 1o make sure E ~ _ EL 
Finally, we must define the sets Fm for compact ~-structures  ~.  For each i ~ ~o 
let f~ be a 1-ptacc f,anction symbol in ~,  and let s be a 2-place function symbol in 
d£. Suppose ~ is a compact ~-structure.  For each (~ B, let ~ = ~( ( ) I  i ~ ~o}, 
~q"  ca  -, 
and define a function s~ with domain X~ by s; (~) = s ~ (¢, ~). If V ~ ~ B (s~ ~ F(B)) 
we will say ~ is good. In this case, let C ~a-- {sp I ~ ~ B} and let 
F~={p~P[r lm(p)=B,  and if ~{U~ s~C~}=B,  then (?~T~'} .  
Otherwise l:~.'t F~ = P. 
Before x~e cap apply Theorem 5.2.6 we must check (a) and (b) of 5.2.6(2). Let 
~B be an ~-stru,  ture with universe a <~%. 
(a): Suppose ,~Pand A n=r lm(p)=a.  I f~  is not good, or i f~ isgood and 
[_J { U~ t s ~ C~}~; a, then p ~ F~. Now ~,;upr~ose ~ is good and [_J { U~ ! .~ ~ C ~} = o~. 
D;zfine q6P  as follows: A'~=A~=a,  gq=g" ,  and Tq=T"U{C~}.  The or.dy 
clause in tbe definition of condition which is not obvious for q is (4) for the case 
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C = C "~. To check this, suppose 6 < a, ~ ~ (a \ 3), and h ~ F(a \ 8). Applying (6) in 
the definition of condition to p, we can choose ~6 (o~\8) such that E°(8, ~, ~) and 
V n~_dom(h) (n~ and gV('O, ~)=h(~)) .  Now choose s6C ~ such that ~c  U~. 
Then ~ U~I~, since UP(3, ~, ~), and 
V ~1 ~ dora(h) n dora(s) (rl ~ ~ and h(rl) = gP('q, ~) = s('q)), 
so s U h e P(~). Clearly q-~ p, rlm(q) = a < o91, and q ~ F~, so p e dnsP*(F~). 
(b): Suppose a<t3<~01, f:/3--~ to:, is order preserving, f (~) is compact, and 
p a P~ A Fe. If f(!8) is not good, then clearly crf(p) e Ff~). If f (~)  is good, then 
clearly ~ is too, V ~ '<a :ot(~ - o~ o-~-~, C:(~: t f~¢)- ¢ i }, and therefore =f(C~).  It is now 
easy to check that crr(p)e Fr¢e ~. 
We are now finally ready to apply Theorem 5.2.6. Let G be a filter which is 
P-generic over ~ such that for every ~-structure ~I on ¢% ::1 fl~<~N (G nFe¢  0). 
Define a directed graph g : (toz) ~ ---> 2 by g = U {g~ [ p ~ G}. Since G is P-generic 
over ~, g is defined on ah of (o)2) a, and by (5) in the definition of condition 
V ~', 4: < to2 ( (~ ,~ ~ 3 ~q < o9~ (~'~ ~ ~ ~ and g(~, ~)~ g(~, ~))). 
Finally, suppose D-/ : (o92) and U ,~o U~ =to2. For each ~<o92 choose s¢~D 
such that ~ ~ U~: Let 9I be an ~-structure with universe 092 such that 
V ~ < o92 (~'~(~) [ i ~ o9} = dora(so) and V ~:~ dom(sc) (s~(ff, ~) = s¢(~))). 
Choose ~<,:~t and p ~. G such that p ~ F~. Clearly V ~ ~_ B (s~ = s¢ ~ F(B)), so ~3 is 
good and C ~ = {s c ] ~ ~ B}. Since p ~/~,  A"  = rhn(p) = B, and since p ~ G, gO ~ g. 
Therefore 
so by the definition of F~, C ~ T ". To complete the proof we will show that 
U {G tseC~}=og~. 
Suppose ~ <o92. Ch~ose q e G such that q ~p and ~ ~ A q. Then T~ T", so 
C '~ ~ T ~. But then by (3) in the definition of condition we can choose s ~ C '~ such 
that g.~U~L Since q~G, U"~_U~, so ~'~_U~. Therefore U{U~[s¢C e}=~o 2.
Clearly C e ~ D and I C~I -----~ I B[ = o9, so this completes the proof. 
5.4. 
In [10], Solovay uses his "© sequence adapted to a morass" to construct what 
he ca!Is an "adequate' [] sequence. In this section we will use Theorem 5.2.6 to 
show that if there is an (~eb l)-morass with built-in O sequence, then there is an 
adequate [] sequence. 
Definition 5.4.1. Let A = {a <¢o21a is a limit ordinal}. Suppose (C,,ie,.~_A) is a 
L_q,,, sequence, and let A* = {a c A l cf(a) = to}. Define a partial order <c on A* by 
a <c/3 iff/3 is a [imit point of C~. Then the [2],o, sequence is adequate if: 
(1) VaeA*,{f JeA* l f i ' ,<~a } is cofinal in o92. 
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(2) The partial order (A*, <~) is ~o~-Bairt;; i.e., the intersection of ¢ountably 
many dense open sets it: the: partial order (A*, <¢) is dense. 
Note that an equivalent definition of <~ would be a<¢/3 iff C~ i,; an ~nitial 
segment of C,~. Clauses (l) and (2) above guarantee that forcing wit',.: {A*, <~} will 
generically add a set C.~, cofinal in to2 such that if ~ is a limit point of (~ .  then 
Co~ fq ot = C~, without adding any countable sequences of ordinals. 
Our definition of 'adequate ~o~ sequence' is not exactly the same as Solovay's, 
but it is easy to modify our adequate ~.,, sequence to make it satisfy Solovay's 
definition: simply replace C,~ with C '={/3 1~3 is a liimit point of C,~}. We have 
chosen to modify Solovay's definition slightly in order to be consistent with our 
definition of '~.,~ sequence' in Section 1. 
Our construc~%n of an adequate ~,~, sequence will be similar to the construc- 
tic ,~ of a ~,~ seqae~ce in Section 1. Since we used weak VA,o~ sequences in that 
construction, it will ige convenient for us ~o have a definition of 'adequate weak 
~,~, sequence'. 
Def i~on 5.4.2. Suppose (C~I~ e S) is a weak L--],o, sequence, and le~ S* = 
{a ~ S I cf(oe) = to}. Define a partial order <~ on S* by a <~/3 iff/3 is a limit point 
of C,. Then the weak [:3,,, sequence is adequate if: 
(t) Va~S* ,{ /3cS*  I/3<~a} is cofinaI in to,. 
(2) The partial order (S*, <~) is o~-Baire. 
Lemma 5.4.3. f f  there is an adequate weak ~,~ sequence, then there is an adequate 
~,  sequence. 
lhmoL Let (C,~ I a e S) be an adequate weak D,~, sequence, and let S* and <~. be 
as above. For aeS  let C~'-{/3¢ C,~ i/3 is a limit point of C~}. Note that C',c_ S. 
As before we let A ={c¢<w2 I,:~ is a limit ordinal} and A* ={a ~ A lcf(a):~ to}. 
Let f :  A -o S be an order preserving bijection. 
Clalm. f ,reserves cofin.lities, and therefore f"A * = S*. 
Proof. Suppose a c~A and cf(a)--<oi. Then cf(sup(f"a))=tol, so sup( f 'a)a  S, 
since all ~}rdinals less than co2 of c~finality to~ are in S. Therefore f(c¢)= sup(f"cx), 
so cf([(~;) = toL. 
Now sappose ef(f(a)) = ~ol. Then C~(.~ is cc final in [(a/,  and C~.) c S, so 
S n f (a )  i~ cofinal in f(a). But then o,t.(A O a) = o.t.(S C'lf(a)) has cofinality to~, so 
cf(a) = to. 
For c~. ~ A let D~ = f- ~(C~,,,~/~ A N a. Clearly D~ is a clased subset of a, since 
C~(,~ is a closed subset of f(,x), A is closed, and f is order preserving. Also, if 
/3~D~, allen [(/3)~C~,~:~ so [(/3) is a limit point of C,~(~) and therefore C,;~e)= 
Cf~Nf(~3). But then C%~ = C~(~N[(/3), so D~ = D,~ f3 ~, It is also clear that if 
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cf(a) = o~, then cf( f (a))= ~o, so [D~[- [Ce{~)I ~to, and if c f (a )= ~o,, then cf ( f (a) )= 
~o~, so C~(,) is cofinal in f(a) and therefore D~ is cofinal in a. 
Now define, by induction on a ~A,  sets E,~ ~_a such that E,, is cub in o~, 
D,~ = {/3 ~ E~, [/3 is a limit point of E~}, and V/3 ~ D,~ (E o = E ,  71/3). The easy 
details of the induction are left to the reader. Clearly (Eo, la  e A)  is a ~0,, 
sequence. Define <z. on A* by a<z(3  iff/3 is a limit po~mt of E~. Then ~or any ~, 
/3 ~_A*, 
so f tA*  is an isomorphism of the partial orders (A* ,<z)  and (S*, <,.). 
Therefore since (C,~Ic~ ~ S} is adequate, (E,, I~ < A) is also adequate. 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section: 
Theorem 5.4.4. I f  there is an (o~, l )-morass with built-in © sequence, then there is 
an adequate [~,, sequence. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.4.3 it will suffice to construct an adequate weak U]o, 
sequence. As in Section 1.3, we let (£~ ]~ < o~2) enumerate the ordinals less than 
~o2 of cofinality wl. Let P=(P,~<) be the weak []o,, partial order and 9 = 
{D,, [~<o~2} the ~o,-indiscernibte family of dense open sets in P defined in 
Section 1. For a < ~ol, ~, < 02, and order preserving f : a ~ 3' let g~ :A,~ --~ A~ and 
cr~ :P,~ -+ P~ be defined as in Section 1. 
The definition of the sets F~ is slightly complicated. The reason for this is that 
the structure ~ cannot refer explicitly to the ordinals which will eventually be in 
S*, sirme for p ~ P, rlm(p) only refers to ordinals which will be in S\S* ;  o~ c- rim(p) 
means p gives some information about Ca,. However, it will turn ~mt that i ,  the 
weak U]o~, sequence we construct, if/3 ~ S*, then for some 3, < ~o~,/3 c Ca. We can 
therefore refer to [3 in a rouncabout way as 'the ~th element of Cm' for some 
< ~o~ and 3, < to 2. Using this fa, t we will be able to code up information about S* 
a~d <~ in ~3. 
l,et % g, {, c, and d be co~stant symbols in ~,  and <, L, R, and D~ for i e ~o 
predicate symbc-ls in ~,  where < is 2-place, L is 3-place, R is 4-place, and for all 
i ~ aJ, ID~ is 2-place. Suppose ~ is a compact ~-structure. We will say ~ is good if 
~e<cm~ah,  de<2,  <m= <, and i~ ~ and o.t.(B) are both limit ordinals, if ~ is 
not good let Fm = P. Now suppose ~ is good. 
Let 0 ~= B 71 c m, a countable ordinal since ce~ o~ and ~ is compact. If 3", ~ ~ B, 
< 0 e. and ~ is a limit ordinal, we will say {3', £) is a code in ~. Suppose p ~ P, 
B c rlm(p), and V 3' ~ B (o.t.(p(av))>--0~). We will call such a condition a context 
for ~3. It will be convenient to have symbols for the parts of S* and -.~ determined 
by /;,, so let S*:' ={c~ dom(p) [cf(cQ=~o}, and for oe, B~S *~' let oe<°~/3 iff/3 is a 
limit point of p(a). For each code (3", ~) in ~ let h"(3", ~) be the ~d~ element of 
p(a.v), h~(3", ~ is defined since 3 '~B- r lm(p) ,  so ;%6dom(p), and o.t.(p(,k~.))~ 
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0~>~. Also, since ~" is a limit ordinal, hf'(,y,(,) is a limit point of p(A.v), so 
h~(v, ~)cS  *~. 
There are two cases in the definition of Fe. If d e= 0, let 
F~ = {p ~ P i P is a context for ~ and 
.~/~eS *p (t~ <~hP(~/,~,  ~) and ~ >;%*)}. 
If d ~a = 1 we will need some more notation. Suppose (> is a context for ~.  We will 
say ~ describes p if for all codes (8,~) and (~,r )  in ~,  R~(8,~,~,r )  iff 
hr'(8, ~)<~hO(~, ') mi, d L~(~, ~, ~) iff A~ <t*°(8 ~). For all i~o  let 
D~ '~ ={h~'( & ~)i(& ~:) is a code in ~ and D~(3, ~)}. 
If for all .; ~ ~o 
VV codes (,5,/~} Vp. 3 code (r/, T)(Di (~, ~-), R (~, r, ~, ~), and L (l*, 'r/, r)), 
let 
F~ = {p ~ P ! p is a context for kB, and if ~ descr:;bes p, then 
3 / ,  ~ S 'u~ (bt <~ hP(3, ~, i~ 'a~) and V i c o~ ~ ~ ~ D~ ''~ (~. <~8))}. 
Note that "{8, s c} is a code" is expressible in ..95' using c and <. Otherwise let 
F,~ = P. 
We must check that (a) and (b) of Theorem 5.2.6(2) hold. Suppese ~3 is ar~ 
~-structure with universe oe <oa~. For (a)., suppose pc  P and rlm(p)= c~. tf ~ is 
not good, then Fm= P so clearly p e dnse*(Fm). Now suppose ~ is good. We cai~ 
assume w.l.o.g, that p is a context for ~,  since if necessary we can extend p by 
increasing o.t.(p(Aw)) for each y~ B widK, ut changing rlm(p). If d~=0,  let 
v=h"( 'y  e,Ke). Let /*=ao+0o, and define q~<p as follows: dom(q)= 
dom(p)O{tx, A,~+~}, a ldom(p)=p, q(tx)=P(V)O{v}U(lx\A.~), and q(a.,~+~)= 
q(t*)U{t*}. Clearly q~p, ~,eS *q, t~<qu, and tx>& for every 3eB,  so q~Fm. 
Also, rlm(q) = rim(p) U {a + 1}. so q ~ P*. 'Fherefore p e dnse*(G~). 
Now suppose d '~= 1. We may as wee assume ~ describes p and V i~ ~ ~,a 
V codes (& ~)Vtx - code (~, r) (Di(rb r), R(rl, r, 6, ~:), and L(/x, 'rt, r)), since other- 
wise trivially peFm. Since ~3 is good, ~=o. t . (B)  is a limit ordinal, and since 
a<0ot ,  cf(a)=w. Let (v, l i~}  be aa "~ncreasing sequence cofinal in c~. We 
define, by induction, a sequence (~.3'~ {~){is o)} of codes in ~ as follows: Let 
(yo,~o)=(~/~,~m). Given (y~,~), by our assumption about ~ we can choose 
(3',+> ~+~) such that D~(y~+~, '~+0, R~('k+~, ~i+~, % ~'~), and L'~(v/, y~+~, 6;~). For 
all ie0o let t~=hV(-y,~),  and note that since ~3 describes p, ~_~sD~ ''m, 
V.~+,<~tx,, and a,,<v.,+~. Therefore tx~ is a limit point of P(t*~+,), so p(/x~)= 
p(~+~)C)t*~. Let tx=sup{A~ [/3<~}=sup{~,~ li , }, since Vi~0o(A~<t*~+0. 
Define q~p as follows: dom(q)=dom(p)O{tx, a~,}, q ldom(p)=p, q(v.) = 
Ui~°,p(lxi), and q(X~)=q(v.)U{/x}. Then v.~S *~, V i~o (/x<g/x~+~eO[ '~= 
D~'m), and /,<~/.,o=hq(~m,l~e), so qeFm. rlm(q)=rlm(p)C3{u}, so qeP*, 
and therefore p ~ dnse*(F~). 
For : to), anppose c, ~</3 < ¢o~, j : /3 --> 0o2 is order preserving, .f(~) is compact, and 
p e Pt~ (',F,~. If f(~) is not good, then clearly ~rf(p) s Ff{~ m, so suppose f(~) is good. 
Then f(c ~) = c ~~> <~ t~,, f(i; m) = ~f(m~ < cede> ~< ¢a~, and f(d ~) = d ~{m) <0o~, so f ] c ~ = 
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id, ~ = lg f(e~, and d ~ = d f(e~. The]-efore ~ is also good and 0 ~ = 0 f;~). Since p e ~.  
p is a context for ~.  Let q = ~(p) .  Clearly q is a context for f (~).  Furthermore,  
the codes in f(~3) are simply the pairs (f(3"), ~'} such that (% ~) is a code in ~,  and 
for every code (% ~') in ~,  h"(f(3"), ,~)= the, ~th e lement of q(Af(~)). But q(Af(,~)= 
q(gf(A,))=g~p(A,), so since g~ is order preserving, hq(f(3"),~)=g;-(h"(%~)). 
Therefore for all i ~-: ~o, D~ 'f(~) = g~Df "~. It is now easy to verify that q ~ Ff(~. 
By Theorem 5.2.6, let G be P-generic over ~ such that for every ~?-structure 91
with universe o~2 3 '~-< 9.1 (G N F~ ~- 0). Let S = U {dora(P)t P e G} and for ~ ~ S 
let C~ - U {p(c~) I p e G, a e dom(p)}. Let S* = {a e S l cf(a) = ~o}. Clearly if a 
S*, then C~=p(a)  for some p sG with aedom(p) ,  so C, is cub ~n a and 
IC~l=~o. Now ~uppose a~S and of(a) = ~o,. 
Claim. C~ has order type o~,. 
ProoL Choose T such that a = A~, and suppose ~ is a limit ordinal and ff<~o~. Let 
91~ be an S-structure with universe ~o 2 such that c ~ = o~t, 'y~ = 3', ~ = ~, d ~ = 0, and 
<,a=<.  Choose ~3<~t  and p~G such that p~b;v.  Clear!y ~3 is good, and 
~¢ = ~ < o)~, so ~ + 1 c= B and therefore 0~ > ~. By the definition of Fro, p must be a 
context for ~.  Therefore T = ~/e E B ~ rlm(p) and o.t.(p(A~)) 1> 9 ~ > ~'. But p ~ G, 
so p(A~)---p(c~)~C,~, and therefore o.t .(C~)>~. Since ~ was an arbitracy limit 
ordinal tess than ~o~, o.t.(C~)~--co~. Clearly we cannot have o.t.(C~)>~o~, so 
o. t . (C~)  : ~ .  
Let/3 = sup(C , )~ < c~. Since o.t.(C~) = ~1, of(/3) = ~o~. But all ordinals less than ~o2 
of cofinality co~ are. in S, since G is P-generic over @, so ¢1~S. Suppose ~<c~. 
Choose p ~ G with a, /3 ~ dom(p).  Then max(p(a))  ~>~iup(dom(p) C']~) >t/3, and 
p(a)  _q (~, which contradicts the choice ef ~. Therefore s~ap(C~) = ~. As in Section 
t, C,~ is closed in sup( (~)= ~, so (2~ is cub in c~. 
It should now be clear that (C,~ t ~ ~; S} is a weak [2],o, sequence. To see that it is 
adequate we must check ( l )  and (2) in Definit ion 5.4.2. I : ) r  a, /3 ~ S* let a <~/3 iff 
/3 is a limit point of C,,. We will call a pair (y, ~) a code if -g <~02, ~< ~o,, and ~ is a 
limit ordinal. Let h(y,/,') = the ~'th element of Cx.  If h(% ~) = ~ we will say <% g) 
is a code for c~. Clearly for every code (% ~), h(3,, ( )~  S*, and every element of S* 
has a code. 
To check (1), suppose a ~ S* and v < oa2. Let <% ~} be a code for c~, and choose 
8 <'-o) 2 such that v < Aa. Let ¢~1 be an o~-structure on a~2 such that c '~'= ~0~. ~/~= 3", 
t; '~'= ~, g~= 8, d ~ =0,  and <~'~= <. Choose ~-<~1 and p~ G such that p~/~.  
Clearly ~ is good, so p must be a contex* for ~.  hV(,y~s,~m)= hr'(% ~)=the  ~'th 
e!ement of p(2~.~) = the ~th element of Cx, = h(3~, ~) =a,  since p~ G and thus p(A~¢) 
must be an initial se~nent  of C~. By the definition of /4;~ we can choose /x ~ S*" 
such that Ix <~ and /x > as~ = Aa > v. Since p ~ G, clearly ~. ~ S* and ~ <~c~, so 
thfs establishes (1). 
For (2), suppose ~D~ i i e ~0} is a countable family of dense open sets in (S*, <~), 
and a ~ S*. We nmst find ~ <~.c~ such that ~ ~ ~ D~. Let (3", ~) be a code for a, 
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and let N be an 5f-structure on o)2 such that c ~ -= ~,~,, ~f~=% ~= ~', d-~= 1, 
<a= <, and for all codes (6, ~:) and (~, ~r), R~(3, ~, ~, ~:) iff he3, .~)<,,h(n, -r), 
L~(n, 6, ~) iff h. < he& ~i), and V i e w, IDa(& ~) iff he3, ~) ,~ D~. 
Choose ~<¢9I  and p ~ G such that p~.F~,. Clearly ~3 is good, so p is a context 
for ~.  In fact, it is not h~u'd to see that ~ describes p, since for any codes (6, ~) and 
(% r) in ~,  
R~o( ~, ~:, n, ~'i +,, R~(& ~, n, r) ,-> h(~, ~) <~ hen, r) *-> h"(6, ~:) <~ h~'(-q, ~-) 
and 
L~a( n, 6, ~) .... L~(n, 6, £) ~> h~ < he& ~) = hoe& .~). 
Also, if (6, ~:) is a code in ~ and D~(6, ~:), then h~(~3, ~) = he& ~)~ Di, so D["~ c_ D~. 
Suppose i~o), (& ~) is a code, and /., <to2. Let /3 = he& ,~), and choose 0<¢/3 
such that 0 e Dv By (1), which we have just verified, we can choose v <~0 such 
that v>"h,,  and since D~ is open, v~Dv Let (~,~-) be a code for v. Then 
~i ~(O~(-~, z), R(~, ~r, & ~), and L(~x, r~, ~-)). Since i, (6, ~), and g were arbitrary, we 
have shown that V i ~_ ~o, 
N.~V codes(& #}V~ B code (r/, ~-) (Oi(r~, ~-), R(n, z, & ~), and L(~x, ,~, z)). 
Since ~3<~t, the same is true in ~3. Therefore, by the definition of b2z, we can 
choose /x~S *~ such that Ix<~h°('~,~,g~)=h(3,,~)=c~ and Vi~¢o~6~D~ ''~ 
(/x <~3). But then ~x<~a, and Vi~toz l~D~ (g <~6), so since the sets D~ are 
open, /x ~ f~,~ D~. This complete,- the proof of Theorem 5.44. 
5.5, 
In [4], Devlin presents a proof, due to Jensen, that V = L implies the existence 
of a Kurepa tree with no A;onszajn subtree. Using a similar strategy for ~killing 
off' Artmszajn subtrees we :ar~ a!so construct such a tree using a morass with 
built-in <5 sequence. 
Th~mrem 5.5.1. If  there is a (K, D-morass with built-in <~ sequence, the~,~ dzere is a 
K-Kurepa tree with no K-Aronszafi~ sub~ree. 
ProoL Let P=(P ,  <~) be the ~-Kurepa tree partial order, and s~={D~ f U<K ~} 
and cr~ the K-indiscernible dense sets and mappings from Section 1. For any 
compact ~-structure ~ let 
Fe = {p = (TP,~ p, gP)~ P i B C~ K '_-- T ~ and rlm(p) = dom(g v) c B}. 
To verify (a) and (b) of Theorem 5.2.6(2), let ~ be an ~-structure with universe 
<K. For (a), suppose p ~ P and rim(p)= a. By adding one' point to the end of 
each branch of the tree (T;', ~P) it is not hard to construct a coneitic, n q-~--p such 
that dom(g '~) = dom(g p) = ~ and a c T'L But then q e P* f3 F~, so p ~ dnsV*(h~). 
To verify (b), suppose a ~/3 < K, f:/3 --~ ~+ is order preserving, f03) is compact, 
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and p ~ P~ NF,~. Let q = of(p). Since f (~)  is compact, f"a f3 ~c must be an ordinal, 
~o f 'a fq~a~T~'=T I`. Also, dom(g°)_~a, so dom(g'* )=f"dom(g~') - f f 'a .  
Therefore q ~ F~) ,  as required. 
By Theorem 5.2.6 there is a ~-complete filter G which is P-gener ic  over ~) such 
lhat for every Le-structttre ~[ on K * ::1 ~3<0d (G f3 F~ 6). Let T = (T, ~r )  l::e the 
K-Kurepa tree determined by G, and for a<~¢ + let B, , - - -{gP(a) lp~G and 
t, ~dom(g~')}. As in Section 1, each B~ is a branch flu-ough T. 
Clahn. Suppose S ~ T, V a ~:. S V/3 ~ T (~ <<-7.a -~ 13 ~ S) (i.e., S is closed down- 
ward in the tree), and V ¢~ < x + (B,,~ S). Then ISI < to. 
ProoL Let S be a 1-place predicate symbol and B a 2-place predicate symbol in 
~.  Let ~,'I be an ~-st ructure  on K + such that S~=S and Vc~,/3< 
~c+(B~(a,/3)**u~Bo). Choose ~<~(  and p~G such that p~/~.  By our as- 
sumptions about S, 2lkVc~ .::1/3 (B(/3, a)  and -7S(/3)), so the same sentence is true 
in ~. Therefore V ¢e ~ B 3 [3 ~ B (~ E B,~ \S) .  
Suppose ~ c dom(g°). Then since p c-F~, dora(gO)_ B, so a ~ B and we can 
choose/3 ~ B such that/3 ~ B~ \ S. By the definition of B,~ we also have g°(a)  6 B~, 
and therefore ither/3 ~Tg°(~)  or go(a)~<T/3. Clearly gO(¢~)c T °, and B,, ___ T~ K, 
so/3 c B n K _c;- T o, since p ~/-~. Furthermore v rs an end extension of (T  °, <o), since 
p c G, and g°(c~) is in the highest level of T r'. Thus we must have /3 ~Tg°(c~). 
Since ~ S and S is closed downward, go(~)¢ S. 
Since a was an arbitrary element of dora(gO), we have shown that ran(g °) N S = 
0. But ran(g °) is an entire level of (T  ~', ~ ' ) ,  and is therefore also an entire level of 
T, so we have shown that S is disjoint frona an entire level of T. Since S is closed 
downward, it must also be disjoint from all higher levels. Thus S~ T o , so 
To see that T has no ~¢-Aronszajn subtrees, suppose S m T were a K-Aronszajn 
subtree. By closing S downward if necessary we can assume w.l.o.g, that S is 
closed downward. Also, since S is Aronszajn it contains no branches, so in 
particular V c¢ < K ~ (B,~ ~ S). But then by the claim I s l  < .',, which is a contradic- 
tion. 
It is intcresting to note that we can draw further conctasions about T from the 
claim above. Foi example, suppose S were a branch through T different from all 
the B,'s, o~ < K ~. Then clearly S is closed dowr~ward and V e~ < ~+ (B ,~ S), so by 
the clairn ISI < ~, a contradiction. Therefore {B,, ] a < ~¢ +} is the set of all branches 
through T. 
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